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[3 The problems of information storage and retrieval have
received extensive discussion in the past decade, but few
"solutions" to the problems have survived the cruel test
of real world application. Accordingly, the field continues
to engender strong controversies on matters ranging from
problem definition and user need to the best techniques for
using computers. In such a climate, it is rare that one
finds a dispassionate, factual, and comprehensive state-
oi-the-art report.

This volume provides what I consider to be one of themore useful state-of-the-art reports now available, even
though it brings the field up to mid-1964.

B The report was prepared by Lawrence Berul and his
associates at the AUERBACH Corporation for a commercial

l customer. Because the report contains extensive data on
government activities, my office became aware of its
preparation.

Several months ago I asked the AUERBACH Corporation
and its client if there was a possibility that it might be
made available to selected government personnel on a
restricted basis while the information and data it contains
are still current.

In a most generous action, the report has been made freely
available to the government, and it seems desirable that it
also be made promptly available through the channels nor-
mally used for public dissemination of technical reportsr prepared for the Department of Defense.

I wish to express a deep appreciation to the AUERBACH
F- Corporation and its client for waiving their copyright tor this report in order that it may receive prompt and wide-

spread distribution. While my office and the Department
of Defense take no responsibility for the data it presents
and the conclusions it draws, I feel that this state-of-the
art report does deserve to be read by anyone who is
seriously interested in gaining a better grasp of the field

r- of information storage and retrieval.

Walter M. Carlson
Director of Technical Information
Department of Defense
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1.1 BACKGROUND

Information storage and retrieval (IS&R) is a relatively new field which is

developing to improve the communication of information from the originators to the end

users. It is providing new tools and techniques for communicating information which

supplement the more traditional communication methods represented by the professional

journal and the abstract journal. Since the author of a technical paper generally does

not know all of the people who may be interested in it, the paper or message is in effect

broadcast by printing thousands of copies in the hope of reaching the right users. Two

factors are presently at work to hinder this traditional method of non-directed com-

munication. The first is the increased volume of technical information generated; the

second is the increased number of potential readers. As a result, the channels of com-

munication are becoming clogged with1 information relevant to only a small percentage

of the audience.

The antithesis of the broadcast method of communication is the direct method

wherein the user is in direct communication with the originator and a dialogue or con-

versation can take place between them. Direct communication, however, requires that

the originator know the end user or vice versa in order that a direct connection or channel

can be established.

IS&R is effectively attempting to create a bridge between originators and users

of information. If user needs or interests can be defined and the information content of

messages described, information can be automatically switched or routed to the end user,

even though the originators and users do not know each other. The role of IS&l therefore,

is to get the right information to the right person in the right form at the right time. This

will thereby reduce the degree of redundancy resulting from the reliance on the broadcast

of messages as the primary method of communication. It will also decrease the "noise

level" or degree of intake of non-relevant information resulting from this method of com-

munications. The net effect should be an improvement in the productivity of professional

or technical people, who are heavily dependent on external sources of information in

their work.
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1.2 O T

This report was prepa-ed for a majrc' manufacturer of office equipment,

interested in penetrating the market for IS&R equipment and systems. The objective of

the study was to compile relevant background and interpretive material using the

information resources of the AUERBACH Corporation and the experience of its technical

staff, and prepare a state-of-the-art report which would put the developments in the IS&R

field into perspective and serve to orient a newcomer into this field. The study specifically

avoided the cataloging of special purpose IS&R equipment. The approach rather was to

define the functions of an IS&R system and indicate how and what general type of equipment *
could be used in each particular function. The study demonstraýes that a typical !S&R

system is a seemingly unrelated set of equipment and procedures. The key to successful i
implementation is a well defined set of objectives and an effective system design which

ties the varied equipment and procedures into a unified system. £
1.3 OUTLINE OF REPORT

This section presents a brief outline or "road map" to the report. Many sections

contain information which may appear redundant. To an extent, this was unavoidable as

each section of the report is intended to be relatively self-contained with respect to its I
purpose, but also each sention vicws the field from a different vantage.

Section II describes IS&R as a problem in person-to-person communications. It

presents the overall scope of the problem, basic definitions, and some various methods

for categorizing information systems.

Section III presents basic IS&R concepts and techniques. It traces the history of 5
traditional librarianship through early IS&R systems and up to the present state-of-the-art.

It discusses the major problems in the field whi-,h include semantics, syntactics, view- I
point, indexing, classification, file organization, vocabulary control, and automatic in-

dexing and abstracting. 9
Section IV describes the various information products and services which are

being employed to a'd the process of communication between the originators and users of j
information. Both current-awareness and retrospective -type services are discussed.

These information products and services represent the output of information systems;

each product or service is described in terms of its purpose, i. e., the particular user

requirement it is intended to fulfill and its possible forms.

1-2



Section V categorizes the various information system operations required to

produce the products and services, described in ecLtIon r(', -t., eight basic .ystem

functions from which all IS&R systems can be assembled. These basic functions are:

origination, acquisition, surrogation, amnouncement, index operation, docunment manage-

ment, correlation, and end-use. A description of these eight basic functions aid their

role in an IS&R system are also presented.

Section VI describes five examples of IS&R applications or systems, for the

purpose of showing how the various functions described in Section V are combined to

provide a wide variety of products and services. The particular applications described

are the NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility, the General Electric Company

Missile and Space Division technical library, which is a "satellite" of the NASA Facility,

the Army Chemical Information and Data System concept (Traffic Routing Center), an

Engineering Data Center (The Engineering Data Management Department of the Naval Air

Technical Services Facility) and several examples of real-estate title searching systems.

Section Vii describes the economics of information center operations for two

major government information centers and presents some comparative economic analyses

of alternate approaches to (1) the index operations function and (2) the document manage-

ment function.

Section VIII describes the hardware implications of the various IS&R system

functions. It is not intended to be a catalog or evaluation of specific hardware but rather

presents a description of the fun tional requirements and the general type of hardware

which has been or can be used to meet these functional requirements.

In addition, a discussion of user functions and their equipment implications is

given. This is followed by an analysis of the relationship between index and document

files, which heips to explain the reason for the lack of success of those equipment systems

which have attempted to combine index and docament files. A description of file structures

is given for inverted files and linear files as employed on serial searching devices and on

random access storage devices. This description is supplemented by an appendix on

random access file structures (Appendix B).
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Section IX presents a description of ccmputer software (programs) which

are available for IS&R functions. Special-purpoile devices for searching index files and

document files have not been particularly succes;sful. Special-purpose computer pro-

grams used with general-purpose computers havw been relatively more successful than j
the special-purpose equipment. Consequently, this section describes the type of functions

which can be performed by computer and describes the programs which are generally

available for these purposes.

Section X presents a summary technica, evaluation of the state of the art and f
a prediction of trends within each of the eight basio. system functions which make up all

IS&R systems. f
Reference numerals throughout the text refer to a bibliography which immedi-

ately follows Section X. A supplemental bibliography on the subject of Automatic Indexing

and Automatic Abstracting is included as Appendix A. Appendix B presents a detailed

discusSion of random access file structures which was considered important enough for f
inclusion in this report. A glossary of IS&R terminology is included in Appendix C. This

glossary has been compiled from numerous existing glossaries in the field. However, it

has been modified considerably to eliminate much of the ambiguity which is present in the

IS&R terminology.

!
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SECTION II. INFORMATION STORAGE AND

RETRIEVAL - A COMMUNICATIONS PROBLEM

The relatively new field of information storage and retrieval is concerned

with improving the communication of recorded information among three types of individuals

or groups:

(1) The originator of information -- one who develops or
first record,_ information.

(2) The indexer or librarian - ore who is responsible for
the proper storage of information so that it can later be
retrieved and used.

(3) The user of information - one who requires infcrmation
as a resource in solving his problems.

2.1 METHODS OF PERSON-TO-PERSON COMMUNICATION

Most of the information received by individuals in their daily lives, and neces-

sary to the conduct thereof, is probably obtained via the sense of hearing, largely because

of the omnidirectional nature of this sense. As a result, most of us seem automatically to

prefer to receive information "by ear." This is especially true when we can enter into a

conversation with the person who is providing us with information. We can provide im-

mediate feedback to clear up misunderstandings and to ensure generally that the message

is being correctly reccivcd. UULtortnately, messages received "by ear" are ephemeral

and cannot be reproduced exactly or referred to later (except in the case of sound re-

cordings, in which the conversational advantage of feedback is lost). Further, it is not

possible to talk to, or even to know of, all persons whu might provide one with information

most useful in solving a particular problem at hand. Hence, we have made increasing use

of written, non-ephemeral messages in order to communicate information from the mind of

one person to that of others. In fact, abstract or complex information must be received via

the sense of sight, preferably in permanently recorded form which permits repeated ref-

erence thereto, mulling of the information in the mind, graphical representation, and ulti-

mate comprehension. Upon this fact hinges most considerations of information dissemination,

storage. and retrieval.

2-1
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2.2 COMMUNICATIONS CONTINUUM

There are twn facets of nearly all communications problems that are significant

to consider in the field of information storage and retrieval. These facets are what may

be called "feedback of information" and the "degree of abstractness" of the information

being communicated. Figure 2-1 illustrates the Communicative Continuum depicting the

"degree of abstractness" in the ordinate dimension and the "degree of feedback" in the abscissa

dimension. J
2.2.1 Feedback

Perhaps the best example of feedback in a communication process is a conversa-

tion between two persons, since a conversation provides a two-way communication link J
over which messages are sent. There is a continual stimulus-response: remarks call

up other remarks, and the behavior of the two individuals becomes concerted, cooperative, a
and directed toward some objective. (45)*

Newspapers, magazines, and journals provide greater opportunity for communi-

cation between the originator and recipient of information as comrp'ared to history, I
archaeology, and cosmology. However, the feedback derived irom su'ch a communications

link as the letters to the editor of a newspaper or magazine Ls still several orders of

magnitude lower than the feedback provided by person-to-person conversation. The

presence or absence of this type of feedback capability is an important consideration in the

design of information systems, which are aimed at improving the process of communication.

For example, one design consideration is whether the user should be able to conduct a

dialogue with a retrieval system either directly with the machine or through an intermediary.

2.2.2 Abstractness

The ordinate dimension of Figure 2-1 portrays the degree of abstractness of the

information being communicated, wherein abstractness refers to the amount of abstract

thought required to utilize the information involved. Notice at the low end of the continuum

that such things as multiplication and logarithmic tables do "not require much abstract

thought inasmuch as there is little ambiguity in the interpretation of such information. At

the other extreme, however, music, art, humor, and poetry require a considerable j
amount of abstract thought, thereby creating considerable difficulties in communication.

* Referen, e numerals in parentheses refer to the Bibliography.
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2.2.3 Zone of Retrievability 4

There is less interest in retrieving highly abstract information such as music,
art, poetry, and the like, and in any case, the practical problems involved are quite If
significant. Also, those forras of information such as history, archaeology, and cosmology,

which are at the extreme end of the feedback dimension, are probably outside of the zone of j
retrievability from a practical standpoint. The shaded area in Figure 2-1 represents the
practical limits of the zone of retrievability and it is this area that is treated in this

report.

2.2.4 1,Uformation Retrieval-Data Retrieval

Within the context of this report, no distinction will be made between information
and data or information retrieval and data retrieval. Where these distinctions are made
outside this report, data is generally used to characterize material which is easily

quantifiable, non-abstract, and which can be formatted; and conversely, information is
material which is conceptual, descriptive, usually narrative, and may be judgmental, I
and is not easily quantifiable or formattable.

|
Information storage and retrieval (IS&R) as used in this report is generic to all

variations of the problem of storing, locating, and selecting information of any kind, I
whether it is in graphic or digital form and whether the desired output is a document or a
specific fact. 3
2.2.4. 1 Document Retrieval. The most common type of IS&R system provides as an

output one or more documents which may be relevant to a request. In many cases, the I
first output of a system is a series of surrogates representing the documents, such as
accession :.-ambers, citations, or abstra'zts. All of these variations are also considered I
document retrieval systems.

2.2.4.2 Fact Retrieval. Systerns are being developed which provide specific answers I
to inquiries, such as the name of a part having certain characteristics, rather than a
document surrogate. These systems, which are also exairples of IS&R,are sometimes I
called "fact retri6 :.l" systems.
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The major cifference beiween .iocur.i.t retrieval and fact retrieal systems is
_, -.- ht__•" -_ t, Fact retrieval systems

require a greater depth of indexing and permit much more specific queries to be made of

J the system.

1 2 2 5 Graphic vs. Digital Information

Distinctions are sometimes made between graphic and digital information.

I These distinctions lie essentially in the form in which the information is stored. Graphic

information may be stored in thL fornm, of books, catalog cards, loose-leaf notebooks.

graphs, microfilm, and the like. Digital information includes any caded representation

which can be processed by machines without first requiring a transformation into machine

language.

2 3 CLASSIFICATION OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS

3 There are a number of ways of classifying information systems. Table 2-1

presents 10 different methods of classification with a few examples of the individual classe-

I within each method. These 10 methods are:

(1) Class of Information

(2) Subject

(3) Týpe of Organization

1(4) User Job Description

(5) Categories of Use

(6) Mode of Use

1 (7) Performance Characteristics

(8) Form of Information

1 (9) Output Media

(10) Type of Information Stored

2
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TABLE22-L. METHODS OF C•

Class of Information Subject Type of Organization User Job Description Ca f Org

Concepts Law Stock Brokers Stock BrokerRe r

Cost and Funding Jhemistry Pharmaceutical Companies Lawyer u tc

Design Techniques Medicine Law Publishers Doctor Sl hr

Experimental Processes Biology Hospitals Purchasing Agent M

Math Aids and Formulae Electronics R&D Oraiations Salesman ea

Performance Characteristics supply Inn~urance Companies Personnel Director Col- oi

Pnrduction Processes and Pharmaceuticals Transportation Companies Contract Admin. i
Procedures Mathematics Rate Bureaus Comptroller Ds to

A&DaaTransportation Police Departmnents Intelligence Agent i

Techolcal Sats Production Credit Bureaus Scientist or Engineer a

Personnel and Training Airlines Tech. Evaluation
Test Processes and Mngmn ak ehAmu

Procedures aneetBnk ehAmn

Competil~ve Intelligence Ulet,•lurgy Employment Agencies ResearchtA

MmktIt~gneMathemptics Intelligence Agencies Expl. Devel. eA

Aircraft and Flight Equip. Corporations Adv. Devel. n

Aircraft Instruments County Recorders Eng. Devel.

Aircraft Design Personnel Departments Oper. Syst. Dev. e

'Alrcraft Strucbires Large Law Firms Reliability, etc. i

Flight Operating Problems Large Consulting Companies si

Flight Safety

GIA'ders

!I
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TABLE 2-1. METHODS OF CLASSIFYING INFORMATION SYSTEMS

I I' Performance
Organization User Job Description Categories of Use Mode of Use Characteristics Form of Information

ers Stock Broker Reference Current Awareness Completeness Items
Ltical Companies Lawyer Survey Retrospective Relevance Rcports
;hers Dector Selection Specificity Journal Articles

Purchasing Agent Monitor and Ccntral Timeliness Memoranda

dzations Salesman Verification of Exist. Letter U .

Companies Personnel Director Collection Test Results
ttion Companies Contract Admin. Dissem. for Info. Drawings )rI

tus Comptroller Dissem. for Action rReference Tools.

artments Intelligence Agent Dissem. for Future Abstract Tools)r

,caus Scientist or Engineer Reference Abstract Journal s

Tech. Evaluation 
Ence dia

TehAmm Encyclopedia

i Handbooks
nt Agencies Research anfo oks
e Agencies Expl. Devel. Information Centers

s ABibliographies
ins Adv. Bevel.

-orders Eng. Devel. Correlations

Departments Oper. Syst. Dev. State--of-the-Art

Firms Reliability, etc. Reports

sultng ompaiesFact Retrieval Service
suHting Companies

__________ _______- 1Handbooks

B



FYING INFORMATION SYSTEMS

of Use Modeof Use Characteristics Form of Information Output Media Type of Information
of Stored

Current Awpreness Completeness Items Teletype Inventory Data
Retrospective Relevance Reports TV Display Usage Data

Specificity Journal Articles Microforms Demand Data
d Control Timeliness Memoranda Opaque Engineering Drawings
n of Exist. Letter Transparent Specificationis

Test Results Roll Standards
-r Info. Drawings 35 mm Test Results
ir Action Reference Tools 16 mm Failure Data
-)r Future Abstract Journals Chip Maintenance Data
e Indexes Microfiche Equipment Population

Encyclopedia Printed Page Data

Handbooks Facsimile Parts Characteristics

Information Centers Computer Printer Interchargcability Data

Bibliographies Book Fo-r.i Weather Data

,Card Foi m Maps
Correlations Cloud Photography

State-of-the-Art Crop Forecasts
Reports R r Medical Records

Fact Retrieval Service Criminal Records
kiaw i Oks Title Records

Patents

2,6
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Each of these methods of classification may be useful for some pu.rpose and

from various points of view. From an applications point of view, for example, classifica-

h0oni Uf type V if o.ga...izatio. -oy &Ubject fl byur job UebcripLIVII, Vi by typeU" o-in---

mation store may be useful for identifying distinct markets. On the other hand, from a

systems design viewpoint, classification by categories of use, mode of use, performance

characteristics, and form of information are of more direct use and are discussed in

more detail in the following paragraphs.

2.3.1 Current-Awareness and Retrospective Services (Mode of Usýe

All information services may be categorized as being either a current-awareness

service or a retrospective service. Current-awareness services generally aid a user in

keeping up with what is happening. Retrospective services are designed to aid a user in

determining what has transpired in the past. Newspapers, newsletters, memoranda,

journals and magazines, and even abstract journals are examples of current forms of

recorded i-hformation which are useful for current-awareness purposes. When such items

are stored (and when the store is provided with a finding mechanism - such as an index),

they become useful for retrospective purposes as well. The name Information Retrieval

implies a retrospective purpose, i. e., a search of stored information. Most information

systems, however, provide both current-awareness and retrospective products and

services.

2.3.2 Use of Information

In general, little is known concerning the needs of users with respect to informa-

tion conteiht, characteristics, and form, although this is the most important consideration

in IS&R. Because of the lack of reliable information concerning users' needs, (6) the art

of information dissemination, storage, and retrieval is notably confused. A variety of in-

formation products and services with many different characteristics is being offered to the

potential users - and sometimes without a clear understanding of their actual needs.

An important aspect concerning the use of information systems is the common

reluctance of people to use information systems, however well devised. Mr. Calvin N.

Mooers has hypothesized what has come to be known as "MOOERS' LAW" which states:

"... an information retrieval system will tend not to be
used whenever it is more painful and troublesome for a
customer to have information than for him not to have it. ,(32)
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The rationale behind "MOOERS' LAW" i8 that it is frequently painful and El
troublesome to have information since you must obtain it, read it, and then understand it,

which is not always easy. It may also require you to make a decision or prove that your

work was wrong or needless.

2.3.3 Categories of Use II
Information systems may be used by different people for various reasons. One

type of user may want a general survey of the literature in a field he is only slightly ac-

quainted with. Another category of use might be called verification of existence, e g., a

prior art search for the purpose of ascertaining the patentability of a new device or a j ]
search to verify the validity of a real estate title. A manager of a construction or main-

tenance organization may wish to utilize an information system to pull together all of the

information which is relevant to a particular task so that it might be disseminated for

action to the foreman along with the wo order.

Each of the above categories of use as well as many others will require different

characteristics of information output, which characteristics are described in the next para- j j
graph. Table 2-2 lists a number of categories of use and shows the probable characteristics

of th- information required, indicates whether the information service is of the current-

awareness or retrospective variety, or both, and the probable form of the information

required. More reliable predictions of performance characteristics would require a deter-

mination of user needs and detailed system requirements.

2.3.4 Performance Characteristics of Information Systems 3
From the viewpoint of the recipient, information systems have three major

performance characteristics, completeness (recall), relevance, and specificity. Com- I
pleteness refers to how many of the stored documents containing relevant information

are supplied to the user. Relevance refers to how much of the information supplied to the 3
user is pertinent to his needs. Specificity is a con'parative term which refers to the

degree of generality of the relevant information supplied. For example, information on

race horses is more specific to an inquiry on race horses than information on horses

generally. although the latter inf'ormation may be relevant.

I
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Differeat users require lifferent degrees of completeness, relevance, and I
specificity. A man engaged in basic research in one of the sciences might require rather

complete information on the subject in question, particularly in the early stages of his 0

work, but would not require that the information received be uomnpletely rel.,ant; he

might even be distressed with information that is too specific (e. g., too quantified). A I
design engineer, on the other hand, would not require complete information (say, on all

electric motors) but rather would need highly relevant information coupled with specific I
performance data.

In 1961, investigations in England(1 1) found that in all information systems j
there is a "trade-off" between completeness and relevance. For example, in a retrieval

situation, an inquiry might be answered by responding with the entire file; completeness J
would be high but relevance would be low. Alternatively, the response might consist of

only one relevant item; relevance would be high but completeness may be very low. Be- j
tween these extremes lies a spectrum of possibilities. Invariably, the characteristics of

completeness and relevance vary inversely with each other, but not linearly.

There is no optimum completeness/relevance trade-off point for any given infor-

mation system. Consider the inquiry: "How many tons of coal were produced in West

Virginia in 1962?" Although there may be on file 100 items containing this information,

the inquirer wants only one of them. Highly specific inquiries require responses with a

high degree of relevance but a low degree of completeness. At the other extreme, very

general inquiries require responses containing generalized information. The emphasis is

on the completeness rather than the relevance of responses. Specificity of information, I
therefore, is a very important characteristic of information.

2.3.5 Forms of Information

To each user, the form or packaging of the recorded information is important.

There are three major degrees of form: individual items, reference tools, and correla-

tions. "Form," as used in this report, has a broader meaning "han format. Format has to 3
do with the arrangement of information elements and is important in fact retrieval systems

as well as document retrieval systems. Form is more pertinent to document retrievalk

systems. Individual items include letters, drawings, memoranda, standards, reports or

I
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articles appearing in newspapers, jourrals, etc. The user usually has to "piece together"

fron2 many such individual items the exact information he really needs. Refeence tools,

appropriately indexed, include abstract journals, catalogs, indexes, libraries, annotated

or uInayI utatL.,tuJ IL.JIUI IU•L1 I d'i,)Ia I ,ies tIU U nJ.U I tJ , r t1 l tr L l satnIIJ , s , 1,a l 01 w hicLh.5I • l e

user to locate items which may be relevant to his needs cnd tentatively to evaluate them

for relevance prior to examining the full text of the individual items themselves. Correla-

tions include such items as state-of-art reports, handbooks, fact retrieval systems, and

the results of manipulations of quantitative information with the objective of providing

direct answers to the questions at hand. Within each of these basic forms of information,

a large number of variations is possible.

2.3.5.1 Individual Items. The first lorm of information to be -onsidered is that of the

individual item, which is part of either the separate or serial literature. For almost two

centuries, the separate literature (books) was reserved for relatively complete information

of relatively permanent value, whereas the serial literature (journals) was used to report

information quickly of a partial, ephemeral, or interim nature. Libraries tended almost

to ignore the serial literature, generally limiting their treatment thereof to the collection

and binding of the journals with no cataloging or indexing of individual journal articles. The

void in coverage of serial literature was eventually filled, at least in part, by the abstract-

ing and indexing services. Other types of individual items such as drawings, memoranda,

letters, etc. , were rarely organized by library methods.

Around the beginning of the 20th century the report, a different form of separate

literature, became important, but for four decades thereafter it was confined largely to

internal operations of individual organizations. In Lhe 1940's,howevec, the increasing role

of Government sponsorship in the area of research and development and other circumstances

combined to promote ihe report to the status of a major medium of mass rather than private

communication.

The report is characteristically not subject to critical review prior to publica-

hon (as are most journal articles and books), yet it tends to contain information less

ephemeral than journal articles. The insubstantial physical construction of reports (compared

to books) and their burgeoning numbers also caused problems. But, most important, there

-vas no established mechanism for disseminating reports regularly to all potential users

(vs. the ability of any potential user to subscribe to a journal), and the vast quantities of
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L
reports generated precluded the announcement of their exisence in the media normally

used for the announcement of newly published books.

Centers were created wherein reports could be collected - e. g., ASTIA

(now Defense Documentation Center), and the Office of Technical Services. Such

centers collected, abstracted, and indexed the accessioned reports and often published

abstract journals as current-awareness tools. When a user requested a report, a

photocopy was created for him or supplied from stock. S
2.3.5.2 Reference Tools. The creation of ce-:tral collections of reports made

essential the creation of effective reference tools (e. g., abs-tract journals, catalogs, 5
indexes) for both current-awareness and retrospective purposes. Improved announce-

ment techniques had to be developed. Indexes to the collections - indexes better than

those previously used for books - had to be created. These reference tools are the

second major form of information. g
Reference tools direct the user to the individual items which seem to be of

interest and permit him to evaluate individual items without actually obtaining them by 5
providing a meaningful surrogate such as an abstract or a title. Whereas the individual

items unassisted are generally useful only for current-awareness purposes, the addition *
of reference tools makes them useful also for retrospective purposes.

2.3.5.3. Corr,-lations. So far, we have discussed two information forms: individual I
items and reference tools. The third form of information to be considered is that of

correlations. Correlations which include state-of-the-art syntheses, handbooks, and

fact retrieval provide the user with the exact information required at the moment. Thus

they are distinguished from individual items. An item may provide information possibly f_
needed in the future (current awareness) or part (but usually not all) of the information

needed at the moment. Users usually have to perform their own correlations of individual

iterms. Correlations are also distinguished from reference tools, which permit the user

to evaluate individual items (before actually obtaining them) by directing the user to those I
individual items which seem to be of interest.

£
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The typical current-awareness correlation is a state-of-the-art report. Such

a report appears regularly in sojme journals. Because of the lack of knowledge concerning

user's needs, (6) it is not certairn whether macky of the state-of-the-art reports now created

are truly useful, nor whether other and different types of state-o,-thle-art reports are

required. This form of information is likely to remain in stasis until better means are

developed to determine the true and current needs of potential users.

Gi /en a request by a ,iser, it is theoretically possible to "tailor" a state-of-the-

art report to satisfy the request In practice, this is so time-consuming and expensive

that such procedures are practicable only when wealthy or powerful users make requests

of an appropriate information center. There appears to be little likelihood that this situa-

tion will change markedly.

On the other hand, retrospective correlation of quantitative (or near-quantitative)

information has long been practiced, and even more generally since the advent of Com-

nuters. Quantitative data, being precisely definable, tends to develop a small vocabulary

even for large systems. Further, with some effort, the vocabulary may be established

almost completely prior to the initial input of data into the system. Synonymous situations

may be eliminated, and hierarchical relationships may be made relatively invariant, i. e.,

there are no unspecifiable relationships. Finally, the syntactical problem can be solved

by formatting, either by specifying certain fields for particular elements of information

(closed format) or by tagging various elements of information with a unique coae.
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SECTION III. INFORMATION STORACI AND RETRIEVAL

CONCEPTS AND TECHNIQUES

The heart of any information storage and retrieval system is that portion which

n-makes it possible for the user (or the user's agent) to locate the information which is

needed or of interest. Without a satisfactory locating function, an IS&R system is useless.

Thus, over the years, a great amount of time and effort have been expended in developing

satisfactory methods of locating information contained in a collection.

The first approaches to the problem of developing a method of locating informa-

"•:• tion had their roots largely in philosophical and (to at least some extent) metaphysical

concepts, For centuries, there had been a consensus that there is inherent order in the

universe. Hence, there could be order in all our information about the universe if only

we could know enough to perceive that order. This idea was encouraged during the heyday

of the "causative" or "mechanistic" concept, when it was held that all events are caused

by preceding events and can thus be predicted, if the interactions of current events can. be

detailed sufficiently.

3.] TRADITIONAL CLASSIFICATION AND INDENING

The feeling that there was an inherent order in knowledge brought about attempts

to organize knowledge accordingly. The result was the development of hierarchical classi-

fication, which attempts to (1) group together those subjects which are alike, (2) separate

those subjects which are not alike, and (3) provirde an essentially continuous gradation of

separation with respect to degree of similarity.

The Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC)Q,(16) fir.st published in 1876, was the

first widely-used example of hierarchical classification. Even Dewey, however, recognized

that "one- place" assignment of a concept in a framework of all knowledge (i. e., assumption

of an inherent order) did not reflect the real world, and he provided for "para!lel divisions"

(i. e., common sub-categories were provided under many of the main categories).
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Cutter followed with his, Expasive C1assification( 1 2 ) in R882, which formalized "common

sub-divisions," separated from the tabje of general divisions.

The Universal Decimal Classification (UDC), (26)based upon DDC and developed

around the turn of the century, provided in its notation an ability to express two types of

relationships between subjects -- the hierarchical (or class inclusion) relationship and a
"general" relationship covering all others. In 1901, the Library of Congress Classification

(LC)was developed. basc.d largely upon Cutter's work.

The first real break with the concept of inherent order came in 1933, with the

publication of the first edition of Raganathanis Colon Classification (CC). 3 5 ) Later and

more generalized elaborations of CC have become known as "faceted classifications." I

In such systems, hierarchical relationships are still fundamental. Individual documents,

however, can be assigned to several different places in the classification and the complete

notation of such assignment will then include the notations of all the clas ;es employed,

each individual notation separated from the others with a colon. Elaborate rules concern-

ing the order in which the individual notations are listed, or "rotation" of the complete I
entry so that each individual notation is used as a filing entry, provide multiple-access

capability for CC. Nevertheless, the inflexibility of the fundamental hierarchical scheme j
penalizes CC just as it does earlier classification. If every new concept must be inte-

grated into an established, rigid framework, either the new concepts will ha-t e to be struc-

tured "to fit the system" or else the system will have to undergo major revisions. New

concepts almost by definition change the classifications, the hierarchical relationships.or I
the structure.

Because of this inherent rigidity of classifications, there developed a trend

toward using mere "subject headings," which could be arranged alphabetically. Subject

heading systems thus abandoned entirely the concept of inherent overall order. In some 3
instances, however, a certain amount of hierarchy was introduced by providing sub-headings

for major subject headings. For example: (I

Brick

Firebrick
Silica Brick
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Bridges

Arch Bridges
Floating Bridges
Lift Bridges

Portable Bridges
Suspension Bridges

Brighteners

Brines

Briquets

etc.

Under these circumstances, it was often difficult to find the term "Arch Bridges" (for

example) in an index, in that it appeared under "Bridges" (in the B's) rather than between

"Archaeology" and "Arches" (in the A's).

Thus, for the alphabetical systems (whether or not hierarchy was also employed),

cross-referencing between terms (e.g. , "see," "see also") became essential. The prob-

ability of finding relevant terms was, to a large extent, a function of the ingenuity of the

user.

3.2 COORDINATE INDEXING

It is not difficult to see how the last vestiges of the concept of inherent order

(i. e, hierarchy) could be discarded and the other aspects of faceted classification com-

bined with those of alphabetical term lists to form the foundation for coordinate indexing,

a new and more flexible approach. In fact, coordinate indexing did not first arise in this

manner, but rather via the utilization of mechanical devices, aad the relationship of

coordinate indexes to earlier types of indexes and classifications has been recognized,

generally, only in retrospect.

Coordinate indexing utilizes the concepts of Boolean algebra in searching and

retrieval. For example, it assumes that if a document is indexed by the terms "Reproduc-

tion" and "Books" that the document discusses reproduction of books. That is, the logical,

Boolean intersection of the set of documents indexed by "Reproduction" with the set of

documents indexed by "Books" will be the set of documents discussing reproduction of books.
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Similar reasoning is followed wit' respec t l.grical union. The set of documents about

documents is assumed to be the union of the sets of documents indexed by the terms "Booko, "

"Reports," "Monographs," "Letters," "Brochures," etc. Logical negation (A but not B) B

can be similarly utilized. Thus, coordinate indexing permits the use of less complex terms

during indexing and allows the more complex concepts to be formulated during retrieval.

Figure 3-1 Is a Venn diagram illustrating logical intersections, unions, and negations.

3.2.1 B istory of Coordinate Indexing

The first well-known technical application of the technique was made by Batten

in England during the 1940's, when he indexed documents about chemistry by coordinate

methods. (5) He used the dedicated-space, internally-punched card (e. g., peek-a-boo, j
Batten or "Termatrex"'card) as a physical device. (See Figure 3-2.) Each card stood for

a given terra. Such a card dedicates one of a large number of positions on each card (the J
same position on each card) to one document. When a particular term is used to index a

document, IL hole is punched on that term card in the proper document position. During

retrieval, the appropriate term cards are superimposed and documents indexed by all

the inquiry terms are signified by a coincidence of punched holes on all the term cards

(i. e., logical intersection). Logical unions or logical negations are considerably more

difficult to perform with such a device. I
Mooers( 3 3 ) then developed the "Zatocoding" system, which provided one edge-

notched card per document. A certain combination of notch positions was allocated for

each term, and the entire deck of cards (one per document) was examined (via the usual

"knitting needle" technique) to find those with the notched positions of all inquiry terms

(i. e., logical intersection). Logical unions could be performed by searching for each

term in sequence and combining the cards found for each term. The primary advantage

of this random superimposed coding method is that it reduces storage recuirements by J
making effective use ot hole positions. It does produce some "false drops" or wrong

answers, however, because the code combinations are not all unique. j
Taube(42) then promoted the "uniterm" system which was similar to the Batten

system (one card per term), except that space for each document was not dedicated. J
Rather, document numbers were entered (posted) on the cards and retrieval was performed,

"for intersections, by finding matched postings on all the cards of the inquiry terms. Unions
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could be developed by merging the postings on term cards. Figure 3-3 illustrates a

logu-al. Intersection oil printed uniterm cards.

Both Mooers and Taube promulgated intellectual techniques to accompany their
physical index devices. Mooers suggested the use of index terms which he called
"descriptors." In this original sense, "descriptors" are very broad terms, each with a
scope so well djelineated that the "descriptors" become merely "tags" for the delineated
concept. Taubes "uniterms" were originally conceived as single-word index terms

chosen from the text being indexed (i.e., "free indexing"). Subsequent developments,

however, have proved that short phrases rather than single words are often most useful,

and that index terms brought to mind by the text (or by some cross-referenced authority

list of approved index terms) are also useful.

Multi-word terms (or phrases) tend to be more specific than do single-word

terms; hence, the evolution of the "uniterm" system has resulted in its diverging con-

siderably from the "descriptor" system. In general, the larger the collection indexed,

or the more complex the information contained therein, the more appropriate is some

modification of the "uniterm" system. This is particularly true when a current-awareness

index is being provided. In such indexes, the terms should "stand alone," instead of being

useful only in conjunction with other terms.

Taube's basic idea of "free indexing" using the full range of terms found in the

text has proved better in practice than Mooers' small vocabulary of broad "descriptors."
When vocabulary control is considered, however, Mooers' approach is more practical.

Mooers felt that not all possible words would be useful "descriptors" and that the language

of ordinary discourse should be translated into "descriptor" language for purposes of

indexing and retrieval. Taube felt that the language of ordinary discourse shouldbe used

for indexing and retrieval. Taube's approach, however, is fraught with difficulties, as

described below.

Indexes use words to constitute their index terms, and words are imperfect com-

munication devices. The same word will mean two different things to two different people,

or the same concept may be described by two different people using two different words.

Further, the viewpoints of different persons affect their use of a common vocabulary. One
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pcron ~y ~cwa ral orl referent nnr opnct frnm q hrnnrlpr nnint of vie-w than
nnnthpr (e.g. horses vs. (race) horses). Finally, the order or arrangement of words

(i. e. , syntax) may cause difficulty in communication. It is thus necessary to introduce

specific syntax and vocabulary rules into vocabulary development efforts before signifi-

cantly useful retrieval services can be provided, particularly for large files.

How may such rules and utility be introduced ".,Lo a retrieval vocabulary?

Mooers' approach was to classify the language of ordinar-y discourse into broad (not

necessarily hierarchical) categories, each of which he called a "descriptor." Such an

approach is not applicable when q full range of term specificity is to be provided in a

vocabulary.

3 2 2 The Thesaurus Approach

The approach to vocabulary cont:-ol which has become most widely used during

the past few years is that of providing a thesaurus (48 for the retrieval vocabulary. An

information retrieval thesaurus generally has several characteristics: (1) it lists vocabu-

lary terms authorized for use in the system, (2) it exhibits relationships among these

terms - relationships such as synonyý.iy or hierarchy, and also relationships which may

indicate synonymy or hierarchy from some points-of-view but not generally, and (3) it

defines the vocabulary terms to the extent required.

The functions of an information retrieval thesaurus are (1) to permit indexers

of documents containing valuable technical information to index (i. e. , describe) more fully,

and at different levels of generality and from many technical points-of-view, the informa-

tion contained in documents.and (2) to permit searchers for information to phrase inquiries

appropriate to the scope and degree of their immediate interests - inquiries employing all

terms of the retrieval vocabulary which have appropriate meaning and specificity.

3. 2.2.1 Listing of Vocabulary Terms. An information retrieval thesaurus may serve

as an authori~y list in thu conventional manner. Any term which an indexer wishes to

employ to describe a document but which is not in the thesaurus must have its use justified.
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it may be that the term being considered for use is sufficiently near in meaning Ii
to an already-accepted term that the accepted term can be employed instead or, if the

candidate term is more desirable, it can be substituted throughout the -n-e for the I
previously-accepted term.

It may be that the candidate term is not a near-synonym of an existing term but

describes a member of a class of objects or events described by the existing term. If the

candidate term is not expected to become important in the system, the broader existing |

term may be used in lieu of it to index the document and the candidatc, term rejected

accordingly. I
3. 2. 2. 2 Exhibiting Relationships Among Terms. There are two basic relationships

among terms importaknt in information retrieval; these are the relationships of synonymy

and hierarchy. A: ,oted above, however, two terms may be related synonymously from

one viewpoint and not from another. For example, "Salvage" and "Reclamation" may be
synonyms from many viewpoints, but from at least one viewpoint they are near--antonyms;

from this viewpoint "Salvage" is more nearly synonymous with "Scrapping". Similar II
comments can be made about hierarchical relationships. In such instances, when synonymy

or hierarchy cannot consistently be specified, the occasional or possible existence of such

relationships must nevertheless be exhibited in the thesaurus.

There are, of course, very few true synonyms other than spelling variations

("Sulfur" vs. "Sulphur") or abbreviations ("mph" vs. "Miles per Hour"). However, in the

context of any given information retrieval system (even that of a large system) many termsI

are sufficiently close in meani.ng so that they can be treated as synonyms. This is es-

pecially true with very specific terms (e.g. , "Imperfections" vs. "Defects"). The specifi- J
cation of synonymy, however, must be cautiously undertaken.

Just as there are few true synonyms, so also there are few (if any) fujrdamental i
hierarchical relationships. Again, however, within the context of a given system, hier-

archical relationships among terms can often be specified (e. g., "Electric Motors" J
narrower term: "D-C Motors" and conversely "D-C Motors" broader ter-m: "Electric

Motors"). In addition, where there are more than two "levels" of hierarchy, all levels

should be exhibited.
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The "see-also" reference has long been employed by most library systems to

indicatr- the unspecifiable relationship (and in addition, usually, to indicate the "down"

hilerarighcal -elationshiip voted above). The notation "related terms" is becoming in:reas-

ingly preferred to indicate this relationship, thus distinguishing between hierarchical and

unspecifiable relationships.

3.2. 2.3 Defining of Terms. By exhibiting synonymous and hierarchical relationships

ainong terms, term definitions are provided as well, partly by extension and partly by

intension. Occasionally, however, a word will occur which has several different meanings.

These words are homographs. Usually, brief parenthetical modifiers will suffice to dis-

tinguish between the terms, e.g. , contact (meeting) vs. contact (electrical). Occasionally,

particularly wh,;n a term is very broad in meaning, there is need for another type of

scope note - an "Instructional scope note; such a scope note limits the meaning of the term

and specifies how it should be used so that it will not be overused and thus lose its retrieval

utility. Finally, there occasionaily appear terms which are esoteric or unfamiliar or used

in an unusual manner; such terms require definitive scope notes - i.e. , true definitions.

Our experience nas been that only a small percentage of the terms in a vocabulary require

definitions.

3.2.2.4 Practicability of Thesauri. Because any one profession has such a large opera-

tional vocabulary, it may reasonably be asked: "How cant all terms of the vocabulary be

included in the thesaurus and all cross-references be provided ,ithout excessive cost and

bulk?" The answer, proved in every vocabulary investigation to date, is that the retrieval

vocabulary need le only a fraction of the size of the operational vocabulary. For example.

the architV ct may use the term "Gracefulness" as an operational term, but for retrieval

purposes a more general term, such as "Esthetic Quality," should be more a',propriate.

in fact, most terms in any vocabulary are seldom used, and fom , ýicxing and

retrieval purposes a few slightly more general terms may be substituted for the numerous

very specific terms, with the result that the retrieval vocabulary is relatively small. It

has previously been found(20) that the vocabulary size (V) of a scientific or

engineering information system is related to depth of indexing (d) and number of items

indexed (D) according to the approximation:

V = 3330 logl 0 (Dd + 104) - 12600
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provided that proper names (or their equivalents, such as names of specif.ic cheinic, 1

compounds) are excluded from the vocabulary. The logarithmic factor represents the

fact that the growth of the vocabulary is considerably slower than the growth in the number

of items. There would be required, of course, a list of single-entry cross-references

4i from overly-specific operational terms to slightly-broader retrieval terms, and this list

would grow larger with the size of the collection. Such a list would require very little

space, however, in either a printed or a mechanized system. in that each operational,

specific term would appear only once, vwith a brief reference to the appropriate retrieval

term or terms.

3.2.3 Syntactical Problem s

The traditional pragmatic and semantic problems of communication are thus

shown to be subject to reasonable solution via appropriate techniques of vocabulary control.

The traditional problem of syntax has required the application of different techniques.

A symptom of the syntactical problem is the retrieval of non-pertinent informa-

tion. For example, a document indexed by the terms "Cleaning," "Coal," "Grinding,"

and "Boiler," might be concerned with "grinding of coal" and "cleaning of boilers," but

not "cleaning of coal." Yet items covering the latter would be retrieved as a result

of a request for all documents indexed by "cleaning" and "coal."

Retrieval of non-pertinent information as a result of syntactical ambiguity

becomes more likely as the depth of indexing increases, because *here are more possible

term coin-bnations, many of which are spurious. Thus, if deep indexing is employed,

syntactical ambiguity must be minimized. Two basic means of doing this have been em-

ployed, either singly or together-

3. 2.3. 1 Linking. The first technique used to combat syntactical ambiguity is that of

item subdivision. In effect, each item is indexed as if it were a number of smaller or less

comprehensive items, thus reducing the depth of indexing on each individual part of each

item_. The technique is known as linking and has also been called punctuating,

or interfixing.

For the example given above, one link (A) of the item would be indexed by the

terms "Grinding" and "Coal" while another link (B) would be indexed by "Cleaning" and
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"Boilers" thus avoiding false retrieval. Presumably, a third link (C) would be indexed

by "Coal" and "Boilers." The index for this example (DOC #100) could be symbolized as

follows:

TERM DOC. # LINK(S)

GRINDING 100 A
COAL 100 A, C
CLEANING 100 B
BOILERS 100 B, C

The use of "links" or their equivalent increases markedly the cost of

indexing. Care must be taken to make all appropriate "connections" between term pairs.

Otherwise, pertinent information may not be retrieved during searching. The resulting

redundancy also increases the size of the index.

3.2.3.2 Role Indicators. The second technique used to combat syntactical ambiguity

is that of using role indicators (also known as modulants). In effect, each term is in-

flected by a small number of quite generq1 role indicators to create a larger vocabulary

of more specific terms. The technique avoids syntactical ambiguity which cannot be

avoided by the use of "links." For example, a document discussing the use of Mylar* for

packaging might oe indexed by the terms "Packaging" and "Mylar. " However, it would

be retrieved by a request for documents discussing the packaging of Mylar. The u"e of

links would not avoid this type of false retrieval. The application of a role indicator,

such as "Uses of," to the term "Mylar" would solve the problem.

A set of role indicators ideally should be mutually excl'usve (and thus

relatively small in number) and collectively exhaustive (and tL.as relatively large in number).

The ideal is obviously never achieved. A "good" set of role indicators is not easy to

develop. In general, the tendency is to emphasize the use of a small number of roles,

thus minimizing the complexity of rules for their use. The use of a small set of roles

increases indexing costs by perhaps only 10 percent, but increases the effective size

of the index vocabulary at least several-fold. The best-known set of role indicators tc,-

day is that developed by the Engineers' Joint Council. (49)

* Registered Trademark.
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Several studies have been made to evaluate the effectiveness of the use of

links and roles in information retrieval systems. One rather detailed investigation made

by Sinnett, and reported on as a master's thesis, (39) concludes that roles are not effective

In improving recall and relevance, and increase indexing time and question formulation

time by a significant amount. Links, on the other hand, were found to reduce irrelevant

information retrieved by over 56 percent, with less than a five percent loss of relevant

information.

Barbara Montague of duPont in another study, (31) however, concludes that roles

appreciably increase relevance but reduce recall through errors in application, and re-

present 11 percent of total indexing cost. Links were found to represent four percent of

total indexing cost, but did not appreciably affect the recall or relevance of patent re-

trieval. This latter point is inconclusive, howeer, as patents normally a limited to

one composition or procPss, which can usually be indexed in one link.

3.3 AUTOMATIC INDEXING AND ABSTRACTING

3.3. 1 Automatic indexing

Because indexing by human beings is at be At costly and at worst inconsistent,

efforts are being made to develop automatic indexing techniqueF, which employ computers

to assign index terms to documents. Input to such an operation may be citations, absiracts,

or full text. The present method of input is to keypunch the material to be indexed. Key-

punching is excessively expensive for full-text but fairly cheap for citations or abstracts.

Optical character readers are being developed such that text can be converted automatically

to machine-i eadable media. Indications are, however, that optical character readers will

be either too specialized (i. e.. for only one-type font and size) or so costly that only large-

scale operations can afford them. Machine-readable text may also be obtained as a by--

product of document preparation where automatic typesetting is employed, but this is

limited probably to those sources which the "system" can control.

3.3.1. 1 KWIC Indexes. At any rate, once the text of the item surrogate is in machine-

readable form, a number of things can be done with it. Titles can be used to create

key-word-in-context (KWIC) indexes. (30) The computer uses each word in the title as an

index term, and lists therewith the title. Thus, the title appearG in the index once for

each word in the title. "Non-informing" words (e. g., "and," "or," etc.) are excluded,

based on a "common-word" list against which the computer compares each word in the
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title. Unfortunately, KWIC indexes are inherendy lightly indexed and no vocabulary

control is exercised, (other than eliminating rnon-significant words), thus making thel')

only partially effective for retrospective purposes. They are, however, quick and in-

expensive and are immeasurably better than no index at all.

3.3.1.2 Automatic Indexing "Tn Depth". The use of abstracts or full-text as input is

fraught with more fundamental difficulties. Vocabulary control (as described above) be-

comes increasingly important. Not all "non-common words" should be selected as index

terms. Further, it is often true that a phrase is meaningful whereas the individual words

therein are not (e. g., "Last Clear Chance"). Hence the problem is to develop an algorithm

which will select from each text the "right" words or phrases as index terms. Even then,

there exist the problems of hierarchy and near-synonymy, as discussed above. The
"right" words or phrases may not even appear in the text.

The first attompts(2 9) to automatically index text depended upon selection, as

index terms, of the words which appeared most frequently in a given text, followed by

deletion of the "common words." It was next attempted to assign all selected words to

one or more "notional families" (i.e., broad concepts) and to index the text by the
"notional families ' occurring most frequently. Rationally derived "notional families"

were not easily developed, however. Assuming that a thesaurus could be made available

to the computer, the words selected from the text could presumably be augmented auto-

matically with synonymously and hierarchically related terms from the thesaurus. Even

this is of dubious value in that context is important as with the term LOGIC when indexing

different documents about philosophy and computer design.

The most recent efforts(17) attempt to determine the distrilbution of each word

in all texts of a collection. It is then assumed that "non-informing" words will be evenly

distributed over all texts and can thus be detected and deleted. The remaining words would

be "informing" words, and each such word would be used as an index term for those texts

containing it most frequently. There is a certain zationa!e to approaches of this type,

but they still leave unsolved the problem of automatic index augmentation and the detection

of meaningful phrases.

It is slowly being realized that automatic indexing will be just as inconsistent as

"human indexing," because automatic ; idexing depends primarily upon the words used in a
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text written by a human being. Tne reaiization of the--n---inabi--- -f a high degree of
consistency in "human indexing" brought about action to develop thesauri for use both

in creating and in searching "human indexes" (as described above). So also is the
realization of the unattainability of a high degree of consistency in automatic indexing

bringing about efforts to develop and use thesauri via computers. The realization has

not yet generally dawmned, however, that automatic use of thesauri (whether they be created

by man or computer) to augment search term., is probably self-defeating again because of

the problems of context.

First is the fact that term augmentation (either during indexing or search)
ideally should select quite different thesaurus terms in response to slightly different

connotations of the same text or search term. (Witness the example cited above with
respect to the single term LOGIC when used by a philosopher and a computer designer.)

No automatic method is in view for making this distinction among terms listed in a
thesaurus as being related to LOGIC. It would appear that human intervention in the
augmentation process is unavoidable. Second, there is only a modest effort being devoted

to the automatic detection of meaningful phrases rather than single words when using a

computer to generate a thesaurus based on text. Much of the work pertinent to analysis I
of text is being done by linguists and computer program (format) language developers as
well as by IS&R specialists. (See Appendix A.)

Automatic indexing might succeed via use first of a syntactical analysis pro-
gram (AS)on full text, thus to detect meaningful phrases rather than single words. For

example, one of the following sentences should be "described" by the term "information

retrieval" and the other should not.

(1) Because the capsule contains secret information retrieval
is essential.

(2) This study dealt with the retrieval of data and information.

Phrases detected via this syntactical approach could tben be processed to ensure
extraction of all significant candidate index terms (e. g., "retrieval" from "information

retrieval") and their addition to the candidate term list. The number of uses of each

candidate term thus extracted from each document could then be tallied and the distribution

* References(AS) etc. refer to the supplemental bibliography in Appendix A.
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,f.,rnci,-..t, ter,-m scagm,,ove- a larve mimher of documents could be determined. Candidate

terms with highly skewed distributions would then be accepted as index terms for those

do( ts in which they occurred with more than a threshold frequency. The automatic

indt.,ing process might stop at this point, without augmentation of the indexing either auto-

matically or "cerebrally. ,,(A21, A22)

Retrieval should comsist of a human being referring to a thesaurus to phrase

inquiries in all manners (and using all terms) by which the computer might have indexed

the desired documents. (The same philosophy applies to human-indexed systems.) The

usual Boolean expressions could then be utilized to retrieve documents either manually

or mechanically.

Such a scheme of autoiamtic indexing (a combination of several independent

approaches (29) (17) (A8) now being investigoted) would seem to have a good chance of

being technically sound.

3. 3. 2 Automatic Abstracting (Extracting)

Efforts to abstract documents automatically havw consicted of an extension of

Luhn's technique of indexing via selection of the words (excluding "common words") ap-

pearing most frequently in the text. (28) Each tex. sentence is then ranked according to

how many index terms appear therein, and how important (based on occurrence) the index

words are in that given document. Highest ranked sentences are then selected as an "auto-

abstract" or, more correctly, an "auto-extract."

A number of refinements have been suggested which would tend to increase the

validity of Luhn's extracting technique. Baxendale (A7) claimed that a larger list of
"uncommon" words would eliminate more noise and increase the probability of selecting

the most meaningful words and sentences. She favored using only the "prime sentences"

of a document consisting of the title, the summary,and the first and last sentences of each

paragraph. She also attempted to isolate meaningful prepositional phrases statistically,

since she believed such phrases to be an active part of speech which have a great influence

on meaning.
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It has been suggested that a thesaurus be built which would 'it, I the copi'ter

and which would be used to select only those words which bear strong meaning in a

particular field of endeavor. But thesauri are difficult to build, consume much memory

space, and increase the operating cost by slowing down the processing.

The statistical approach has been advancec a further step by Doyle(A 10, All)

who advocates the introduction of large volumes of full text into the computer for statistical

analysis, The analysis would permit the calculation of a weight for each word in a

thesaurus to show its relative significance. A true Evaluation of this approach must await

the more widespread use of an inexpensive optical character reading device to convert

into machine language the large amount of text required for the analysis. (

Up to this point, the approaches described have been statistical. Climenson(A8)

has developed a syntactical technique for parsing seatences in a computer in order to

eliminate the modifying phrases and to retain the skaleton of each sentence. If the parsing

is valid, the syntactical approach has an advantage over the statistical approach, which

presents whole sentences and large gaps between them, causing a lack of continuity.

The syntactical approach, on the other hand, avoids the problem of discontinuity by

presenting at least a condensed form of each sentence in the original text. However, the I
automatic parsing of sentences has not yet reached an operational, -much less economical,

stage for commercial use. I

Automatic extracting techinques have been generally unsuccessful, although

occasionally a document is found which results in an extract which should be sufficiently I
informative, concise, and coherent. Most extracts produced by these various techniques

lack one or more of these three important characteristics.

I
I
I
I
I
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SECTION IV. INFORMkTION PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

This section describes the various information products and services which are

being employed to aid the process of communication between the originators and end-users

of information. These products and services may be broadly categorized into two groups:

(1) current awareness services and

(2) retrospective services.

Table 4-1 classifies information products and services by their form, . e.,

individual items, reference tools and correlations; and by their mode of use, i.e., current

awareness or retrospective.

Table 4-2 summarizes some of the key aspects, including advantages and dis-

advantages,of the various information products and services described in this section.

i CURRENT-AWARENESS SERVICES

Until 1830 the scientific journal was the principal medium for disseminating

scientific information. By the year 1830, there were about 300 journals being published.

To cope with the pro)blem of keeping abreast of so many journals, the first abstract journal

was introduced in the year 1830. By 1950, there were some 30,000 primary journals and

300 abstract journals. (15) It has been suggested by Dr. Derek de Solla Price that the

information problem is 6uch today that what is needed is a significant advance, i. e., some-

thing which is to the abstract journal as the abstract journal was to t' -ý primary journal

in the year 1830. (15)

4.1.1 Journals

There are a number of aspects which are common to most scientific and tech-

nical journals, which are worth describing here. First a journal is generally a collection

of several articles. In most cases, there is a "critical review" by an editoriai staff and

others in the field before an article is accepted for publication. The •dju± it, of .;scientffic
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II
TABLE 4-1. CLASSIFICATION OF INFORMATION PRODUCTS AND ii

~~~ ?~ ~ AxT7 %XVDf A TY'~*CV1 (Y'P TURF~

Form of Information

Reference
_ _ _e _ _e__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __I I

Mode of Use Items Tools Correlations

Journals Abstract Journals State-of-the -Art
Report

Reports Contents Journals Ii
Memoranda KWIC Indexes

Current-

Awareness Correspondence Current Bibliographies If
Services Newsletters Citation Indexes

Preprint Dissemination Loose Leaf Services

Microform Dissemination Selective Dissemination
(abstract cards) I

Test Results

Journal Articles Document Retrieval Fact Retrieval

Systems Systems

Retrospective Abstracts Citation Indexes State-of--the-Art

Services Reports

Drawings KWIC Inaexes Handbooks

Reports Book-Form Indexes I
Memoranda Catalogs

Coordinate Indexes J
Maps

Demand Bibliographies
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TABLE 4-2. SUMMARY OF KEY ASPECTS OF VARIOUS INFORMATION SERVTCES

Current Awareness Services Advantages Disadvantages

Journal Collection of articles Too many journals
Critical review High cost
Graphic arts quality
Wide circulation

Abstract Journal Broad coverage Narrowly indexed
Reduces bulk
Provides bibliographic control

Contents Journal Inexpensive
Convenient for browsing

KWIC Index Computer Droduced Poor typographic quality
Quickly produced Difficult to browse

Poor indexing quality

Pre-Print and Report Direct Narrow circulation
Dissemination Quick Relatively expensive

Too much information

Microform Dissemination Decentralizes copying Narrow circulation
inexpensive Too much information
Direct Inconvenient to read

Selective Dissemination Tailored distributions based Expensive
on profiles Requires deep indexing

Automatic distribution Feedback is difficult
Possibility of feedback to obtain

Retrospective Services Advantages Disadvantages

Subject Heading Index Easy to use Low depth of indexing
Inexpensive to produce

Uniterm Index Ease of publication Difficult to use
Coordinate searching
Deep indexing

Tabledex Index Coordinate searching Difficult to use
Can get item count directly
Deep indexing
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TABLE 4-2. SUMMARY OF KEY ASPECTS OF VARIOUS

INFORMATION SERVICES (Continued)

Retrospective Services Advantages Disadvantages

Citation Index Provides searching ideas Expensive to produce 1
History of use of an article

Library Card Catalog Ease of updating Difficult to publish
Provides a useful sui rlgate Low depth of indexing
Catalog to index combined

Edge-Notched Cards Needle sorting Limited fields
Can combine image and coding

EAM Cards Machine sorting and Limited fields
reproduction

Can combine image and
coding

Peek-a-Boo Cards Ease of searching Dedicated space
Simplicity Expensive to input

Machine Search - Document No. Fast Additional st - required
Efficient to find sur.Logate and

then to find document

Machine Search - Citations or Provide surrogate to Separate step to find
Abstracts "Lock at" document

Relatively efficient

Machine Search - Document Provides "Look at" Slow
Display function Expensive

Inefficient

Machine Search - Microform Provides "Look at" function Slow
Provides "Take away't  Expensive

function Inefficient

Machine Search - Data Provides "facts" Difficult to set up I
Correlation Provides "answers"

Provides analyses I

4
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Figure 4-.1. Growth of Journals and Abstract Journals

S(Taken f rom de Solla Price, D. J. little Science, Big Science) (15)
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and techuical journals still utilize graphic. arts, quality typesetting and printing, although-

many journals, especially those produced by the smaller pr--fessigAl,. O^scaitie, Are In

financial difficulty. This is due primarily te the high cost of typesetting and printing and I
to the lack of growth in the number of subscribers. The latter cause is the result of a

trend toward subscription by libraries and information centers rather than by individuals,

wherein each cop rece.',es more use (and frequent photo-copying) than does the copy of an

individual -ubscriber. As a residt, many scientific publications are being subsidized by I
Government agencies and non-profit foundations. This situation suggests the possibility

that the primary journal may not c(,ntinue to enjoy the major role it has played thus far in

the com munication of scientific and technical information. The journal article, however,

is a social as well as technical phenomena, inasmuch as it contributes to the author's

prestige as well as to the reader's knowledge.

4.1.2 Abstract Journals

Abstract journals originally were intended to perform a nurrent-awareness

function by compressing or digesting journal articles and thereby reduce the bulk of 3
material which the subscriber had to read. Abstracts may be merely indicative(indicating

content), in which case they are used to help the reader decide whether he should read the

full text of the article, or informative (condensations or summaries), in which case the

abstract may be a sufficient substitute for the article itself. With the great proliferation of

information we have experienced in recent years, the so-called prafessiofn-oriented abstract 3
and index services, e. g.., Chemical Abstracts, Biological Abstrac..ý, and index Medicus

are less frequently used for current-awareness purposes. Rather. they are purchased

by libraries and utilized primarily In the retrospective search mode. On the other hand,

the more specialized abstract and index services such as Cancer Chemotherapy Abstracts 3
are more frequently utilized in the current-awareness mode as well as in the retrospective

mode. 3
As a result of the trend toward the centralization of acquisitions of reports,

journals, and other documented information, the component within the organization responsi-

ble for these acquisitions frequently publishes what has come to be known as an announcement

journal. The announcement journal may be merely an acquisition list or may take the form 1

I
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of a high -quality abstract journal with associated subjeol, .•uaor, report number, source,

auu~ Oudher iiiu'exe, w1n1ic are UUfJfAi1a'W-U ý"!u kpujumizau~ pýMl TtA--alLy.

The arrangemcnt. of ti,3 abstracts wilthin an abstract journal may vary from a

completely random arrangement to a highly classified arrangement which tends to

resemble an index. Under the purely random (accession number) arrangement, there is

always only one entry of the abstract, Under the classified arrargement, there may be

one or more entries, depending upon cost and bulk considerations and upon whether there

is a separate index to the abstracts themselves.

In contrast to the primary journal, the majority of abstract journals are not of

graphic arts quality, provided by monotype, linotype, or photocomposition. In fact, a

wide range of qualities is prevalent, ranging from a low of all upper-case computer output
'camera-ready" copy to the highest graphic arts quality copy produced by photo-composition.

(See Figure 4-2.)

4.1.3 Contents Journals

Al) inveresting current-awareness product entitled "Current Contents" has been

successfully marketed by the Institute for Scientific Information in Philadelphia. Current

Contents is a collection of the tables of contents from a wide number of primary journals

in a specified field. It allows the ujer to "browse" through the tables of contents of a

larger number of journals than he could ever conceive of subscribing to. If he is inter-

ested in reading an article, he can either obtain it from his library or request a copy from

the publisher. Current Contents has proved to be an effective current-awareness service.

Perhaps one of the reasons for its succ-ess is that the user is not forced to think about

what he is tooking for while browsing through each issue. This is the feature which dis-

ting-oshes Current Contents from book form indexes, which, while sometimes considered

to be current-awareness tools, are rnore frequently used for retrospective teaching.

4. 1.4 Key-Word-in-Context Indexes

The key-word-in-context (KWIC) index utilizes key worcis selected from the text

or title of a document along with the surrounding words of context, as index entries. The

njost common type of key-word-in-context index is the sc -called permuted title index-

4-?
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which is generally produced by computer. The form of the index entry may either be the

wraparouuu val LLy w•lere tlubo WUIrs Hut, in II MmIlicate prIo.ximity toY LV tLhe ke W %Ard a•r

chopped off as illustrated in Figure 4-3 (a) or the variety illustrated in Figure 4-3 (b),
wherein the key word is displayed separately.

The number of KWIC indexes being produced is increasing; however, this may

be an indication not of their acceptance or utility, but rather of the ease with which they

can be produced. The KWIC index is useful, however, as a retrospective tool where a

more refined index is unavailable or impractical to produce. One manifestation of the

advent of KWIC indexing is the recognition by authors of the need for informative titles.

I 4.1.5 Initial Dissemination Schemes

Another common form of information communication is by the automatic dis-

I semination of printed material. These schemes may range from the formal distribution

of preprints to a handful of interested recipients by the author to a highly organized system

for selective dissemination of information.

4 1.5.?. Preprint and Report Dissemination. The sponsors of research and development

generally will see to it that the results of research and development are disseminated. They

will distribute anywhere from ten to several thousand copies to those people or organiza-

tions on a particular mailing or distribution list. This distribution may be made from the

initial printing by the generator of the report or from a special reprinting made for this

purpose. Generally, depository libraries and information centers are on most of the dis-

tribution lists for Government sponsored research.

4.1.5. 2 Microform Dissemination. A number of Government document information
centers are making initial distributions in microform. The microfilm aperture card

(Figure 4-4 (a)) is the standard microform for engineering drawings. For technical re-

ports, there will probably be a standardization on the microfiche, i. e., transparent micro-

film sheet (Figure 4-4 (b)) Standards are presently being developed covering size, format

and reduction ratios by the National Microfilm Association. One of the purposes of the

microform dissemination program is to decentralize the production of hard-copy. Repro-

I ducibles are made available to those groups which would otherwise be likely to request
hard-copy from the central document store. The distribution of these microforms is

usually on a "broadcast" basis by broad categories and not based on a highly selective

4-9
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rccip~n• •A ^f ... f" " he eon.nj nmi, of various types ofprofile of thfe recipieut 's Interest. A &ls~iso of thL e-n-mc vrosPpso
Miiirnfnr n disssmination is included in Section VIII.

4.1.5.3 Felective Dissemination of Information SD_). A relatively sophisticated current-

awareness service has come to be known as SDI fox Selective Dissemination of Information.

Under SDM, an individual (or an orgartizational component) automatically receives from an

information center the announcement of all material which is relevant to his or its work.

Selective Dissemination as illustrated by Figure 4-5 is accomplished by matching the index I
terms assigned to the current accessi :,ns of the information center against all of the index

terms assigned to the interest profiles of the individuals and organizational components 3
serriced by the center. An interest profile is prepared initially by a combination of inter-

view and questionniire techniques. The profile is then translated into the language of the i
system and may b3 considered as standing questions stated in Boolean terms, e.g., logical

intersections, logical unions, and even logical negttiens ef index terms. However,most SDI j
systems only employ logical unions. The interest profiles are generp.ly updated to add new

projects as well as to delete completed projects. I

An essential ingredient to the success of any SDI system is feedback, i.e., the

abilty Lo automatically adjust the system in response to the changing experience of and I
evaluation by the users of the system. For example, if the system is flooding the recipient

with information, a means must be provided for correcting this situation. I

A common form of o-Aput fror.i an SDI system is a tabulating card on which an

abstract, a citation, or merely a title is printed. Alternatively, this output might I
"lbe a card containing several pages of images, or perhaps it might be an ext-emely in-

expera ire microform containing the entire document with P few elements legible enough for

the rE;ader to evaluate its relevance. Provision is made on the SDI cards for requesting a

hard-copy of the document. There is also a place for indicating whether or not the document

was relevant, which closes the feedback loop to the system. Unfortunately, where this

feedback aspect is not effectively policed, the users of the system may become inundated

with non-relevant information. This suggests that SDI systems covering individuals may I
only be practicable within the confines of a single organization wherein all users are under

the management of that organization. On the other hand, SDI services directed at organiza-

tzional components or so-called "interest centers" might be effectively provided by infor-

mation centers. I
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42 "Rr npF.CTTVE SEARCH SERVICES

All retr-ospectivese-rc.. s0.c wI-h-,ther marnual or machine-assisted must

provide for three basic functions from the user's standpoint. These are:

(1) look-up (locate)

(2) look-at (examine)

(3) take-away (use, retain).

In the look-up function, the user will utilize either a manual index or an index in

a machine to locate documents or, more often, surrogates of documents which may be of

interest. Manual indexes may be in book form or card form. He will then have to look at

these surrogates, which may be citations, titles, abstracts-or even the full text, to deter-

mine whether the documents are probably relevant to his problem. These two steps, i. e.,

look-up and look-at, may be repeated several times. Lastly, he will want to take away a

copy of the relevant documents, either on a loan basis or for retention.

With a user-controlled index, such as a book form index, the user may in effect

conduct a dialogue with the index. He may readily modify his search as his deductive ability

and serendipity leads him to more fruitful avenues of approach. By scanning the surrogatesf

the user is able to screen out those items which do not appear to be relevant. Machine search

systems do not generally permit a dialogue, but they can handle a much greater depth of index-

ing and thereby respond to more highly specific questions, and (hopefully) eliminate the need

for looking at a host of non-relevant surrogates or documents. j
Machine searching is intended to replace a process which now involves human

intellectual effort. Its success, therefore, will depend upon the ability to separate the J
intellectual functions from the clerical functions. This has been accomplished in most

existing machine systems by (1) having the requester (or an intermediary) formulate the j
question in the accepted language of the system, (2) look at and evaluate the output of the

machine search, and (3) modify or reformulate the query as required. The machine system

performs the routine,but time-consuming,function of matching or compar'ng the criteria

of the question with the index entries in the file.

S14 1
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The take-away process is, to an extent, independent of the method of search

employed. The usual first output of a machine search system is a list of citations or

abstracts which the user must first look at before he determines that it is economically

desirable to request a full-size copy. A major disadvantage, therefore, of the centralized

machine search service is the additional delay necessitated by having to make a second

request for hard-copy. Even where the user searches in a book form index, he will not

be able to take away the full-size document unless his lib"ary happens to have a loan copy

on hand. There are two approaches in use which tend to avoid this delay involved in the

second request. The response to the first request may include a low-cost reproducible

microform of the entire text which the user can throw out if not relevant. Another ap-

proach is to provide complete microform collections at little or no cost to the libraries of

the user organizations. Such collections can be "complete" relative to a specific field of

interest. These collections decentralize the physical access or take away problem and

reduce the turn around time required to supply copies to the user.

4.2.1 Book Form Indexes

One means of decentralizing the search or look-up function is by publishing the

retrieval service in book form. Published retrospective search servicesface the serious

problem of bulk because of the relatively large volume of accumulated information

(rather than merely current information) which must be accommodated. Published retro-

spective services must either be of great bulk and cost, or else reduce index depth, or

provide only non-informative index entries, such as accession numbers. Usually, a com-

p-omis,: of some sort is reached, but the basis for making each - h compromise is neither

apparent nor objectively justifiable, in light of the general lack of knowledge of true users'

needs. Book form indexes frequently include subject indexes, author indexes, report

number indexes, and source (issuing organization, journal, etc.) indexes.

Book form subject indexes may be arranged in a variety of fashions. They pro-

vide varying depth of indexing, and can provide informative or non-informative surrogates.

There is generally a trade-off between the depth of indexing and the size of the surrogate.

If an item is indexed by 20 descriptors, it will be listed 20 times. The space required

for this multiple listing is made available by making each entry much shorter. In a book

form index, if the depth of indexing is increased, the size of the surrogate is generally

decreased. Otherwise, the cost and bulk of the index would increase in proportion to the

depth of indexing.

4-15
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4. 2. 1 S,, --•e,,ing Index. Subject heading indexes generally have a depth of index-

ing of from one to three index entries per item. The subject headings are generally selected

from an authority list, such as Subject Headings Used in the Dictionary Catalogs of the

Library of Congress. The subject headings are generally multiple word terms and fre-

quently have modifiers. A multiple term subject heading may be considered to be a pre-

coordination of index terms, as distinguished from coordinate indexes which allow the

searcher to coordinate terms in framing his query.

4.2.1. 2 Uniterm Index. The Uniterm index is one embodiment of the concept of

coordinate indexing, which was discussed in the previous section. While a Uniterm index

is more difficult to use than other coordinate indexes, its prime advantage is its relative

ease of publication. (See Figure 3-3). A searcher merely pulls the card for each of the

terms in his inquiry and visually matches the accession numbers posted under each term

card. Where the same accession number is posted under two terms, there is a logical

intersection. The search process is simplified by arranging the postings from left to

right on the page by their terminal digit so that all sevens will be in the same column, all

sixes, etc. Another popular form of printed Uniterm index is the double dictionary which

contains two identical book form indexes in a loose leaf binding. In this fashion, it is

possible to view two different pages of the book at the same time and make a visual

coordination.

4. 2. 1. 3 Tabledex Index. Another book form coordinate index is the so-called Tabledex

Index illustrated in Figure 4-6. Under the Tabiedex method, you first determine the number

of items (frequency) posted under each term by referring to the list in Figure 4-6 (a). You

then select the lowest frequency number and search the table in Figure 4-6 (b) for those

items that contain all the codes in the question. While this can be more efficient a method

of searching than the Uniterm book form index, "ts ise has not become widespread because

its method of use is more difficult to understand.

4.2.1.4 Citation Index. Another type of retrospective index which has existed in the

legal pr'rfession for nearly a century and is just beginning to appear in the scientific and

technical fields is the citation index (See Figure 4-7.) For each article a citation index

gives a reccrd of all the laser articles which have cited ;t. In law, this is applied to court

decisions and is particularly importait because of the importance of precedent.
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The citation index is based on the. assumption that the author of a document is

oest qualified to define other material reilcvant to hi.ý docummnt, and that th, author 'aiines

the relevant material by means of citatiins or references. ThQ citation inde.x is organized

in the following fashion:

(1) "rhe names of au.hlors within the document universe
are arranged alphabeti-ca1.y.

(2) Each author's name is followed by references to docu-
ments be has ,,rtten :in cýhronological order).

(3) Each document is followed by ret.erences to documents
(iisted in chronological sequenc;:) which have cited the
origz-nal document.

The index is used by selecting an author (or an article bT an author) whicih' is known to be

related to the desired subject area. The index provides a list of documents which cite the

author (or article) and bring the searcher forward in time to the most recent documents

which bear on the subject area.

The advantages of a citation i'dex are:

(1) A citation index points to the latest published documents in
a subject area (descendants) whercas most bibliographies
point back in time to older work (antecedents).

(2) Entry into a citation index can lead to a variety oi related
but differe-.4t fields, not bounded by a narrow discipline.
For instance, an article about a dye indicator might be cited
by articles on biochemical Ltudies using dyes, medical re-
search, or clinical diagnosis of patients.

(3) A critical review of a document (or an author) can be obti.ied
by seeing who has cited the document (or author) in the past.
and evaluating what was said.

(4) A citation index requires r.o logic or intellectual involvement.
The index uses only the citing authors' sense of relevancy.
Thus, the citaLion index avoids the confusion which surrounds
other indexes and classifications.

(5) A. scientist, for example, is kept up to date by a citation
index on who is using his material or on who is interested
in the same subject area.

4-19 A
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Some of the disadvantages of a citation mdex are:

(1) The one-time costs for producing a citation index are
extremely high. Aside from programning costs, - vast
rumber of referenc-es must be keypun:hed before a suit-
able 'rndex evolves. For instamne the Institute for
Scientific Informaiior, hKd to keypunch the references for
all the world's scic-i,,,c literature for 1961 in order to
preduce a citation index for the field of genetics. Once
the reference,, were analyzed. only five percent of che total
refereiices we.re found to be pertinent to the field of
genetics. Consequently. citaUoP indexes will tend to be
produced ce,.traliy by a pubiisher and will cover broad
fields, e.g.. 'w, Medicine, Science. They will not be
a primary -ocl mi• a local system i.e. . for locating
internal company documents.

(2) The relevancy of the interconnection between the articles
and the citations is entirely dependent on the author's
judgment, which may be bad. The author may cite errone-
ous'y, incompletely, or excessively.

4.2.2 Card Form Indexes

Card form indexes have been utilized for many years, primarily because of the

ease in sorting, merging, rearranging.and updating unit record files as compared to book

form files. One of the primary difficulties with c:3rd form index system,• is that each set

must be separately maintained, and consequently. their use is generally centralized. In
contrast the book form index can be published and widely utilized on a decentralized basis,

although maintained centrally. The primary disadvwatage of the book form index is its in-

ability to be updated except by supplement or re-publication.

The most familiar form of card form index is the lihJrary catalog card file which

is frequently referred to as the dictionary-catalog or sometimes as the catalog-index. A

number of new mechanical techniques have been developed to make the %nit- record more flexible.

Basically, these fall into two categories: edge-notched cards and interior punched cards.

4. 2. 2. 1 Edge-Notched Cards. Edge-notched cards permit the selective sorting of records

which fall into a single category or the selection of records which fall into a specified corn-

bination of categories (logical intersection). This is accomplished by skewering a deck of

cards ,with a needle which will allow those cards which have been notched to drop out, the

4-20
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needle retaining all of the unnotched cards. Because of the limited number of holes

available on a card, various coding schemes are employed for representing information.

The most efficient of these, from the standpoint of effective utilization of available hole

positions, is the random superimposed coding. By this method several items of infor-

mation may be superimposed in the same coding field. (33)

4. 2. 2. 2 Interior-Punched Cards. The most commonly utilized form of punched card is

the EAM or Tabulating Card. These cards are usually machine sorted or collated on

electromechanical sorting equipment. They may, however, be utilized as an optical light

coincidence (peek-a--boo) card. A more common form of peek-a-boo card is khe Termatrex

Card produced by Jonkers Business Machine Company. Peck-a-boo cards aire utilized for

coordinate indexes in inverted file arrangement. There is, a card for each term in the

vocabulary. There is a dedicated space for each document in the collection oi oac. card.

If a document has been indexed by a given term, a lol,! will be punched in the term card in

the dedicated space for that document. Logical searche.6 are made by superimposing term

cards for each term in the question and shining light through them (see Figure 3-2).

Each coordinate where light shines through represents a particular document which has

been indexed by each sf the t.rms in the question. Devices are available for conveniently

reading these coordinates and even for printing out the results. It should be noted that,

since peek-a-boo cards are generally utilized in the inverted file mode, they are never

combined with abstracts or other surrogates. On the other 1 .nd, edge-notched cards,

when not used in the inverted file mode, frequently have some fo -m of surrogate recorded

in the inti •or.

4.2.3 Machine Search Services

Nearly all of the machine search techniques involve some form of "concept

coordination" or "coordinate indexing." As described above, coof'dinate indexing can be

accomplished by manual techniques including book form indexes and card form indexes.

Machine searchable coordinate indexes are necessary and desirable however, when any or

a combination of the following characteriýtics is required: deep indexing (an average of

ten or more index entries per item), relatively large collections (over 25, 000 items),

logical capability (the ability to perform logical unions, intersections, negations, differ-

ences, of descriptors, etc.) of fast retrieval, and high degree of completeness.
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Some retrospective search systemz can provide an approximate or actual count

of the number ef responses there would be to a query before the search is actually made.

This becomes particular'iy important where the file is large, and the output may be lengthy.

The following paragraphs describe the various outputs which may be produced by a machine

search system.

4 2.3.1 Search to Retrieve Document Number. The simplest form of machine search

output is a listing of the accessir-n n.imbers of all docvtn,.ts which meet. the criteria of

the search question. The file consists of index terms and, document accession numbers.

Tbe file may be stored on any medium the system requires. The output media may be

an EAM card, a printout from a computer printer, oi' a console typewriter.

A list of document numbers is seldom an adequate p;-oduct for delivery to the

user The document number is not a useiai surrogate to look ,;t to determine whether to

obtain the full text of the document. This form of output is most ccmmo.mly utiI'zed as a

picking list, i. e. , for pulling copies of catalog cards, abstract cayds, microfiche copies

of reports, or full-size copies of documents. Where decentralized files exist, the list of

accession numbers may be utilfzed by the user to find a micrrlform or full-size copy of the

document to view.

4.2.3.2 Search Producing Citations or Abstracts. A more useful output of a mechanized

search system, from the user's viewpoint, would be a 3pec;al, bibliography containing com-

plete bibliographic citations and possibly abstracts of all documents meeting the specific

terms of the search query. There are many more mechanized systems which produce

bibliographic citations only than produce citations with abstracts. This is particularly

true in computer systems. The abstract generally requires at least 1,000 characters and

cannot be economically stored in a computer system. If an inverned file arrangement is

utilized, it is necessary to maintain a separate file of abstracts and citations in accession

number order, even if mechanized. Therefore, the search would first produce a list of

document numbers which answer the search inquiry and would store the li~z in memory.

Then the citations and/or abstracts would be extracted from z separate file. Even if a

linear file arrangement is utilized, it may still be more practical to separate the citations

and/or abstract file so that the logical search itself can be made efficiently (see Paragraph

9. 3). If a mechanized search L. _s to he supplemented by a manual picking of a
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catalog card or abstract card, the value of mechanization is diminished. The value of

manual picking can be increased, if the output of the nanual picking process, is a visible

abstract card plus the entire contents of the document in a reproducible microform. This

would elminate the necessity for the user to make a second request of the system for the

complete text. In other words, b.: would have the abstract card to look at for evaluating

whether it is worth reading the document. I-H: would also have a microform of the document

to take away. If the document is not relevant, he can merely throw the card away or per-

haps return it to the system.

4.2.3.3 Search Pt oducing Document Display. With the three elements of all retrospec-

tive search systems, i. e. , look-up, look-at, and take-away in mind, it is evident that systems
wh-ch directly provide a display of the document (or a substantial surrogate such as an

informative abstracti serve both the look-up and look-at functions. This implies that the

usc - will be in direct communication with Lhe system, either sitting at .' .e-mote console

device or at the main console of the system itself. From the user viewpoint, a system

xNhich provides an immediate response in the form of display would be highly desirable. He

could immediately look at the display and make the determination as to whether or not he

would like the document. He might even modify the search question as the search proceeds.

4 2.3.4 Search to Provide Microform or Hard qop_. The direct output of some search

systems is microfilm (e. g. , Rapid Selector or FileSearch). More frequently, microfilm

may be the form of response from3 the information center to the user, while the output of the

search sub-system may be merely a list of document numbers. The reasons for the separa-

tion of index files from the document files are discussed in Paragraph 9. 3.

The ultimate product desired by the user of a document retrieval system is

generally a hard copy of all documents relevant to his query. Because of the difficulty in

adequately framing a query, the first output of a system is generally a surrogate of a docu-

ment rather than a hard copy.

4.2.3.5 Search to Produce Data Correlations. The product of a fact retrieval type of

information system is the answer to the specific inquiry rather than a document or series of

documents containing the answer. Wben dealing with linguistic and qualitative information,

this is fre.quently too difficult to achieve, especially by mechanized techniques. However,
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when dealing with quantitative or near quanvitative information, the data correlation is

readily achievable, particularly due to the Limited vocabulary and relative lack. Of

ambiguity which prevails. The output of sucii a search might be a man's name, a list

of names, a chemical process, the physical or chemical properties of a particular

element or compound of matter, or perhaps the credit rating of a particular individual

or organization.
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SECTION V. LNFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL
SYSTEM FUNCTIONS

5.1 GENERAL

This section discusses imp.ortant functions common to many information sys-

tems. The discussion is not intended to constitute an "operating manual" or a listing of

all factors, ,r even a detailed description of all important operations. Rather, it con-

centrates on facets of each operation which are critical, or or, those facets which are often

overlooked in information system design and operation. All information products and ser-

vices described in the preceding sections are produced by some combination of the foilowing

system functions.

5.2 BASIC FUNCTIONS

There are eight basic functions of IS&R systems from which all such systems

can be assembled:

(1) Origination (including initial publication) of an
information item.

(2) Acquisition and/or selection and evaluation of
informational items for use or for input into current-
awareness, announcement, and/or retrieval systems
into correlation processes.

(3) Surrogation including indexing and/or abstracting.

(4) Annoui.cement of informational items.

(5) Index Operation including recording of index infor-
rmation into a physical medium and the searching of
that medium to provide an output of references and/or
other item surrogates.

(6) Document Management including storage, retrieval
(based upon item addresses only), reproduction,
dissemination, inventory control, etc., of documents.
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(7) Correlation of many informational items.

(8) End-Use information.
I-

5.3 BASIC SYSTEMS

The basic functions can be combined into 10 basic types of systems as follows:

System 1 System 2 System 3

Origination Origination Origination
End- Use Acquisition Acquisition

End-Use Surrogation
Examples: Index Operation

Preprints Example: Document Management
Telephone calls Journal sub- End-Use
Memoranda scriptions

Example:
Science Information
Exchange

System 4 System 5

Origination Origination
Acquisition Acquisition
Surrogat on Surrogation
Index Operation Announcement 'I
Document Management End-Use
Correlation
End-Use Examples: j

Chemical Abstracts
Example: Applied Science and

Advanced State-of-the-Art Technology Technology Index
Group of Institute of Applied Technology, I
National Bureau of Standards

System 6 System 7

Origination Origination
Acquisition Acquisition
Surrogation Su;:rogation
Announcement Announaement
Document Management Index Operation
End-Use Document Management I

End-Use

Example:
Engineering Index and Engineering Example:
Societies Library Defense Documentation

Center, NASA Scientific and
Technical Info. Facility
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Origination Origination Origination
Acquisition Acquisition Acquisition
Surrogation Surrogation Correlation
Announcement Announcement End- Use
Document Management Index Operation
Correlation Document Management Example:
End-Use Correlation

End-Use Use of complex infor-
Example: mation in a project

Example: from multiple sources.
TIROS D~ita System

Specialized information
centers with retrospective
stores.

Figure 5-1 illustrates how the eight basic functions are interconnected to

provide the 10 basic systems. The solid lines indicate the flow pattern of information

systems generally in that they subsume all 10 systems. The numbers on the arrows

correspond to the system types.

Interfaces between information systems can occur, bringing about in effect,

loops in the above pattern. Two principal types of interfaces can exist: first type,

indicated by a dotted line, may be termed reorigination; second type, indicated by a

dashed line, may be termed reacquisition.

Reorigination is said to occur when new information is created as an end in
itself, via the correlation function. A state-of-the-art report is an example.

Reacquisition is said to occur when one system acquires docuirents previously

acquired, processed, and announced or available from an-.other system.

5.4 INTERACTIONS AMONG FUNCTIONS IN SYSTEMS

Although there are only eight basic functions and 10 basic systems, the details

of the functions are subject to significant variations when they are combined to form

different systems. For example, the details of the surrogation function suitable for

System 6 (origination, acquisition, surrogation, announcement, document management,

and end-use) would be entirely unsuitable for use in System 7 (origination, acquisition,

surrogation, announcement, index operation, document management, and end-use). The
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Figure 5-1. Possible Combinations of IS&R System Functions
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diffPrencP Iies in that the quirrogation function in System 7 must provide not only for an

j announcement function (for which "shallow" indexing would be adequate), but also for a

retrospective retrieval iunction (for which "deep" indexing is required).

tHence, each function must be considered in relation to the other basic functio.,s

with which it must operate as a systeni.

5.5 DESCRIPTION OF BASIC INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS

5.5.1 Origination

Origination involves the publication of information in some recorded form. A

publication may be intended for general or private distribution and the information con-

tained therein may be of ephemeral or lasting value.

SThere are two basic forms of general publication, the serial literature and

the separate literature. The separate literature (e.g., books and monographs) was

I typically used for rather complete and extensive works of lasting value; whereas the

serial literature (e.g., journals) was utilized for less complete or extensive communi-

Scations of a generally ephemeral value and was segmented by specialized fields of interest.

About two decades ago, the technical report, a new form of separate literature, became

Sa major medium of mass communication. The technical report has a characteristic of

often being more extensive than an article in the journal literature. It has the disadvantage

of not being subject to evaluation and critical review prior to publication. It also has the

disadvantage of not being effectively distributed since the initial distribution is in the hands

of the originator (and what distribution list can possibly encompass all potentially interested

readers) rather than in the hands of the potential readers, e.g., the freedom to subscribe

to a journal. The effective dissemination of technical reports, therefore, is tending to be

left to the secondary distribution function provided by information centers through initial

dissemination, announcement, and request copy fulfillment, which functions are discussed

on the following pages. The production operations involved in the publication process

normally involve editing, re-drafting, typesetting, printing, collating, binding, and

I distribution. The typesetting function is undergoing ra lical technological change. The

employment of computer-assisted typesetting and electronic photo composition is likely

to bring about significant changes in the organization and methodology employed in the

production of existing primary journals.
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5.5. 2 Acquis~itiorn

Most acquisition, evaluation, and selection processes assume that the documents

are generated external to the organization being served by the infdcrrnatio, systcm. Ex-

ternally-generated documents are important. Much can be done to ensure adequate coverage

of externally-generated documents in the technologies of interest. It is sometimes not

realized that the capture of valuable internally-geneated information may be as difficult

as the acquisition of externally-generated information. Modifications in established

,quisition procedures are often required to acquire effectively the internal information.

Not all documents acquired are sufficiently valuable to warrant processing into

the system. Documents having the requisite value will be selected for input processing.

Determination of the requisite value is quite important and is usually an intellectual

process. The value depends upon a number of factors, particularly upon the type and

completeness of services to be provided to the users and aiso upon budgetary and staff

limitations. I
One process often overlooked by those not experienced in operational infor-

mation systems is the handling of duplicates during the selection process. "Duplicate-

checking" can be quite time consuming and expensive, although several efficient and

effective techniques are known. These techniques usually involve the checking of author

index card files either before or after the cataloging of the inputs (depending upon the

perce.ntage of duplicates encoutteredl).

Usually every documen, is given 3 unique number for accounting control pur-

poses prior to evaluation and semtcton. Yet if many d,'cuments are not selected, it may

be necessary to convert. the orignai.y--asigned number to a permanent accession numberr

or to provide cross-indexed files from temporary to permanent numbers. Tthe alternative

is to use the first assigned number as, an accession number and keep track of those numbers

which have been eliminated in the selection process. The choice between these alternates

depends upon a number of factors and the wron4g choice can result in higher costs, per-

formance delays, and in errors in the future.
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5.5.3 Surrogation

Surrogation is the process of substituting for the document or item something

which will represent it or qtand in its place for various purposes. Surrogation may

include one or more of the processes of cataloging, abstracting, and indexing. A surro-

gate may be an accession number, a title, a citation, an extract,or an abstract.

5.5.3.1 Cataloging. Informction systems generally require that a cataloging function:

(1) Assign permanent accession numbers and/or class
numbers (often more than one class number, depending
on the form of curreit-awareness service to be provided
to the clientele).

(2 Record titles, authors, and sources in a specified
fashion.

(3) Control the source name vocabulary (e.g., is it rSSO ?
Humble? FTC ? etc.).

(4) Note certain characteristics of the documents (e.g.,
it contains graphs, bibliographies, data, etc.).

This information constitutes part (or sometimes all) of the surrogate of the

document, said sirrogate to be employed for many purposes later in the information

system processes. The term cataloging as used by librarians also includes some of the

functions labeled as indexing in this report. This is probably due to the fact that the

physical form of a library index is a card catalog.

5.5.3.2 AbstractinLg. If abstracts are required, a choice must be made between accepting

"author" abstracts and creating them. Wlth respect to those abstracts which must be

created, a spectrum of choices of types is available, ranging from informative condensa-

tions or summaries of the document (so that the summaries can often be used in lieu of the

documents) to merely indicative single-phiase notations of content. The choice of abstract

type will usualy represent a compromise between what the clientele would consider ideal

and what the information system can afford.
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5.5,3.3 Indexing. Just as the type of abstract required is determined by the needs of

the clientele, so also are the depth, type, and arrangement of indexes. Index entries 1
may properly consist of classification notations (e.g., Dewey Decimal) for some purposes

(particularly when the information being indexed is quantitative in nature), but for most

purposes, index entries consist of terms (or subject headings) of an adequate range of J
specificity -- terms standing for concepts ranging from the general to the very specific.

Many environments require that index entries provide ii dications of the type of

relationship existing among terms (e.g., role indicators, "links," etc.); this type of

indication is generally required only when indexing must be provided in depth for most I,
documents.

Indexing processes may range from the controlled (i. e., use of a rigid authority

list of some type) to the uncontrolled (so-called "free indexing"). Most information systems

require at least some degree of control to ensure that retrieval will be both effective and

efficient (e.g., confounding of synonyms, use of proper word-form, etc.). Many systems

require even greater degrees of control (e.g., choice of alternate and/or additional terms --

broader, narrower, or noarly synon•ymous - chosen from an authority list supplemented

by an extensive cross-reference structui e, such as a thesaurus). The maintenance and 5
updating of vocabulary authorities is a complex but vital function which must be performed.

For manual operation, index terms are often left in natural language (English), I
except when they are classification notations. For mechanized operation, index terms

may be coded or stored in natural language. Natural language is easier for the indexer

and user as it avoids a code look up. It requires considerably more keypunching, however

and has problems of spelling, accepted word forms, and the like. Term codes may be assigned 5
at random or in various sorts of orderly fashions. Random codes are most useful when

used with certain types of manual linear files employing marginally-punched, superimposed- 5
coded cards. Ordered code sequences may be based on the alphabetical sequence of terms ,

the frequency of term usage, or a classification notation. Ordered codes may be dense or

sparse.

I
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Properly designed sparse codes permit at any time the insertion of a code for a

new term into the \,ocabulary in its proper location in the code list without reuoi-ding any

previously existing terms. Den'-e codes usually require that the system maintain a separate

sparse code for ordering (sorting) purposes. A code can be developed with the property that

between any t vo codes one can alwa ,'• insert a new code without changing the arrangement

or significance of any of the codes involved. For example:
1. 512

1.5121 1.5121.513

The physical form of an index may be varied wvidely to best meet local require-

ments. For some environments, a catalog card index is preferable; for others, a marginally-

punched card index is best.. Foi" yet others, an inverted internally-punched card index

.'e.g., Batten card, peek-a-boo, etc.) is suitable, 3r perhapj a terminal-digit-posted

card index ýe.g., "Uniterm"). Printed indexes may consist essentially of mounted, photo-

graphed cards of the above types, or they may have their components created and assembled

especially for. idex purposes.

All types of printed indexes (and many types of card indexes) can be assembled

and printed in camera-ready form by a computer. Whether or not this is done depends

principlly upon the economics of the particular situation.

5.5.4 Announcement

Current-awareness needs may be served by announcing newly obtained documents

as well as by formally circulating or disseminating them. Announcement bulletins are

particularly usefui when the system's clientele is large. The entries in announcement

media may or may not be grouped in broad categories; the entiies may be merely citations

or they may be abstracts; and the medium may or may not include an index to the entries.

11 abstracts are employed for announcement purposes, their production should

be in a physi-cal form so that labor to assemble the announcement medium will be minimized

(e.g., no re-typing). The same holds true even if less complete surrogates (e.g., cita-

tions) are employed instead of abstracts. In fact, a system should be devised to ensure

that. the initial creation of each surrogate in its final form should serve all future purposes,

including announcement, storage (e.g., catalog cards), and bibliography assembly. Various

techniques are employed to accomplish this ranging from sequential card composition to

computer-driven photocomposing machines.
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,• 5. 5o 5 .20!Opeation

-are pysicaal medium constituting an index, whether it be a manual (e. g., file

Scard) or a mechanized (e. g. , magieic tape) system, mu st be processed in some manner

to permit its updating with new index terms and/or index entries. Particularly for rnech-

anized systems, the structure of the index file itself controls the file maintenance techni-

ques; index file structures are discussed in Section VIII. Similarly, search procedures

are governed by the index file structure. A human intermediary or a real-time response

(which will permit the inquirer to have a "dialogue" with the system), is essential to en-

sure that the inquirer and the system are able to communicate without subtle or inadver-

tent misunderstaiding.

Outputs from the index operation are responses to inquiries consisting of

document references and/or other surrogates. As the response to the search of a

mechanized index, document number references are usually obtained which caji be used

as input to yet another operation to obtain more informative surrogates, such as abstracts.

Abstracts (or less-complete surrogates of documents, if such are satisfactory)

must be stored and retrieved for the creation of bibliographies in resporse to inquiries

received by the retrieval system. Abstracts can be stored on cards, which can be

extracted (after using the index) as required and reproduced in card form (or mounted

and reproduced in page form) to create a bibliography in response to an inquiry. Alter-

natively, abstracts may be stored in paper-tape form and used to print page-form

bibliographies. It is possible to store the surrogates on magnetic tape and print

bibliographies therefrom via a computer; this is usually practicable (to date) only when

short surrogates, such as citations, are employed.

5.5.6 Document Management

Documents may be stored either in original (full-size) form or in reduced-

size form (microform). The choice between these alternatives rests upon the frequency

of reference to the collection and the volume of reproduction traffic. Full-size documents

require more storage space, although a proper choice of storage facilities can minimize

this factor. They are legible without enlargement or reproduction equipment, although
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if they must be reproduced frequently, another sizeable cost factor is introduced. Micro-

form documents require less space for storage although storage and access can still be

troublesome if roll or strips of microfilm (rather than microfiche - sheet microfilm')

must be stored. Microform cocuments require relatively expensive Cq',ipment for their

reading or full-size reproduction. The cost of microfilming and duplicaf.ion of documents

is discussed in Section VII.

Some information systems (particularly those serving a small, specialized

clientele or covering a narrow area of technology) find it possible to group some or all

of the stored documents, or their microforms, by broad subject classes and to index to

individual documents assigned to these classes, that is, the class number is made a part

of the document number. More frequently, however, documents are stored in accession

number order.

When large amounts of continually-updated quantitative data must be stored,

storage on magnetic tape, disc, or random access cards becomes economical.

5.5.6.1 Document Retrieval. Once the documents to be retrieved, have been identified,,

it may be desirable to obtain the actual document (either in full-size or in microform).

No better method usually exists than to send a human being to the file to extract the

documents when they are stored in full-size. This is also usually the best technique

even Nwhen the documents are stored in microform. There are other means, however,

which involve more-or-less automatic equipment (see Paragraph 8. 1. 6.29).

Occasional reproduction of full-size documents is a minor cost factor, but

J frequent reproduction (or reproduction in quantity) may becone quitc costly. (See Section VIT

Such conditions might justify storage in microform, from which full-size copies may be

j produced at moderate cost and microform copies at low ccst. In many cases where 'ull-

size copy is frequently requested, the center will reprint the document and maintain an

inventory. Whether to pre-stock and replenish or to produce copies solely on demand

depends primarily on the number of requests per unit time for a given document or for

a given segment of the file. (See Section VII.)
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5.5.6. Dociment Dissemination. it is conventional to serve current-awareness needs
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reports. These techniques have a distinct value but one which cannot be extrapolated or
enlarged indefinitely, particularl when classified documents are iavolved. Alternative

methods of document dissemination and their comparative costs are discussed in Section

VII.

More recently, the selective dissemination (SDI) techniques have been developed.

SDI is still a very expensive operation, and its effectiveness, except in limited environments,

is yet to be proved.

Initial disseminations of microforms are frequently made by broad category J
definition to collective groups of users of a system. The assumption here is that the

microform , are inexpensive and reproducible, thereby serving to decentralize future

accesses to these documents.

5.5.7 End-Use 4
Little is known about the end-use of information, i.e., how information is

utilized in the performance of a task. Where information is supplied to a user in either
a digital form or as a microform, some means of converting iU to visual form is required

(e.g., mechanical printer, display, microfilm reader - printer).

5
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SECTION VI. TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

6.1 GENERAL

This section describes five "typical IS&R applications',' including a description

of the information products and services produced within each IS&R system and the

detailed processes by which they are produced. Four of the five applications described

involve some form of scientific or technicl information (STINFO). The reason for the

preponderance of STINFO applications in the following discussion is the fact that the state

of the art in the field of Information Storage and Retrieval is more advanced in the area of

STINFO than in other fields of interest. The IS&R concepts and techniques which have

already been applied to STINFO communication problems will, in the next decade, be

applied to many other application areas.

The purpose of this section is to present some of the details, complexities

and practical considerations that arise in operating IS&R systems. The sample of five

i,3 too small to permit drawing any general conclusions about needs or current practices.

(A survey-based analysis of the state of the art is not within the scope of the work.)

Many aspects of current IS&R practice are brought out in these typical application descriptions.

The five applications which are described are:

(1) Mission-Oriented Information Center. The NASA
Scientific and Technical Information Facility is
described as an example of a mission-oriented
information center. This information system falls
within System 7 as defined in Section V. The major
system functions are origination, acquisition,
sarrogation, announcement, index operation, docu-
ment management, and end-use. The system is
heavily oriented toward the dissemination and re-
trieval of documents rather than toward facts. Its
products and services are supplied to other information
systems which are often in closer contact with the
ultimate user.
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Missile and Space Division (MSD) Tecbhical Library
is a major user of the services of the NASA Fauility.
Consequently, such major users are sometimes

referred to as "satellite information centers." The
GE-MSD Library is a complete information system
in its own right, performing the same general functions
as the NASA Facility. It is classified as System 7 in
the reacquisition mode because it acquires and reuses
the output of another information system. Its primary
emphasis is on reference services and acquisitions on
behalf of the user. It frequently acts as an intermediary
between another information system and the ultimate
user.

(3) Traffic Routing Center. (Army Chemical Information
and Data System) This af..]ication is still in the re- I
search and development stage. One of several design
concepts for the Army Chemical Information and Data
System is discussed. The Traffic Routing Center
(TRC) serves the function of routing a request to an
appropriate Technical Information Center which is
qualified to handle it. The TRC files might consist
primarily of an index to the qualifications of each of I
some 60 Technical Information Centers plus basic
data on the physical, chemical, and biological pro-
perties of some 2.5 million chemical compounds. It
can be classified as System 3 since it involves the
functions of origination, acquisition, surrogation,
index operation, document management, and end-use.
The emphasis is on retrospective search and on fact I
retrieval. The document management function con-
sists of storing and retrieving the data records which
will probably be stored in a computer system. I

(4) Engineering Data Center. A description of the Engineering
Data Management Department of the Naval Air Technical
Services Facility (NATSF) follows. NATSF is the central I
repository of engineering data for the Bureau of Naval
Weapons. The system utilized is System 3 but it differs
from the Traffic Routing Center in practically every other
respect. Its emphasis is on the dissemination and fulfill-
ment of requests for copies of documents, specifically
engineering drawings. Its index management function is
of minor importance as the great majority of its requests
are made by drawing number. Like the NASA system,
NATSF acts as a wholesale distributor to other satellite
centers which are in closer contact with the user. The 3
users are primarily involved in purchasing or maintenance
of production equipment and not in design engineering or
research and development.
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a Re1l P'tns, Title Searching System. Several examples
of title searching systems are given including those
Of th-le Rlecorder f C

a large title insurance company, the Recorder of
Deeds at Deedham, Massachusetts and the Title Insurance
Company of Los Angeles. All of these systems are of
System 3 as they involve the functions of origination,
acqutsition, surrogation, index operation, oocument
management and end-use. In the recorders' offices,
separate grantee-grantor indexes are maintained because
of the need for being able to determine if any property is
owned by a particular,named individual. The title com-
panies usually maintain a file of documents by property or
lot number wherein once the property location is clearly
identified, all the documents pertaining to that property
will be fornd in one place. The surrogation function is
that of analyzing Lne legal 'description in the document to
arrive at '.he property or lot number, (which is the only
surrogate assigned to the document). In the recorders'
offices, the names of the grantee and grantor or mortgagee
and mortgagor, and the date of the instrument are also part
of the total surrogate of the document. The various parts of
the surrogate are stored in separate index files - usually
bound volumes.

6 2 MISSiON-ORIENTED INFORMATION CENTER (NASA)

The mission-oriented information center is characterized by its interdisciplinary

nature, ibe., its coverage of a number of disciplines. The most widely known= mission

oriented information centers are the Defense Documentation Center (formerly AS-iA), the

Techn 3al Information Division of the Atomic Energy Commission, the Scientific and

Technical Information Facility of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the

National Agricultural Library and the National Library of Medicine.

6.2. 1 NASA - Scientific and Technical Information Facility. (Hereinafter
Called the Facility)

The Facility, which is operated for NASA by a contractor (Documentation, Inc.),

acquires and selects technical materials, mostly reports, to be added to the NASA collection.

abstracts and indexes them as appropriate, prepares camera-ready copy for announcement

journals and book foz m indexes, provides current and continuing dissemination services in

both hard copy and microfiche, (sheet microfilm), provides a supporting reference service,

and compiles bibliographies in specialized subject areas.
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information systems. Non-classified NASA publications are made available to the public

through The Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information (formerly

OTS) as well as to the 12 Federal Regional Techmical Report Centers. NASA, DOD

contractors,and authorized government personnel are serviced through a complex of

NASA field centers as well as through the Facility. These service points include the

information divisions at NASA centers, major contractor facilities, and ASTIA field centers.

An important interface exists with the American Institute of Aeronautics and

Astronautics (AIAA). Through an arrangement with AIAA, all of the journal literature

related to the NASA program is processed and fed into the NASA Facility in a compatible

form. AIAA produces its own announcement journal entitled International Aerospace

Abstracts.

6.2.2 Inputs and Outputs

Figure 6-1 illustrates the annual inputs (raw materials) provided to the Facility

and the outputs (services) provided by the Facility. You will- note that there are two basic

kinds of inputs: Technical Reports and Bibliographical Information on Journal Literature

which is processed by AIAA and furnished to the Facility on magnetic tape, along with

compatible microfiche copies of all non--copyrighted journal articles. The technical

reports are received from DOD, NASA, other Government agencies, NATO, and Govern-

ment contractors in hard-copy form and sometimes along with a small inventory of printed

copies. The Atomic Energy Commission furnishes the Facility with a microfic,'he

copy in compatible form, of all reports processed by its Technical Information Division,

which are relevant to the NASA system.

The major outputs of the NASA system are represented along the bottom of

Figure 6-1. They include the publication of an announcement journal which is distributed

to about 8,000 locations, the initial distribution of mizrofiche copies of new accessions

within specified categories (of which there are 34) to 100 recipients of the NASA micro-

form. There are presently about 3 million microfiche copies disseminated annually.

There are also demand request services for hard copies of d( cuments, microfiche copies

of docu ,nnts, and selective bibliographies.
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An interesting characteristic of the NASA information system is that its services

are generally not directly utilized by the ultimate consurrer. Note in Figure 6-1 that 'he

typical categories of users of the Facility are Libraries, DDC field offices, NASA

Research Centers, other government information centers, and NASA contractors. In

effect, therefore, the NASA facility is the wholesaler and its customers are the retailers

Ers. of its information products and services. These organizations act as an intermediary

between the ultimate consumer, the engineer or scientist, and the NASA information

system. To further understand this reacquisition process a satellite center, which is a

typical customer of the NASA faciiity, is described under Paragraph 6.3. The pri'mary

products which NASA manufactures, therefoie, are:

(1) Announcement (abstract) journals.

(2) Book-form indexes.

(3) Magnetic tapes of index data and citations.

S(4) Search programs for decentralized searching.

c (5) Microfiche copies of reports which can be reproduced
or used for producing hard copy enlargements on a
decentralized basis.

(6) Hard c'•pies of reports on request.

(7) Literature searches.

6.2.3 Announcement and Dissemination Process

The various operations involved in the announcement and initial dissemination

process and the order in which they are performed. are illustrated in Figure 6-2.

6.2.3.1 Document Dissemination. Acquisitioning is the first system function. It

involves checking for duplicates, assigning accession numbers, and storing additional

copies. Following this is descriptive catologing, abstracting, and indexing. The next

operation is microfilming one copy of each report accession. The bindings of each report

are sheared and the i eport microfilmed at approximately 1: 18 on a planetary camera.

The microfilm is then processed on a continuous flow processor. A duplicate roll of

s microfilm is produced on diazo film using a roll-to-roll duplicator. Foilowing this, the

oiver negative is slit and stripped-up toprepare microfiche masters on a specially designed

A6-5
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work place. The microfiche master is contact printed onto 4 x 6 diazo masters using

a point light source, vacuum frame plate making machine. This second generation master

is used for making quantity duplicates. Dissemination copies are hand distributed by

accession number according to categor3 !ists which indicate the accession numbers in

each category for the period.

6. 2. 3. 2 Announcement. The accessions to the NASA facility are announced to the public

through the medium of the NASA announcement journal, Scientific and Technical Aerospace

Review (STAR). The journal literature, which is processed by AIAA, is announced

through the medium of its own journal, International Aerospace Abstracts (LAAI. The

primary intellectual surrogation operations which precede the publication of these journals are:

descriptive cataloging, abstracting and indexing. Since these functions have all been

described in Section V, they wifl not be repeated. However, it should be noted that the

indexing operation serves two functions. Wherein an average of 15 index tcrms are assigned

for each document, only an average of 3. 5 subject index entries will appear in the book-

form indexes to STAR or IAA. Deeper indexing is required for retrospective computer

searching. All of the indexing, abstracting, and rataloging is recorded on a multiple part

form which accompanies each document.

A phototypesetting system was adopted to produce camera-ready copy of graphic

arts quality for the citation and abstract portion of STAR, and also to provide a machine-

readable input of the citations to the computer-searchable retrospective store. The

citations and abstracts are keyboarded on modified Friden LCC-S Justowriters. The paper

tape product of this keyboarding operation is utilized directly to drive a Photon photocom-

posing machine, which produces graphic arts quality copy on photographic paper. The

standard direct keyboard operated Photon machine has a 1440 character repertoire and a

selection of 12 point sizes. The tape operated Photon system developed by NASA is limited

to a 450 character capability plus sipL.rscripts and subscripts, super-superscripts, and

sub-subscripts which are produced by a series of code actuated off-set lenses.
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The paper or film ouiLut of the Photon is processed and dried and then a diazo

proof copy is prepared for proofreading and the marking of corrections. Corrections are

keyboarded either directly at the Photon or on the LCC-S keyboards and the output copy

is cut and pasted up prior to the page make-up process. The resultant copy along with

the computer output of the index section is sent to the Government Printing Office for

plate making, printing, collating, and binding.

6.2.3.3 Index Generation, Storage, and Dissemination. The index terms and the de-

scriptiv, catologing data whi-ch have been recorded on a standard work sheet are key-

punched and verified and then read into the IBM 1410-1401 computer system. The tppe

is then stripped down to produce separate subject, author, corporate source, report

number and accession r.umber indexes. For each semi-monthly issue of STAR, a

camera-ready printout of these five indexes is produced on the IBM 1403 chain printer.

It should be noted that the book--form subject index only contains those entries which

have been flagged by an asterisk. In addition, four cumulative indexes are produced by

the same method, quarterly, semi-annually, third quarterly, and annually.

The retrospective search tape is arranged in linear file fashion by accession

number followed by the full citation (without the abstract) and the index terms. The file

contained approximately 100, 000 items in July of 1964, with an average depth of indexing

of 15 terms for a total of 1. 5 million index entries. Copies of this magnetic tape file

are duplicated and disseminated to 20 user groups. Updated information is provided

monthly. Seven of these users are NASA centers and the other 13 are contractor infor-

mation centers.

6.2.4 Request Processing

Figure 6-3 illustrates the typical operations involved in processing user re-

quests for information services. There are generally three types of requests: requests

for hard copy, requests for microfiche copy, and requests for literature searches.

6.2.4.1 Requests for Copies. The first operation in processing requests for hard copy

is to validate the user's authority to receive the copy which may involve a check for

security classification. If the request is fully identified and includes an accession number,

the copy will be retrieved manually from stock or reproduced from microfiche if no stock

is available. If the request is not fully identified, a reference look-up must be made in the

card catalog files, book--form indexes, or computer index to identify the proper accession

number for the requested copy.
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If the copy is out of stock, the standard procedure 'v. to manually retrieve a

master microfiche copy and produce the hard copy from this on a Photostat model 1014

enlarger. The hard copy will be two pages per 8-i/2" x 11" s•eet at 70 AV percent of

original size. if the request was for a microfiche copy, this will be pulled directly from

stock which is replenished as required. No perpetual inventory control is maintained

of the stock copies except for a simple notation of whether the copy is in stock or not.

6.2.4.2 Requests for Bibliographies. Requests for bibliographies are handled either

manually by use of the book-form index to STAR or by compater search. The requests

are processed by a reference specialist who analyzes the question and constructs a query

with the aid of a subject heading listing. The index terms assigned to the query along with

their logical combination instructions, such as intersection, union or negation, are key-

punched and verified. The questions are batched and processed twice daily against the

entire citation file. hle output of these searches is presently a list of citations printed

out on the high-speed mechanical IBM 1403 printer. The majority of searches result

in from 20 to 70 citations per query.

6.2.5 Selective Dissemination

The Facility is presently experimenting with a selective dissemination program

being developed for them by IBM at Yorktown Heights, New York. They are profiling

500 individual NASA Scientists and Engineers for a test of the system. Since the SDI

system is not yet operational, its results are unknown.

6
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6.3 SATELLITE INFORMATION CENTER

Thc name, "Satellite Information Center," is used to represent the type of infor-

mation center which operates in the reacquisition mode, i. e., which utilizes information

products and services produced centrally by another information system. Since we

described the NASA system as an example of a centralized missirn-oriented inforA~tion

center, we will describe a typical "satellite" of the NASA Facility and the degree to which

the services of the NASA Facility are integrated into the system of the satellite center.

The system d3scribed herein is that of General Electric's Missile and Space Division

Library, which is located at King of Prussia, Pennsylvania, with a branch at 32nd and

Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. (9) (10)

The GE-MSD Library services several thousand engineers and scientists of the

Missile and Space Division of General Electric. The library is staffed by a total of

18 people.

6.3.1 ,iputs and Outputs

Figure 6--4 il,,strates the annual inputs to and outputs from the Library. The

Library is divided into several physical facilities. At King of Prussia, there are two

facilities. One is the Library which contains books and periodicals and the other is the

Document Center which contains all government report materials, both classified and

unclassified. At 32nd and Chestnut Streets in Philadelphia, a complete collection is

mainiai:ed of unclassified technical reports furnished in microfiche form by thp NASA

Facility.
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Although the GE-!_ u Liorary utilizes a cuompute r (GE-4,4V , fr ret .....&..

searching, they do not utilize the NASA Search Tapes. They do use, however, many of

the secondary materials published in book form, such as the abstract and index journals,

STAR, Technical Abstract Bulletin, Nuclear Science Abstracts, International Aerospace 5
Abstracts, and others. They receive approximately 15,000 technical reports per year
and subscribe to some 745 journals. The total collection at the GE Library now stands

at 130,000 technical reports, plus 36, 000 books and bound journals for a total of 166, 000

volumes.

The outputs or services provided by the Library are depicted on the bottom of
Figure 6-4. They provide an accessions list of new documents received by the Library,
which list contains a full citation plus an abstract of each document. It is distributed to

approximately 50 managers who presumably circulate it among their staff. There is

no routine circulation of journals or abstract journals by the Library. In fact, journals

are not even lent by the Library; instead, the Library will reproduce and provide a

retention hard copy of any journal article to a bona fide requestor. Technical reports, I
however, are loaned by the Library and retention copies of reports are prepared only

upon written authorization. The Library also has microfilm reader printers (Filmac 100

and Filmac 200) on which the user may prepare his own hard copy without authorization.

The Library will provide bibliographic assistance to any GE user. Most of the requests

can be handled by a search in either the catalog card file or in the secondary journals,

such as Technical Abstract Bulletin or STAR. If a more extensive bibliography is

needed, a computer search can be made of the deeper indexes which the Library has

prepared and stored on the central GE-225 computer facility.

6.3.2 Storage and Announcement Process

Figure 6-5 illustrates the entire processing cycle for the GE system. After
completion of the acquisitioning process, which primarily involves checking for duplicates

and assigning a unique accession number, all technical reports are cataloged, abstracted

and indexed. An author abstract will be used if available, or if not, a few lines from the

summary or introdu-ction will be utilized A,' the time these reports are received, they

do not have the NASA Facility accession number and frequently do not have an AD number

(DDC). Also, these reports are received prior to their announcement in either the NASA
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or DDC announcement journals -- the STAR and Technical Abstract Bulletin. Consequently,

the GE-MSD lihrary chooses to catalog, abstract, and index each document for its own

purposes. It should be noted that 40 percent of the GE-MSD collection is company generated.

Only a small portion of these reports are announced by AEC, NASA, or DDC, and at a

much later date. Books and monographs are also processed in the same fashion, whereas

journals are merely checked ii, and put on the shelves. The copy for cataloging and

abstracting is typed and proofed and then made up into pages for the accession list. These

same pages are also utilized for the printing of catalog cards which are printed on index

quality stock.

The indexing is done with the aid of a thesaurus which is based on the Defense

Documentation Center Thesaurus, An average of eight index terms are assigned per document.

The terms are not coded. They are keypunched in natural language and the computer index

file is updated every several days.

Those terms which are not acceptable by the system are rejected and a decision

made as to whether the thesaurus should be modified to include them.

Technical reports are maintained in hard copy form as long as storage facilities

permit. Prior to the move to the King of Prussia facility, the Library would have a

service company prepare a microfilm copy in jacket form of all documents older than one

or two years. The quality of microfilming was rather low due to rotary microfilming at

24X and the use of acetate jackets. The original documents were destroyed after micro-

filming. No microfilming has been done in the last few years as they do not have as

criticai a space problem.

There is no routi,.e dissemination of documents either by selective dissemination

or other initial dissemination technique. There are no standard distribution lists or field

of interest registers. The librarian, however, frequently will route new reports received

by the Library to those engineers or managers he believes would be interested in receiving

these documents.

The GE Library developed a preliminary system for mechanizing the catalog

card file which would have eliminated the need for maintaining the card file. Essentially,

the system would have utilized a Flexowriter for input, the paper tape by-product of which

would be transferred to magnetic tape. The computer would then produce book-form

catalogs which would be available within every technical operation of the Missile and Space
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Division. The program was scrapped, however, allegedly due to the unavailability of an

inexpensive input converter which would accept the paper tape input.

The book-form catalog idea has merit. It would be especially useful where

many copies of a catalog card file are being maintained and updated on a manual basis.

In this case, however, there is only one copy of the catalog card file and consequently.

the publication of the book-form catalog would be more expensive than the present method.

It would, however, afford more flexible and decentralized access to the index of the

Library's collection.

6.3.3 Request Processing

As mentioned earlier, journals are not loaned by the Library. Therefore, if

a user wants to see a particular article in a jnurnal, he may either look at it in the

Library or request to nave a copy made for his permanent retention. For books, technical

reports,and monographs, the Library has developed a mechanized circulation control sys-

tem. This is a simple punch card system wherein the request card is punched and the

accession number of the loan document is duplicated into the request card. Two copies

are made, one of which is filed by empl.] yf' number and the other by accession number.

Overdue notices are prepared by machine every two weeks. Likewise, periodic inventories

a-:e greatly facilitated by these machine records.

Most reference requests are handled by utilizing the catalog card file or secondary

materials, such as the abstract journals and their indexes. Where a complex search re-

quirement is imposed, 2 request for computer search can be made. The GE-225 computer

system is tied in directly to Lhe Library by a communicatioDs link and a Teletype console

keyboard for input-output. The computer can be accessed either by feeding the paper tape

to the Teletype console or by kyboarding directly on the Teletype console. A designated

time is available to the Library each day for requesting that a computer search be made

on the central GE-225 computer. The Library has found that it pays to prepare the search

question in advance and produce a clean paper tape. An average of ten searches

are made in one batch each day.

e
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"T'heT computer .... rep1 -- s wt h
T cWi respond first with the number of documents which meet the

s.arch c-t-,-ia - nd the access.ion numbers of the first 10 documents. If the user

woulh like adýtional citations, he will tien respond by keying in the statement SEND

MORE or SEND ALL. Since the output of the computer search is merely a list of

accession numbers, it is necessary for the reference librarian to pull the catalog cards

for each accession number. He will then review these to screen out those which are not

really reievant and will then prepare a bibliogTaphy or pull the documents and prepare

loan requests for sending them to the user.

6.3.4 Recapitulationo and Analysis

6.3.4. 1 Duplication of Descriptive Cataloging, h-dexing, and Abstracting. The processes

of descriptive cataloging, indexing and abstracting are generally the most time-consuming

and expensive of all Library or Wnformation center operations. It is disturbing to observe

that the GE Library finds it necessary to catalog, abstract, and index tIll technical reports

it receives, in spite of the fact that many of these reports will eventually be cataloged,

abstracted, and indexed by one of the major Government information centers. The problem,

however, is that these reports are received much earlier by GE than are the corresponding

pro"acts of the NASA Facility (STAR). The only choice available to the Library, therefore,

is wo do its own abstracting, indexing,and cataloging or to hold these documents in suspense

until such time as the bibliogr.-)hic products are available from the NASA Facility.

If the central (NASA) information services were compatible and more timely,

this dupication of intellectual effort could be eliminated. These objectives appear to be

difficult to achieve so the qcastnon is reduced to whether some better means can be

developed for ame'Aorat-Ing the problems involved in the present situationi. Perhaps a

technique could be developed for rapidly and inexpensively producing a catalog card -on-

taining descriptive ,.-taloging information and some form of abstract which could be used

for an accessions list and for the catalog card file. One idea would be for the local library

to make a copy of the title page and first page of the introduction or summary. These

copies would be utilized until such time as the products of the NASA Facility or DDC were

available.

A*
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6. 3.4. 2 Equipment and Compatibility Problems. It is interesting to note that while the

GE Library employs a machine search sysitrn, it only reccntly decided to receive the

NASA index tapes which are available, without charge, to contractor information facilities.

Since these tapes are directly usable only on IBM 1401 computers, plans are Vow uA.•er way

to convert these files to discs for use on the GE-225. The NASA index tapes are already

in accession number order in linear file arrangement and contain the full bibliographic

citation. A computer printout of these tapes could produce catalog cards containing the

full citation and the list of descriptors which could be hand-checked against the catalog

cards produced by the Library.

The book-form catalog project was also shelved because of code compatibility

and format problems. The GE computer was unable to directly accept the output of the

Flexowriter and it did not appear economical to obtain a converter solely for this purpose.

6.3.4.3 Duplication of Camera Microfilming. In the future, the GE Library should be

able to request microfilm copies of those reports which they wish to "retire" to mi•'ro-

film storage rather than to do their own camera microfilming. The advent of a U. S.

Government Standard for preparing a microfiche copy of technical reports wi].R facilitate

this. They will receive a much higher quality product since the microfiche production

at NASA, AEC, and DDC is done on planetary cameras to high quality specifviations.

It would even pay them to buy microfiche copies from some central source rather than to

do their own microfilming because a duplicate microfiche is less expensive than preparing

a camera negative and inserting it in a jacket.

6.4 TRAFFIC ROUTING CF1,TTER (Army Chemical Information and Dnta rn•

6.4.1 General

One of the fundamental issues in the planning of any new informatioýL program is

the degree of centralization or decentralization desirable. At one extreme, there are

proponents of a single national scientific and technical information center covering all

scientific fields and servicing the needs of the entire country. The other extreme would

involve a network of specialized information evaluation and dissemination centers, each

covering a limited field of science and servicing only a small geographic area of the

country. Neither extreme is entirely practical, nor has either extreme been foilowed
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in practice. Many systems covering broad disciplines or missions have centralized

certain functions such as descriptive cataloging, indexing, abstracting, and announcement.

Functions such as reference services arc provided on a decentralized basis at field offces,

regional report centers, and by providing duplicate collections in microform.

There is a growinr trend toward specialized information evaluation centers

which not only control the literature in a given specialty but also provide for evaluation,

correlation, and synthesis of the information they store. These centers allow for more

detailed coverage of a specialized subject tlan is generally provided by a mission-oriented

center such as the NASA Facility, and certainly more coverage than would be possible at

a single national scientific and technical information center.

The problem, therefore, is how to make more effective use of the specialized

information center. One concept being explored by the Army for its Chemical Information

and Data System is that of the Traffic Routing Center (TRC) which would direct inquiries

Lo an appropriate specialized information center by matching the general nature of the

question against the profiles of the various Technical Information Centers (TICs).

6.4.2 Army Chemical Information and Data System (CIDS)

CIDS is an Army exploratory development progTam which was established in

April of 1963. The objective of CIDS is to achieve more effective control over the

growing mass of chemical data and information. There are, for example, over 2, 500,000

chemical compounds which have been identified and approximately 70, 000 new ones are being

identified annually. The Army already has 60 Technical Information Centers (TICs) which

collect, analyze, abstract, evaluate, disseminate, store, and retrieve information in

specialized subject areas. It has been suggested that CIDS may consist of one or more

Traffic Routino Centers which will store basic data on most of the 2, 500, 000 chemical

compounds plus locator data on where to go for additional information. Each Traffic

Routing Center would act as a switching and control center for a coordinated network of

Technical Information Centers (TICs) linked together by a communications network.

Figure 6-6 illustrates the overall inputs and outputs to and from CEDS as a whole.

The processing functions, however, would be allocated between the 60 Technical Information

Centers and the Traffic Routing Centers. Figure 6-7 illustrates a possible ne'work of Tech- I
nical Information Centers tied together by communications and two Traffic Routing Centers.
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6.4.2. ? CIDS Traffic Routing Center. The system design for a TRC has not been fully

developed. Some of the files which might possibly be maintained by each TRC are

described below.

6. 4. 2. 1. 1 Master File of Chemical Compounds. The TRC would coordinate at one

location all of the common. chemical information and data of general interest to Army

programs. it is contemplated that some data would be stored on 2-1/2 to 3 million

different chenmic;.! compounds. Precisely what type of data should be stored at the TRC

is yet to be determined. There are at least 1, 000 different characteristics which might

be stored on each compound including, for example: structure, name, formula, density,

melting point, boiling point, specific heat, solubility, toxicity, physiological effects,

military applicability, becurity classifi-ation, bibliographic citations, test data, sources

of data, releasability, and the like.

6.4.2. 1.2 Index to Technical Irnformation Centers. An important file to be maintained
at the TRC would be on index to the information and data content at each of the TICs that
are a uart of CIDS. Since all of the available information would not be stored at the TRC,

one of its functions is to direct a user to the information center or other source from

which the desired infcrmation might be obtained. This concept is analogous to the functions

of the National Referral Center at the Library of Congress. It would be necessary to store

j some type of index to the various files maintained at the TICs. The index would include

compound identification data, location of supplemental information, releasability, security,
and the like.;I
6.4.2. 1. 3 Index to Research in Progress. Another tile which might possibly be maintained

at the TRC' is an index to research and progress in the field of chemistry. It is not enough

to kmow what has been accomplished and reported on in the past. It is also necessary, for

many users, to know what is being done in chemistry, i. e., who is doing what, where, and

for whom. This is similar in concept to the functions of the Science Information Exchange

i operated by the Smithsonian Institution.

6.4.2. 1.4 Register of Professional Personnel. The TRC might also be the repository

for a master scientific manpower resource register 4n the field of chemistry. Such a

register might be limited only to Army scientists, or it might include all DOD personnel,
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or even DOD co.t..racto,.T b h e igted might include age.

education, experience, fields of interest, projects (contract number) completed, and

projects in progress. Such a file might serve as a basis for a Selective Dissemination

of Information (SDI) system; howe-er, there are many technical problems which would

have to be considered before the faasibility of such a system could be dete.-r-ned.

6.4.2.2 User-CIDS Interface. The manner in which the user will interface with the sys-

tem has not yet been established. The TRC concept offers a number of possibilities,

however. Figure 6-8 illustrates some hypothetical interface relationships between the

user and the various system components.

In this hypothetical example, the user prepares his query according to printed

instructions which are available to him. If he is interested in specialized information

-available only in a particular TIC and he knows the information is stored there, he

(User-D) will direct his query (Q3 ) to that TIC. On the other hand, if he does not know

this information is available, or where it is available, he (User-B) will direct his query

(Q2 ) to the Traffic Routing Center. The TRC will analyze his query (Q2) and automatically

determine that TIC 5 is best equipped to handle the problem and will route it to TIC5 over

the commuidcations network. TIC 5 will analyze the query and communicate its response

(R2) directly to User B. The response may either be an answer, a request for more

detail, or a request for an explanation of the request. If TIC5 is actual.y unable to handle

the query, it will feed the query back to the TRC so that it can be rerouted to the proper

TIC (in this case TIC4 ) so that the central index at the TRC, to the information files of all

technical information centers can be updated. Anoilher alternative would be for the user

(User-C) to send his query (Q.) to the nearest TIC (TIC3 ) which will forward it to the TRC.

The T.R.C then routes it to the appropriate TIC (TIC4) which analyzes the query and trans-

mits its response (R5 ) directy to User C.

6.4.3 Recapitulation and Analysis

The CIDS Traffic Routing C'enter is still in the planning stage. The concept,

however, appears to have merit for large scale missions that have numerous information

processing or evaluation centers. It is similar in some respects to the system operated

by the Science Information Exchange (SIE) c.C the Smithsonian Institution. The SIE is an

I
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lr•^ tc U, ..- h gr ants and - -- n te.ll a reauestor who is doing what kilnd of work in a

given field. The TRC concept and SIE are primarily fact retrieval systems operating

almost entirely in the retrospective mode. There is no announcement function or other

type of current-awareness service planned in either case, at least not at the moment.

Being primarily a fact retrievP1 system, computers are indicated as the primary

storage medium. Since many types of requests are unpredictable, it may be desirable

to provide a general query language. With a query language, the requests can be stated

and automatically compiled into search programs. Special programs for each "special"

request do not have to be written.

Since there will be a network of information centers, an electronic data communi-

cations system will be required. There may also be a requirement for facsimile trans-

mission using the same communicaticn lines that are required for aigital data communications.

The storage medium for the master file of chemical compounds is likely to require

some form of random access equipment. Since there are already 2.5 million compounds

and as many as a thousand properties for each, it would probably be inefficient to search

serially thrcugh the entire file for each question. Random Access file structures for fact

retrieval problems are described in Paragraph 8.4.3 and Appendix B.

6.5 ENGINEERING DATA CENTER

The Department cf Defense has over 70 million engineering drawings on file.

This collection is growing at the rate of six million drawings annually. In addition to

these drawings, there are associated iists of material, indexes to drawings, as well as

standards, specifications, test reports.and reliability data. All of these constitute

6ngiueering data. One of the most significant decisions made by the Department of Defense

is a requirement t,,t all DOD contractors furnish DOD with engineering drawings from

DOD projects on 35 mm microfilm.

The objective of this section of the report is to describt +he functions and

operation of a collection point within the military. This point receives, processes, and

distributes engineering drawings to various user groups within the Defense establishment.

The organization to be described herein is the Naval Air Technical Services Facility (NATSF).

The Nav:al Air Technical Services Facility is the central repository for all engineering data

owned by the Bureau of Naval Weapons. It services some 38 different Government activities,
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61. 5%. 1 Usear COmrrnrnity

The User Community which is serviced by NATSF is made up primarily of over-

haul and repair (0 & R) stations for particular weapons systems and other naval property,

as well as "Naval Purchasing Activities." 1he people utilizing this data are involved in the

functions of purchasing, maintenance, maintenance engineering, or reliability analysis

and improvement. They deal with existing items rather than with the design of new systems.

The NATSF system is not intended to service design engineers who might like to know what

existing part meets particular design parameters. Orin the other hand, it is intended to service

such requests as "give me all the drawings on wing assembly 17 of the B-27 aircraft."

For this reason, the NATSF system is primarily a document IS&R systeia rather than a

fact IS&R system, as would be the case with design engineering information.

6.5.2 Inputs and Outputs

Figure 6-9 illustrates the inputs to and the outputs from the Engineering Data

Management Department of NATSF. The present form of input to the system is governed

by Weapons Regulation 12 (WR12 - Notice 1) which specifies that all drawings shall be

furnished on 35 mm microfilm along with a "slave" deck of punched cards, which contains

the drawing number, manufacturer's code, roll number, frame number and model number,

and also a data deck, which contains three subdecks - an index deck, a document deck,

and a vendor deck.

An index deck shall be furnished for each aircraft, weapon, component, or

equipment that is a line item under the contract. An index deck shall consist of one

card for each of the following: the top assembly drawing, assembly drawings of

assemblies and subassemblies down to the last assembly.

The document deck shall be pr7epared for each card included in the index

deck. For each assembly, there shall be a document card following the applicable

header card(s) for each of the following:

(1) Applicable assembly drawing.

(2) All drawings applicable to that assembly.

(3) All company specification control and source control
drawings.
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(4) All company parts specifications 2nd standards applicable.

(5) All applicable vendor drawings where specification or
source control drawings do not apply.

(6) All critical company specifications and standards
applicable to the assembly.

(7) The government specification applicable to the assembly,
if any.

The vendor deck shall consist of a card for each vendor on all specification

control and source control drawings, and for each vendor where specification or source

control drawings do not apply.

The specification deck shall have a card for all company, government, and

industry specifications and standards used on the modalI represented by the index deck.
I

The lower portion of Figure 6-9 illustrates the outputs of the system. NATSF

distributes complete sets of drawings to some 38 government activities. In particular,

there are seven (O&R) statdons, and each O&R station receives a complete set of draw-

ings for all aircraft and equipments they maintain. NATSF distributes approximately

S 4,000, 000 aperture cards per year on initial distribution.

In addition to the initial dissemination, NATSF disseminates approximately

2, 500, 000 aperture cards per year to meet demand requests for a single drawing of

a line item, complete sets of a particular assembly or system or bid sets to support

the purchasing function.

6.5.3 Files

NATSF maintains three main files of drawings or associated data. The first

is the microfilm aperture file which is arranged by drawing number and contains drawings,

materials lists, specifications, standards, and other data. The second file contains

paper copies of drawings either in tracing or Vandyke form. There are approximately

2, 000, 000 drawings that are still in paper form. These are grouped by drawing size,

A, B, C, D, etc., and then by drawing number. The third file contains paper copies of

manufacturer's specifications and standards which for the most part are A size.
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The npper drawing files were accumulated for the most part before WR12

went into effect. The drawings which are presently being received in paper form are

generally from contracts which were entered into before WR12 was issued.

In addition to the drawing files, NATSF maintains enormous files of punched

cards containing the data decks described above, plus the slave decks which are utilized

to make complete sets of drawings.I

6.5.4 Input Processing

Figure 6-10 illustrates the input And request processing which takes piaceý at a

typical engineering data center (NATSF). The camera negative received as input is

duplicated on a roll-to-roll Kalvar duplicator (FME) and the camera negative is then saved

for archival purposes. The resulting positive copy on Kalvar film is mounted into aperture

cards on an automatic aperture card mounter (Filmsort). The Kalvar positive aperture

cards are then duplicated into blank Kalvar cards in the quantity required for initial

distribution as determined from the distribution list. The data from the input slave I
deck is then reproduced into each set of aperture cards and then each set is interpreted

on an IBM interpreter. The duplicate copies are then disseminated and the Kalvar positives

and slave deck are filed for future use.

6.5.5 Request Processing I
6.5.5. 1 Request for a Line Item. A normal demand request is serviced by pulling the

aperture card, making an aperture card duplicate, reproducing and interpreting the punched

data, and delivering the duplicate card. Where there is no aperture card on file, the tracing

will be pulled and an entire sequence of operations from planetary camera through the.

preparation of a Kalvar negative duplicate aperture card will be followed to furnish the

user with an aperture card and, at the same time, create an additional master positive

aperture card and thereby destroy one more paper drawing. This is one method of

handling the backlog problem where there are mixed paper and film files. The uiit record

filing advantages of aperture cards makes this "as requested" method of conversion

possible. If no tracirng is found, a search will be undertaken and if necessary a copy of

the drawing will be requested from the manufacturer.
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6.5.5.2 Request for a Set of Drawings. This type of requesc irnvolves the idcrtification

of individual drawing numbers within a set. This is accomplished by searching the index

deck by name of the assembly for the assembly number. Using the issemoly number,

the header card is located and all of the detail cards following this header card are pulled.

This set is then reproduced into blank EAM cards or is listed on a tabulator. The drawings

are then pulled, duplicated, reproduced, interpreted, and dispatched as shown in Figure 6-10.

6.5.5.3 Request for Bid Set. The aperture card is becoming a popular medium for

furnishing engineering drawings and data to prospective bidders on Government contracts.

NATSF acts as a service center to various Government purchasing activities, in the prepa-

ration of bid sets. This task is handled like a line item if the request is for one drawing

with the exception that zitltiple copies of the drawing are made. It is handled in the same

fashion as a request for a complete set where a set of drawings is involved except that

rA,.I~tiple copies of the entire set are made.

6.5.6 Recap.tulation

The NATSF system is essentially a central service for receiving, duplicating,

and disseminating copies of engineering drawings and associatod data both on initial

distribution and on request. The only indexes which are maintained by NATSF are

nomenclature indexes and generation or top-down breakdown indexes which identify all of

the drawings associated with a particular assembly or subassembly within a particular

system or major component. The organizations serviced by NATSF also render demand

copying services for individual drawings and even for sets of copies. However, the

satellites of NATSF do not generally maintain a copy of the data deck and hence cannot

readily furnish a copy of an entire set of drawings without the drawing numbers.

Neither NATSF nor its satellites, however, are able to aid the design engineer

in his search for a manufactured pare meeting certain criteria. This task must presently

be done by referencing the manufacturers' catalogs or by other evolving systems for

part selection. The des; cn engineer may also refer to the Federal Supply Catalog or the

Defense Industrial Supply Catalog under the appropriato class of items.

A point worth rvoting is that requests for copies of drawings are met entirely

by on-demand copying. There is no pre-stocking oi aperture cards for the purpose of
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m,,eting demand requests. rhere is a general policy of furnishr requestor withrequess. genral plicy urnisr w ttb

aperture cards and not hard copy. 'Lhe user is expect,3d to be able to mai ý.'s own

hard copy from the apert're card. Tha activity withi., tne tile is very low since a total

of only 2,000, 000 requesLcopies (incluirg many multiple copies) is produced each year

from a file of approximately 4,000, 000 drawings. Furthermore, the cost of "-roducing

one aperture card on cemand is not too much higher than producing multiple copies

for in.ventory or distribution.

6.6 REAL ESTATE TITLE SEARCHING SYSTEMS

6.6.1 General

The recording statutes were enacted to enable the buyer of real property to

be sure he is obtaining an authentic and unencumbered title. Legal rights may be lost

by failing to properly record a deed, mortgage, lien, or judgment. For example, if a

prospective buyer of real estate thoroughly searches the records of deeds, mortages, etc.,

and finds no encumbrance, the law provides that his title is good against a partywi-. has
earlier obtained a deed or judgment on the same property but has failed to record same.

The purpose of the recording statutes is to provide notice of ownership or claims to any-

one who takes the trouble to examine the public records. The historical and even present

difficulties in searching county real estate records ireated the need, or at least the market,

for real estate title insurance. Title insurance companies have established filing systems

to facilitate the making of searches which are more elaborate than those of the majority

of county clerks' offices. The tide c-mpany, in addition to making a search, insures the

accuracy of its search up to the amount of the purchase price of the property.

6.6.2 Typical Search in a Recorder of Deeds Office

Figure 6-11 illustrates how an attorney (or layman) makes a search of the

deed and mortgage records in a typical county recorder's office. Of course, in addition

to deeds and mortgages, he must search the Judgment and lien files as well as the de-

linquent tax records in the Department of Collections. The traditional method, which

was the only method utilized until around 1925, was to search by the name of the grantor,

grantee mortgagee, or mortgagor in large ledger books. The grantee-grantor indexes

are generally arranged by letter of the alphabet and by year. In order to make a search
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you pull the most recent volume for a pavticular letter or groul of letters; e.g., if

you are looking for the name "Farino," you will :ock in the volume FA-FY, 1964. There may

be 20 or 30 pages of FA's in this volume and you will have to scan the pages serially for

the narnt "a'La.ino." You will do this in a different volume for each year that you wish to

search until you find all of the entries. The entry merely gives you a book and page number.

You will then go to a inicrofihn jacket file which is arranged ir- book and page number

(accession number) order, borrow the appropriale jacket and view% the document on a

microfilm reader.

The City of ?hiladelphia has a somewhat improved system which is used when

you know the location of the property. In this casc, you will first go to a map and identify

the appi-oximate location of the property and mark down the plan number. You will then

ask a clerk to give you a copy -)f that plan on which you will locate the lot number of the

property. You will then ask the clerk to give yoi. the microfilm jacket containing all the

transactions for that particular plan and lot number and will view this microeiini on a

viewer. Obviously this is a much more effective system. It e:dsts only for deeds,

however, in the City of Philadelphia. For mortgages, you must search by the mortgagor-

mortgagee index. For judgments, you must search a separate judgment index by the narne

of the seller of the property which must first be ranm lated into a modified Soundex code. *

Liens are filed bv nanm• or property. In addition to searching deeds, mortgages, judgments,

and liens, the attorney must make a final searc. of delinquent tax payrnent records in the

Department of Collections, as a delinquent tax does not beco.: -. a lien unless it is two

years past Cue. The delinquent tax records are extremely difficult to search because

they are arranged on ledger sheets by street name and by legal description within street

name rather than simply by street address,

6.6.3 Typical Title Company System

Figure 6-12 illustrates the general system employed by a Title Insurance

Company in Philadelphia.

6. 6.3. 1 Input Processing. It can be noted from Figure 6-12 thai there are five primary input

sources to the title company's files. These are deeds and mortgages, liens, judgments,

reports of title (from earlier searchbs), and satisfactions of judgments and mortgages.

Soundex is an indexing system developed by Remington Rand for filing groups of similar
sounding names under the same code. For example, the name Moran is coded M-650 and
Marahan is also coded M-650. This avoids not being able to find an i.em because of an
error in spelling.
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Approximately !00, 000 deeds and mortgages, averaging four pages each, are

microfilmed each year on a planetary camera. This microfilming is done by the company

at the city recorder of deeds office. The company utilizes the services of a contractor to

produce 57 percent of full size enlargements from the microfilm using a Xerox Copyflo.

The resulting 6 x 9 inch pages are slit and stapled and the original microfilm is sent to

a vault for security. The plan and lot number of each document is determined by analysis

of the legal description and reference to maps. The hard copies are then filed in folders

by property (place and lot) number.

Liens and judgments are handled differently. The original records are ab.-tracted

by a commercial abstracting service which produces 4 x 6 abstract cards and sells these to

various title companies. Liens are filed by property number and judgments are filed by a

Soundex code derived from the name of the party against whom the judgment has been

entered.

The total activity against all files is approximately 425, 000 accesses per year,

of which approximately 350, 000 are for input and 75, 000 (3 files x 25, 000 searches) are

for output or searching. This illustrates the generally Xtypical high ratio of input costs

to output costs in most information systems.

6. . 3.2 Output Processing. The typical output tf the title sear system is a report

of title, which after review and modification based upon negotiations with the customer's

attorney, will be incorporated in the title insurance policy. The search will always be

by property number except for judgments and delinquent tax records which are always by

name, or derived code. The property number is obtained by reference to maps and plans

and the relevant folders are manually retrieved from the files. The first thing that the

searcher will look at is the latest report of title in the file, if there is any. This will

reduce the amount of work he will be required to do since he need only bring it up to date.

The searcher must be able to analyze the legal descriptions of the documents, which

frequently are stated in metes and bounds, as well as their legal form.
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The report of title is typed on a paper offset master, and gGa. .. ly fo.r

copies are produced. If the particular title has a standard exception such as the ease- j
ments, which are frequently reserved against all properties hi a particular housing develop-

ment, these will be incorporated into the report of title by placing them on multilith f
masters by means of a Xerox plale -making camera.

The one aspect of title searching which is not done at the title company, in this

instance, is the so-called "date-down" search for delinquent taxes. This search is made

on the day before the settlement by employees of the title company who are stationed at

the Department of Collections of the City. It does not presently pay the title company to

keep an up-to-date record of taxes because of the extensive number of transactions and

the fact that there is no machine language record of tax payments and delinquencies.

6.6.4 A Punched Card System for improved Grantor-Grantee Indexes

The primary difficulty in searching a grantor-grantee index of the type produced

by the City of Philadelphia is the fact that they are not in strict alphabetic order and are

not cumulated over a period of years. To cope with this problem, a punched card system

was developed for the Norfolk County Registry of Deeds, at Deedham, Mass. (38) By utilizing

punched cards, each index entry becomes a unit record which can be sorted, merged, and

listed automatically on tabulating equipment. Figure 6-13 illustrates this system.

Microfilming and Xerox Copyflo enlarging is utilized to produce a permanent hard copy

of the document which is bound in a record book. The document is abstracted and coded.

The descriptive abstrac4 and coding is then keyboarded at an IBM 826 which produces a J
typed descriptioi, card and punched index card. The typed description cards are used to

cover the period before a printed listing. of the index is available. The grantee-grantor j
index cards are sorted into alphabetical order, m,-!rged with header cards for such things as

common surnames, and listed on an IBM 407 tabulator. These cards are then filed and J
re-cumulated every five and ten years. The resulting listings are bound into a grantor

index and a grantee iidex which contain some 350,000 lines per year. The five year index

r for the years 1956 through 1960 was printed, proofread, microfilmed, and bound and put

on the shelves by January 30, 1961. This cumulative index totaled 20 books and allegedly

N% ould have required five typists a full year to prepare. (38)
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Figure 6-13. Punched Card System for Grah ee-Grantor Indexes
Registry of Deeds, Norfolk County, Massachusetts
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6.6.5 Computer System for Real Estate Tax Searehing_

None of the above organizations have attempted to modernize the method of I
making delinquent tax searches. There are two primary reasons for this fact. First,

the particular county or zity offices have not yet mechanized their accounting operations j
and second, the title insurance companies have only been considering the use of,or market

fordelinquent tax data as related to real estate transactions. j
The County of Los Angeles utilizes a Honeywell 800 computer in the County

Assessors Office for its tax accounting functions. As a result, the County Assessorsj

Office is able to furnish the Title Insurance Company of Los Angeles with inagnetic tape

containing new assessor role iifformation such as parcel number, amounts of taxes, j
assessed valuatiorns, assessed owners' name,and taxdescriptions. (2) (See Figure 6-14.)

Once the magnetic tapes have been converted to a format which is compatible with its

H-800 computer, the Title Insurance Company of Los .. ngeles is able to utilize this

information for its own delinquent tax searches for incorporation in title reports as well

as for a new tax searching service which it renders to its various customers. The

primary customers for this type of information are lending institutions, such as mortgage

companies, insurance companies, banks and finance companies. The master tax data file

which is contained on 37 reels of magnetic tape is updated daily. As a by-product of the

up-dating run, the computer performs a tax data search preparing reports both for the

company and for its tax service contract customers. The system handles an avrage of

10,000 transactions a day with a peak load of as much as 160,000 transactions per day. (2)

6.6.6 Recapitulation and Analysis

In many cases the title companies have preempted the field of title insurance

so that individual attorn-ieys will rarely search the public records, but rather utilize the

services of the title companies. In view of this, the county clerks offices in those

communities where title companies are most active have been slow tu modernize their

systems. Where title companies are inactive or considered to be engaged in the unlawful

practice of law, the county clerk's systems are somewhat more effective. The title

companies still appear to have a preference for eye legible copy over microfilm, in spite

of its higher cost.
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Figure 6-14. Computer System for Real Estate Tax Searching
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The searching of real estate tax payment records by the Title insurance

Company of Los Angeles and by others such as the Chicago Title and Trust Company, j
has been made possible by the mee.anization of these same records by the municipalities

themseives.

The input costs for creating the up-to-date files maintained by eaoh title

company are quite high. In area,,; where competition among title companies is keen, this

cost is becoming prohibitive. Tor example, in Miami, Florida, there are 10 title

insurance companies, each inputting 100 percent of the total records to its own system.

Since each ccimpany can only obtain an average of 10 percent of the business, this is an

expensive duplication of effort. These companies are now investigating the possibility of

establishing a central service bureau which would maintain the title plant. The service

bureau would presumably be owned and supported jointly by the ten companies. This may,

however, be an opportunity for an indepeadent venture in other jurisdictions wherein the

service bureau could offer to perform the services now performed by each individual tit~c

company at far lower cost than they presently incur by doing the job themselves. The

precedent for such an enterprise exists in the commercial title abstracting companies

which abstract judgments and liens and sell these abstracts to all title companies. In

some jurisdictions, a commercial microfilming company will do the microfilming of the

official documents at the county recorder's office and sell microfilm or Xerox copies to

the various title companies.

6
I
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SECTION VII. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

7.1 INFORMATION CENTER O'?ERATING COSTS

Very fexm information centers have adequate cost accounting systems and, as

a result, there is not much data available on the costs of information center operations.

Fortunately, cost accounting data has been obtained from two information centers, which

shall be referred to as Center A and Center B.

Neither Center A nor B can be considered to be "typical". For that matter no

information center can be considered typical. They are both primarily document :eiiters

which involve that group of functions designated in Section V as System 7 - criginaticon,

acquisition, surrogation, announcement, index operation, document management, and

end-use.

Center A utilizes a eneral-purpose computer for index operation, including

bibliography preparation and Aher request processing, whereas Center B performs thcse

functions manually with the ail of a catalog card file. Both centers supply copies of

documents from printed inventories as well as by reproducing iull size bl.ow-back copies

from roll microfilm on demand. Center A does most of its own printing, whereas Center B

contracts out all of its printing to another organization.

"table 7-1 compares the annual operaing costs of Center A and Center B by

system function. Three separate aspects of the cost of each system function are pre-

sented: unit cost, total dollars, and percent of overall center costs. The unit costs are

based on the number of titles processed, copies prepared, aocument requests handled

bibliographies handled or catalog cards handled. The actual workload or number of units

processed varied within each function. The workload represented by the cost analysis

of Table 7-1 is summarized in Table 7-2.
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TABLE 7-2. ANNUAL WORKLOAD

CENTER A CENTER B

INPUT

No. Reports Accessioned 30,613 27,894

OUTPUT I
Requests Processed 1,000,000 530,000 *
Copies Furnished 907,000 498,000

From Stock 483,000 414,000 3
Aeproduced 424,000 84,000

Bibliographies 5,600 250

Document Reference Services !ncl.in Request 215:000 i
Proces,•,ing

7.1.1 Input Processing and Announcement 
P1

The total unit cost of input processing and announcement was $55.49 per title j
at Center A, and $36. 00 at Center B. The higher acquisition cost at Center B is due

primarily to the fact that they frequently buy a quantity of copies from the original source

ior pre-stocking purposes and this cost is inchided in acquisitions. The higher cost of

surrogation in Center A is due in part to the deeper subject indexing required for a

computer search, to the higher percentage of titles which must be abstracted, and to a

generally higher cost structure within that center. The higher cost of document storage

and pre-stocking w:thin Center B is due to the fact that they contract out all of their printing,

whereas Center A does its own printing at a considerably lower cost The input cost at

Centýr A of the index data to the index store is lower than that at Center B, which does

not utilize a computer. The relatively h.gh unit cost of this function within Center A mzsy

be the result of a low average utilization of the computer equipment.

7
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7. J. 2 Output-Request Proce ssingp Costs

While both centers primarily provide copies of documents upon request,

Center A also provides a rather extensive retrospective search service, whereas

Center B provides only a modest retrospective search service since it can only manually

perform this time-consuming function. It is therefore impossible to compare the costs of

bibliography reques! processing since this function is not comparable within these two

centers. The unit cost of handling requests for copies of documents appears to be lower in

Center B than in Center A. however, this is due to the fact that in Center B a higher per-

centage of copies ar,? furnished from mverory, the cost of which is included under input

processing.

7.2 RELATIVE OVERALL COSTS OF VARIOUS SYSTEM FUNCTIONS

It should be noted that both of these information centers are relatively large in

terms of the volume of output produced. It can be stated that they both service a national

market. With this thought in mind, it is significant to observe that the so-called input

processing costs which might be construed as fixed costs, are close to 50 percent of the

total costs of these centers. This figure is slightly exaggerated, however, since the cost

of pre-stocking has been included in both cases.

Table 7-3 presents a breakdown of the total costs for Center A and Center B in

terms of personnel costs, computer rentals, other equipment rentals, postage, contracts

(including pxin'cing), supplies and equipment, and General Administrative (G&A) expenses.

It is interesting to note that direct personnel costs account for almost 50 percent of total

cost. When the personnel cost portion of G&A is added, this figure is closer to 60 percent.

Costs which were incurred for servwces purchased from outside sources for computer rentals,

contracts, supplies, and equipment accounted for about 28 percent of the total. In Center B,

this figure is closer to 35 percent, even without computer rental since it contracts out all

of its printing.

7.3 FACTORS AFFECTING UNIT COST

In arimyzing alternative system concepts or in comparing the effectiveness c!

existing systems, it is generally easier to r.-ompare unit operating costs rather than the

total cost o0 a given function. There are several factors which arc common to nearly all
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TABLE 7-3. COMARITSON oF INFORMATION CENTER OPERATING COSTS

BY TYPE OF COST j
CENTER A CENTER B

$ % $ %

Personnel 1, 868,169 47.8 762,852 44.3 j
Computer Rentals 389,700 10.0

Reproduction Equipment Rentals 152,119 3.9 64,000 3.7

Postage 140,000 3.6 56,000 3.3

Contracts (incl. Printing) 164,150 4.2 489,000 2S. 4

Supplies %nd Equipment 373,093 9.5 43,000 2.5

Sub Total 3,087,231 1,414,852

G&A 821,666 21.0 307,667 17.8 1
Total 03,908,897 100.0 1,722,519 100.0 J

unit cost computations. For example, fixed charges, such as rentals, depreciaticn, and

maintenance, must be spread over the production load. Hence, the amount of the fixed

charge, the productivity of each machine or workplace, and the production load including

peak load variations enter into the unit cost computations.

The unit cost of information system functions is particularly sensitive to varia- j
tion in the performance characteristics required for each of the system functions. For

example, higher typographic quality of an announcement journal will increase the unit costs j
per title of the announcempnt function. Similarly, higher intellectual quality of indexing

and abstracting, which is achieved by utilizing more highly trained people and by providing

deeper indexing or informative abstracting, will raise the unit cost of the surrogation

function.

The unit cost of performing a retrospective search is extremely sensitive to

a number of interdependent factors. For eximple, the timeliness with which a response

is required affects the mode of transmission, the file structure, and the ability to batch a

number of questions. The size of the file affpct2 unit cost either in terms of the amount
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of the file which must be serially scanned or the amount of random access memory required.

The complexity of the question affects the size of the batch, the amount of computation re-

quired, and the sophistication of the program. The processing speed and tape speed of the

equipment will affect the optimum batch size and possible average question complexity.

7.4 ANALYSIS OF COSTS OF RETROSPECTIVE SEARCH

Generally, six elements of cost are considered in performing a retrospective

search:

(1) Analyze the question.

(2) Structure the question.

(3) Encode the question.

(4) Search.

(5) Review and analyze.

(6) Deliver r!esponse.

The first four of these constitute the "look-up" aspect, the fifth (review) the

"look-at" aspect and the sixth (deliver) the "take-away" aspect. Table 7-4 illustrates the

relative costs of these functions for an average question based on data reported by the

American Society for Metals (ASIMr) Documentation Service. (34) Table 7-5, which is also

based on data from the American Society for Metals Documentation Service, illustrates

the effect of batching and the number of hits on search cost per question. Obviously, the

absolute figures will depead upon thc effectiveness of the program and the performance

characteristics of the machine itself. It is interesting to note that the overall cost figure

of $129 for an average retrospective search using the ASM system as seen in Table 7-4,

is not too far from the average of $104 per retrospective search for Center A as seen in

Table 7-1.

7.4.1 Comparison of Several Retrieval Methods

Since the performance requirements of every information center is unique. and

these requirements have a substantial effect on system design, it is difficult, if not im-

possible, to compare one op.erating information retrieval system to another because of

these differences in the specific requirements of each system.
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TABLE 7-4. COST OF A RETROSPECTIVE SEARCH- AV.RAE ,,A G ,,,,--' T I*

(1958-61 file; 5 simultaneous questions; 2000-care
output or 400 answers per question).

1. Analyzing $ 3. J,)

2. Structuring 22.500) $25. 880 1
3. Automatic encoding .250)

4. Searching

a. Computer 38. 670)

b. Other machine operations 1. 670)

4)
c. Expediting and recordkeeping 1.660)

5. Review ) $103. 250

a. 1st reve, 20.000)
)

b. 2nd '-eview 1.250)i

6. Transmitting answers
)

a. Photocopies 18.000 1
b. Assembling and mailing 12.000

TOTA.L: $129. ,301

Cost per question of low complexity with same searching strategy - $105. 310 1
Cost per question of high complexity with same searching strategy - $149. 930 j

(34)_
Taken from a report by the American Society for Metals Documentation Service(3 4 )
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TABLE 7-5. EFFECT OF BATCHING AND NUMBER OF HITS ON
COST OF RETROSPECTIVE SEARCHES*

Number of Hits
None 101)0 2000 4000 6000

Total minutes to search 240 '-65 290 340 390
Cost at $40/hour $160.00 176. 67 193.33 226.67 260.00

Number of questions Number of Hits
in computer (Cost per question)

One $160.00 176.67 193.33 226.67 260.00
Two 80.00 88.33 96.67 113.33 130.00
Five 32.00 35.33 38.67 45.33 52.00
Ten 16 , 17.67 19.33 22.67 26.00
Twenty 8.00 8.83 9.67 11.33 13.00
Fifty 3.20 3.53 3.87 4.53 5.20

* Taken ir•!mn a report by the American Society for Metals Documcntation Service(34)

.In order to effectively compare the performance of various retrieval methods,

it is first necessary to define a problem or problems which are to be handled by the

I various methods to be considered. The following discussion illustrates the type of trade-

off analysis that can be made to compare various retrieval methods once a problem has

I_ been defined. The time and cost for handling a fact retrieval type of IS&R system by

each of four types of retrieval methods, magnetic disc, magnetic tape, roll microfilm,

I and magnetic cards will be compared.

7.4. 1. 1 Sample Problem Definition. The sample problem to be analyzed involves a

I file with the following characteristics:

Daily input volume = 17,000 records

Record size = 120 characters

Retention period 12 months

J File size - approx. 550,000,000 characters

Daily inquiries = 1,750

The problem concerns an inactive file in that no maintenance or alteration is

performed on a record once it enters the file. The only deletions occur as a result of a
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Annual Cost 1
File

Retrieval Response Maintenance Equipment Manpower Total
Method Time Time

Roll Microfilm 15 Computer 11 Computer $65,000 $23,000 $88,000
Minutes Minutes

(I- lexed by 29 Man-
computer) Hours I

Magnetic Tape 5 Computer 20 Computer $79,000 --- $79,000
Hours Minutes M

Magnetic Discs 8 Computer 40 Computer $317,000 $717,000
Minute s Minutes

Magnetic Cards 34 Computer 3.5 Comnuter $84,000 $84,000

I Minuteo u Hours

I
I

I

I

4 1
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regular purge at the end of the retention period. The queries to the file do not. ental.

Boolean logic since they simply ask for copies of 'cords with a certain key. The innut

to the file has not been presorted according to the key. The input records are generated

in a computer and are In machine-readable form.

7.4. i. 2 Roll Microfilm. The problem can be solved using roll microfilm, but the

machine-readable records must first be converted into microfilm. The conversion into

microfilm can be accomplished by using a rented magnetic tape-to-microfilm recorder

such as the General Dynamics/Electronics SC-4020. Another prerequisite " that a direc-

tory, as a link between the queries and the records, must be compiled by a computer.

The reason that a manually prepared directory is not feasible is because the input to the

file is not sorted by the key used for querying. A computer can maintain within itself a

directory which points from a specific record key to the exact record address, stated in

terms of the microfilm magazine and roll frame where the record is located. Queries

would be Drocessed in the computer and would produce a series of such addresses for

further manual look-up.

The response time for 1,700 queries (allowing one minute for finding and re-

producing the frame which contains the desired record) would be approximately 29 man-

hours. Technically, the response time can be lowered to any desired level by performing

the search operation in parallel. For instance, five reader printers would reduce the

response time to six elapsed hours. Only about 15 minutes of computer time would be

required to process the queries against the directory.

The computer file maintenance required to produce microfilm by means of
the SC-4020 is only 30-odd seconds since the equipment is rated at 60, 000 characters

per second and the input is 17,000 records times 120 characters. Maintenance to update

the directory would require about 11 minutes of computer time.

I The computer cost is predicated on a computer which costs $60 per hour. The

26 minutes for maintenance and querying over 260 days would equal $6,760 annually. One

hundred and fifty thousand frames per year at five cents per frame for the SC-4020

amounts to $7,500. Five reader-printers (with keyboard search) at $4,650 each is

$23,250 which, if amortized over 42 months, is $6,640 annually. The total annual
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equipment cost is $20,900. The supply cost for 1,750 response copies at 10 cents

per copy over 260 days is $45,500, or rno•'e than 50 percent of the cost. This cost

could probably be reduced by using a smaller sized sheet for the copy.

Manpower cost of 29 hours at $3 per hour over 260 days is $22, 620. The

total annual cost including equipment and manpower is $88, 000.

A disadvantage of the microfilm approach for fact retrieval is that any

significant manipulation of the data (e.g., summaries, averages, percentages, etc.)

will undoubtedly require a conversion of the data back into machine-readable form.

7.4.1.3 Magnetic Tape. The similarity shoud be noted between the searching of

magnetic tape and the searching of graphic iPuorination and indices on roll microfilm,

such as the Rapid Selector or the FMA File Search. In each case, the records in the

file contain both the data of the record and the index values associated with the record.

In each case, the entire file must be searched sequentially in order to compare the J
in e•x values of each record with the values contained in the query. When a match

occurs, the record is simply selected and written in a convenient form for the requestor

after which the search continues. The queries can usually be batched, to one degree

or another, in order to diminish the amount of searching time per query.

Batching queries for the sample problem with the file records in random order

is not economically feasible. Too many comparisons within the computer would be re-

quired. The file is too long to be passed more than once, and a random file would require

that each record in the file be compared with each of the 1,750 daily queries. To avoid i
execessive comparisons, the file and the queries must be ordered by the same key so

that only a single set of comparisons need be made for each record in the file.
!

The response time would include an average of 10 minutes for computer sorting

of queries. Assuming that there are 10 million characters on each tape reel, and that I
the query answers are distributed over all the reeis, reading 55 reels (at five minutes

per reel) would take approximately 4.5 hours to pass, or a total of almost five hours.

t.. 7-12



File maintenance for 17,000 records of 120 characters each would consist

mainly of input sorting anJ set-up time, and would take approximately 30 minutes.

The primary cost of sc:.Arching by magnetic tape is the tape passing time re-

quired by the serial search. Fv.! hours of computer time at $60 per hour for 260 days

is $78,000. The cost of tape reels and filing cabinets increases this figure to $79,000.

7.4. 1.4 Magnetic Discs. Magnetic disc random access devices have been on the market

for several years. Although extremely expensive and sometimes unreliable, discs have

proven their worth for processing tasks which require a large number of random accesses,

each in a very short period of time. For the sample problem, discs become economically

unattractive because the disc would be uoed basjcdllj for long-term storage rather than

for short-term processing, and the rapid accessing speeds of the disc would be worthless.

Several methods for structuring the file are described in Appendix B.

Disc response time would drop from hours to minutes showing the dramatic

benefits of rapid access from discs. Using an average of 100 milliseconds (access timc

for some discs is rated as low as 20 milliseconds) for each access and an average of 1- 2

seeks for each record (using the Chaining Method described in Appendix B), the 1,750

queries can be processed in 8.5 minutes of computer time, allowing five minutes for

set-up time.

File maintenance would be greater than query processing because an average

of 1.2 accesss would be required for each of the 17. 000 daily records for a total of 40

minutes with set-up time.

The annual cost is excessive because of the expensive nature of the discs. It

w ,ould require three IBM 1302's to retain all the characters for 12 months. At $355,500

each, the toial cost is $1,066,500. Amortized over 42 months, the annual cost is

$305,000. The computer time of 48 minutes at $60 per hour for 260 days is $12,480, for

a total of $317,480.

7.4.1.5 Magnetic Cards. C'ntrary to magnetic discs, the design emphasis of magnetic

cards is less on speed of access and more on size of storage capacity. Until recently

the NCR CRAM was the only magnetic card device on the market. Now there are two

7
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others available for consiaeration: the RCA Model 3488 (jc:-, 3rlv known as RACE) and

the IBM Moael 2321 Data Cell Drive. One maio&- advantage of the magnetic cards over

discs for the standard problem is that the cards are removable and can be replaced by

other cards for ether problems, whereas the discs are stationary and can be used only

for the one problem. Conscq-cntly, tbe cost for the card drives can be shared with other

problems. The methods for structuring the files would be the same as for discs and are

described in Appendix B.

The response time for magnetic cards is much greater than for discs, but is

well within reason on operating systems. An average of 500 milliseconds is the rated

time for the IBM Model 2321 (the RCA Model 3488 is closer to 350 milliseconds). For

1,753 queries at two seeks each, the searching time would be close to 34 computer min- I
utes, including set-up time.

File maintenance time would be substantially more because each of the 17,000

records would have to be placed in a chain on the random access cards. At 500 milli-

seconds for 1. 5 seeks each, the timc would be approximately 3.5 hours.

The annual cost of equipment includes four hours of computer time at $60 per

hour for 260 days, or a total of $62,400. Using the RCA equipment for illustration, two

Model 3488's would retain all the desired characters. The cost would be for one Control Jj
Unit ($32,500) and one Retrieval Unit ($135,000) and one Expansion Unit ($65, 000) for a

total of $232,500. At least two other comparable problems could be used to share the

cost, lowering it to $77,500. Amortization over 42 months lowers the cost to an annual

figure of $22, 150. The total equipment cost would be $84,550.

7.4.1.6 Conclusions. Search system costs and characteristics vary too widely for any

general conclusions to be drLw,1 from a single sample problem, but several comments

can be made:

(1) The roll microfilm solution at first appears attractive but
involves implicit administrative and scheduling problems
which are not apparent in Table 7-6.

(2) The serial search, which is an inherent part of magnetic tape
systems, nez'essitates a delayed response time which can
be intolerable in some search situations.

I
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(3) The premium costs for magnetic discs exist because of
t.din cnmplexitv of the equipment required to obtain their
rapid response time. Discs are seldom justified for in-
formation retrieval systems unless a very large amount
of file maintenance is required.

(4) Magnetic cards appear to offer the most flexible and
economic approach for future large retrieval systems
because the retention cost per character is low, because
random access file structures can be utilized, and be-
cause the cards can be replaced by other cai'ds in order
to spread costs over the operation of several files.

7.5 COPY FULFILLMENT COSTS

In considering copy fulfillment costs, it is useful to distinguish between initial

dissemination and demnand requests for copies. Initial dissemination icludes the first

printing of a document by the publisher as well as the initial dissemination by a centralized

documentation service, which might be considered to be a secondary distribution from the

viewpoint of the publisher.

A number of comparative cost charts are presented in the subsequent paragraphs.

The cost data included on these charts has been extracted from a variety of sources; in

particular, from the cost accounting data obtained from Center A and Center B (see

Tables 7-1 and 7-3). and from price lists a.d quotations obtained from commercial micro-

filming service companies in the Philadelphia area. A detailed analysis of individual

equipment costs and productivity of individual subsystems has not been made. Conse-

quently, the cost data presented in the following tables is not adequate for budgetary

purposes, however, it should be useful for comparison of the relative cost of various

methods.

7.5.1 Effect of Number of Pages Per Document

Table 7-7 presents a cost comparison between five different methods of initial

disseminatior, i.e., 16 mm. roll microfilm, 16 mm. microfilm in magazines, 3 x 5

microfiche, 3 x 5 microfilm jacket, and full size copy (offset). The problem assumed is

the distribution of an average of 50 copies of 10,000 15-page documents. As would prob-

ably be expected, 16 mm. roll microfilm is the least expensive mode of disseminatio(,. and

full size copy the most expensive. Microfiche and ja-'kets are surprisingly close in cost.
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With an initial distribution volume of 50 copies per title, one would expect that microfiche

should be consiaerably less expensive per copy than the microfilm jacket nethod. 11e

reason for this is that microfiche becomes more efficient with a greater average number

of pages per microfiche card.

Tablc 7-8 presents a cost comparison of the same five methods for 10,000 50-page

documents with a run of 50 copies per document. The microfiche becomes an attractive

contender in this situation because 50 pages can easily be packed onto one microfiche with

room to spare. The jacket cost is high because of the labor of inserting film into five

sleeves plus the cost of the 16 mm. film duplicate, jackets, and labels.

7.5.2 Effect of Number of Copies Disseminated on Total Cost

To examine the effect of number of copies on the total cost of initial dissemina-

tion by various methods, the graph shown in Figure 7-1 was prepared. This graph is

based on the data presented in Table 7-8 for the 50 page document. The breakeven point

be 4ween jackets and microfiche for a 50 page document is somewhere around three or four

copies. On the same basis, the breakeven point between magazines and microfiche is

somewhere around 21 or 22 copies.

7.5.3 Unitized Microforms

The aperture card has gained a considerable foothold in the unitized microform

field, particularly in the field of engineering drawings where the document is generally

one page. The aperture card is by far the most expcnsive type of unitized microfilm both

from the point of view of creating the master as well as the creating of duplicate files. For

this reason, microfilm jackets have generally been utilized wherever a unitized record of

a multiple page document was desired. The jacket afforded the advantage of relatively

easy updating. The disadvantage of the jacket, however, is that it is not easy or inexpen-

sive to make duplicate sets of jacket files. Engineering difficulties have Drevented the

production of a jacket-,o-jacket (or microfiche) duplicator. Instead, multiple files of

jackets are produced by making duplicate 16 mm. r3lls and inserting them into blank

jackets. The advent of the microfiche provided a good alternative to the jacl:et, especially

in those instances where there was an initial distribution of a number of copies. Up until

the present, the microfiche has been more expensive than the iacket for a one copy system.
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This is due to the problems of stripping up a master microfiche and of making an eye-

legible title. Where these costs could be spread over a number of copies, the microfiche

became less expensive than the jacket because of its ease of reproduction. There are new

developments underway in many quarters for reducing the cost of preparing a master

microfiche. Such developments include step and repeat cameras and pressure sensitive

adhesives applied directly to the 16 mm. film for stripping up the 16 mm. microfilm onto
an acetate sheet. This latter approach affords the additional advantage of easy updating.

It is expected that the microfiche will gain in popularity and will eventually be competitive
with the jacket even for a single copy installation. It is likely that the microfiche will also
begin to have application in engineering drawing and data applications, wherein the dravinngs
and bill of materials might be combined onto a single microfiche thereby nwaking publication

of sets of copies much less expensive than individual aperture cards. For example, the
drawings for an entire subsystem could be combined on a single microfiche. This micro-
fiche could then be duplicated for about 12 cents, which is little more than the cost of

duplicating one aperture card.

7.5.4- Request Copy Fulfillment

There are a nuiber of methods for satisfying individua. requests for documents.
Prior to the advent of Xerography, the only practical method was to maintain an inventory
of printed copies of all documents in the collection; the inventory was replenished by re-
printing as required. To avoid t..e problems associated with maintaining inventories of
rarely requested items, some organizations have gone to the other extreme, wherein. a•i
requests for copies are serviced by making a replica copy (usually by Xerography) from a
microform master-L, and n ientory of printed copies is maintained. Today, most organiza-

tions, whiich have a c.•py fulfillment problem, operate somewhere in between these tw]o ex-
tremes, i.e., they maintain a stock of the more popular items and make individual replica
copies by Xerography of the less popular items.

Whether the policy is pre-stock or on-demand copying, there are a host of
sy.-tem variations that affect the cost of production. For example, some document centers
provide reduced size copies, two pages up on an 8-1/2 x 11 sheet (70 percent blowback) or
four pages up t90 percent blowback). These methods can provide a savings in printing or
copying costs of from 50 to 75 percent. Other centers prefer to furnish the user with a
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reanrnrhlitih1p mirrnfnrm ,n' nv .-,iih ns an aperture card or microfiche. If the user then

wishes to make hard copy, he can make it from the microform.

7.5.4. 1 Pre-Stocking By an Overrun on Initial Dissem;,nation., The cost of pre-stockiog

depends on the method and quality of printing. In addition, the cost depends on whether

the stock is obtained as an overrun from a printing for other purposes, e.g. , initial dis-

semination, since this would save additional set-up costs such as mounting and unmounting

of paper plates. The quality of offset reproduction from paper plates is usually higher than

the quality of a Xerox copy. The quality is a function of the plate making process employed.

Since the cost of on-demand copying to pre-stock printing is compared, it is assumed that

the quality of pre-stock copies need not be higher than that of the on-demand copy. Con-

sequently, the printing method assumes the making of offset paper plates from a microfilm

image by means of the Xerox Cop'flo, and then offset duplication on 50 lb. offset paper.

Figure 7-2 illustrates the costs for supplying single copies on demand of 50-page

documents as compared with the cost of pre-stocking various quantities of copies. The

solid line represents the cost of preparing on-demand copies oi 50-page documents. The

unit cost figure used in preparing this figure was 3. 5 cents per page for on-demand copying;

based on the experience of Center A. This figure includ6s finding the strip of 35 mm.

microfilm, splicing, Xerox Copyflo rental, paper, labor, cutting and stapling, unsplicing

and refiling the *5 mm. film. The printing costs, also based on the experience of Center A,

amount to 60 cents per page for 50 copies, includii~g preparation of paper plates, mounting

and unmounting of paper plates, supplies, labor, press time, collating, and stapling. It

was assumed that one-third of this cost is a fixed charge wh-ch does not vary with rin

size and that two-thirds is variable with run size. Consequently, for an overrun, a cost

of only 41) cents per page is incurred for obtaining the 50 copies for pre-stocking since no

additionai fixed charges are incurred because of the overrun. A lower figure of $2. 50 per

page pe=' thousand copies is utilized for quantities above 50 copies, this figure is based on

commercial printing estimates.

It is also necessary to consider the cost of financing the inentory as well as

storing the unsold stock or inventory of copies. Obviously, if the minimum number of

copies required to "break even" is not sold within a reasonable number of years, the storage
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and fiLapcing costs will offset the advantage of pre-stocking. Consider the following

hypothetical example for determining storage costs.

(1) Annual cost of storage pei cony is $. 03.

(2) Twenty-five percent of the tctal stock is sold within
an average of one year from receApt of initial stock.

(3) All unsold stock is destroyed routinely after five years.

The storage cost (Sc) per document request can be computed as follows:

3/4 Pa (5 yrs. x-= 03) + 1/4 Pa (1 yr. 03
yrs. xyrs.

Sc Ra

-c 15) - Ra (. 03)

Sc = 0.48/request.

where Pa = Volume oi copies pre-stocked annually.

Ra = Volume of requests annually.

While the above figures are hypothetical, they illustrate the need for considering

the costs of storage and financing. It is obviously necessary that some time limit must be

established before routine destruction of excess inventory, otherwise storage and financing

costs will become larger each ye•.r as the inventory grows.

7.5.4. 2 Reprinting Policy as A Function of Document Age or of Demand History. The

question of whether or not to reprint a particular document is analogous to whether or not

it should be pre-stocked in the first place, and in what quantity.

The reprinting question is somewhat easier than pre-stocking since demand

history is at least hypothetically available. In the case of large files, where no detailed

inventory records are maintained, reprint policies are often based on the age of the docu-

ment. For example, the Patent Office, until a few years ago, would reprint 50 copies of

any of the 3,000,000 U.S. patents which was out of stock upon the receipt of an order for a

single copy. It now follows the poli2y of reprinting all items above Patent Number 2,500,000

and onily those which have a proven record of high demand below 2,500,000. Other organi-

zations maintain a firm no reprint policy. The rationale behind this viewpoint is that the

demand for a document diminishes rapidly with ;ts age. A number of studies have confirmed

this viewpoint for a variety of document collections. (25)
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Where the demand history for an individual document is obtainable, it is

possible to make predictions of future demand and hence make better decisions on the

question of reprinting Frequently, the demand history is only maintained for somne

short period after announcement since this is generally the period of greatest demand.

In those document f,,enters which begin with about 10 copies of the document obtained from

the source, they are able to obtain some demand data before they must decide whethe- to

fulfill future requests from inventory or by on-demand copying.

7.5.5 Lower Cost Printing J
A number of developments are underway which are likely to have a significant

effect on the cost of short-run printing and thereby accelerate the trend toward pre- J
stocking. The factor which made printing comparatively expensive for a short run of

10 or 15 copies was the set-up costs, e.g., mounting and unmounting printing plates.

1his relatively high set-up cost was due to the necessity of manually performing these

functions. A highly mechanized offset duplicator has been introduced by Addressograph-

Multigraph Corporation which is known as the A/M 2575 Tandem Duplicator. This machine, I
whici' -osts approximately $10,000 is capable of printing on both sides of the page in

tandem, According to the manufacturer's claims, one operator can eject the old masters,

mount two new masters, run clean-up copies, and run 6C clean copies in 52 seconds. There

are presently only a few A/M 2575 Duplicators in use. It is expected, however, that their

use will become more widespread and that the cost of short run printing will drop to about

25 cents per page per 50 copies, if not less.

As pointed out earlier in this Section, it is possible to put reduced size images

on a paper plate and then print these on a duplicator such as the A/M 2575. At two pages J
up, both front and back, this machine can easily deliver 60 clean copies of four pages every

52 seconds or approximately 13 seconds per page per 60 copies. J
7.5.6 Lower Costs for On-Demand Copying

The concept of supplying reduced sized copies wvas first applied to on-demand

copying in order to reduce per page costs. This was particularly important in the case of

copies prepared on silver halide photographic paper in order to reduce the high paper

I
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cost per copy. As pointed out above, howe,,er, these advantages can be offset by similar

savings obtainable by providing reduced size printed copies applying Lhe same principle.

Other techniques for reducing the cost of on-demand copies have been to pur-

chase the copying equipment, e. g., Xerox Copyflo and obtain maximum utilization by a

three-shift operation. The same principle has been applied under rental contracts.

However, when the maximum rental , pplies, it is nearly three times the minimum rental.

Another cost saving technique which has been applied to reducing the cost of on-demand

copying via the Xerox Copyflo has been to utilize the largest size web of paper obtainable

and place the documents with their longest side across the width of the web, thereby

obtaining more copies per lineal foot of processing.

Ii
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SECTION VII. HARDWARE CONSIDERATIONS

8.1 IS&R SYSTEM FUNCTIONS AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT

As described in Section V there are eight basic functions of all IS&R systems

from which all such systems can be assembled, i.e., origination, acquisition, surrogation,

F announcement, index operation, document management, correlation, and end-use. This

section describes the hardware implications of these system functions. It is not meant to

r be a catalog or evaluation of specific hardware, but rather a description of the functional

requirements and the general type of hardware which has been or can be used to meet these

functional requirements.
i

Table 8-1 summarizes the type of equipment which is utilized in the five typical

applications described in Section VI for each system function as well as other types of

equipment which may possibly be utilized for these functions.

One thing is reasonably clear. There is no piece of equipment or even complex

of hardware and software which can perform all of the major functions involved in a total
r" IS&R system. Rathe:-, an IS&R system requires a collection of seemingly unrelated pieces

of equipment tied together by a well-documented set of manual systems and procedures,

v- plus computer programs where general-purpose computers are used.

Document retrieval systems generally involve some form of index storage and

retrieval device which may or may not be a computer, plus a wide variety ot document

replication equipment. Fact retrieval systems are likely to require extensive digital

processing capability, random access storage, inquiry consoles, communications equip-

ment, and, possibly, even some facsimile equipment. It is doubtful that equipment for

- searching combined graphic and digital files will ever be highly effective for document

or fact retrievl for the reasons described in Paragraph 8.3.

8.1.1 Origination

The origination function involves the initial publication of a report, journal

article or other recorded form of information. The types of equipment normally
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TABLE 8-1. HARDWARE IMPLICATION

FUNCTION NASA GE-MSD TRC
UL plartnning -

Origination

,___ _ual

Acquisition Manual Manu•' Manual --

Surrogation Manual Manual Army chemica
Computer
Light pen
Auto. charact-

S Ju.
Announcement LCC-S Justowrlters Typewriter )n phi

Photon photocomposer Offset press 1410-
IBM 1410-1401 computer 1403

IBM 1403 printer *88 C

Process camera makp
Platemaking equipment ' pre
Offset presses -up tL
Make-up tables copi
Dihzo copiejr (proofs)

. ._ unch

Index Operations Key punches Keypunches Computer S Jul
LCC-S Justowriters GE-225 Random acces, i401
IBM 1401-1410 Teletype console Army chemica ...... iatic
Systemadcs tape-to-card Automatic cha .. erte

converter reader
Data link
Switching equii
Displ•y device
Query console

Document Management Planetary microfilm Xerox 914 Computer eras
Cameras Filmac 100 Random acces: -- ,..` pro

Unipro processor Filmac 200 Data link up ta
Strip-up tables Microfilm Service Bureau Switching equi . :omel
Densitometer & microscope Jacket readers Dispiay device roll-,
FME-roll-to-roll duplica- EAM equipment 5upftor ac suL
Ozalld super ozamatics ac pl
Arc-vac platemaking "ines

machines 9tat 1
Photostat 1014 914
Xerox 914 200
Filmac 200 R - (Inspection)

> >< _--prir

End-Use Reader-prlnter Manual Display device

A



TABLE 8-1. HARDWARE LMPLICATIONS OF VARIOUS IS&R APPLICATIONS BY SYSTEM

NASA GE-MSD TRn - E!G. DATA TITL SYSTEMS -a

ual Manual manual ManuaI Microfilm planetary ca l

SArmy chem ical typewriter M anual Manual
Computer

Light pen ter reac
Auto. character r.)aders

,-S Justowriters Typewriter
on photocomposer Offset press
1410-1401 computer
:1403 prin'.er
'ss camora
-naking equipment
presses

-up tables
copier (proofs)

unches Keypunches Computer EAM equipment Typewriters 08s stor;
S Justowrlters G- 225 Random access storage Manual card files EAM equipment 05al typeN

01l-1410 Teletype console Army chemical typewriter Computer [ bararter
matics tape-to-card Automatic character IBM 826
,erter reader

Data link pment
Switching equipment res
Display devices le
Query console

tary microfilm Xerox 914 Computer Planetary microfilm Xerox Copyflo 65s stort
eras Filmac 100 Random access storage cameras Offset duplicator
,)processor Filmac 200 Data link Aperture card mounters Jacket reader pment
:up tables Microfilm Service Bureau Switching equipment Roll-to-roll duplicator Microfilm duplicator • ies
ometer & microscope Jacket readers Display devices Card-to-card duplicator Xerox platemaking cam
roll-to-roli duplica- EAM equipment Film processors

EAM equipment
super ozaniatics Reader-printers

i c platemakingdries

Itat 1014
914
:.200 R - (Inspection) _"

I-printer Manual Display devices Reader-pnnters Jacket reader

Reader-printer

6
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OF VARIOUS IS&R APPLICATIONS BY SYSTEM FUNCTION

I

ENG. DATA TITLE SEARCHING OTHER POSSIBLE
stage) CENTER SYSTEMS WHA_.RnWARE

Keyboard devices

Photocomposers
Computers
Platemaking equipment
Printing equipment

Manual Microfilm planetary cameras

.ypewriter Manual Manual Light pen

Character readers
Computers

readers

Electroicopsr
K ~~~~(ZIP) oi opsr

(LINOTRON)
Sequential card cameras

EAM equipment Typewriters Random access storage
storage Manual card files EAM equipment Termatrex
ypewriter Computer Microcite

oter IBM 826 Microfilm selection devices
Facsimile
Displays

ient

Planetary microfilm Xerox Copyflo Automatic offset duplicator
storage cameras Offset duplicator Roll-to-fiche printers

Aperture card mounters Jacket reader Facsimile
ient Roll-to-roll duplicator Microfilm duplicator

Card-to-card duplicator Xzýrox platemaldng camera
Film processors
EAM equipment
Reader-printers

IC
Computers
Random access storage
Microfilm selection devices

>< > <Query console
---- • tli _Displays

Fascimile

Reader-printers Jacket reader Copiers
Reader-printer Computer printers

CRT Displays
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involved nnpublication ar Linotypea andw Monotmpe krvhr~nrdi a4nd casters; proof presses.
platemakin. equipment. and printinu_ prweses. The high cost of typesetting combined

with new developments in electronic composition techniques is likely to result in the

establishment of cooperative publication facilities utilizing high-speAd, automatic equip-

ment. Such a facility would publish hundreds of journals for a number of publishers.

The equipment util.zed would include tape typewriters, computers, electronic photocom-

posers and possibly optical page readers for transforming typewriter draft cc.,Jy into

machine language. Figure S-i illustrates a hypothetical computer-based publishingpro-

duction facility. Figure 8-2 illustrates a hypothetical non-computer based publishing

facility.

8.1.2 Acquisition

The acquýisitlon function includes the acquiring of documeats (either by purchase

or exchange), evaluation, selection, duplicate checking, and accessions. These functions

involve mostlv intellectual and some clerical effort. Because of the high level of intellec-
tual effort involved, hardware is rnot generally utilized.

The purchase function, however, can be aided by standard punched card equip-

ment. In addition, a device known as Photoclere, developed by Dr. Ralph Shaw, when he

was director of the Department of Agriculture Library*, has been used to aide the ac-

quisition function. Photocierik uses a photographic process to capture a strip of infor-

mation re' ,, ired to place the order, and by the use of a mask adds certain standard informa -

tion such as the name and address of the purchaser, purchase order number, and the like.

The function of checking for duplicates, while usually performed by reference

to a card catalog, can be aided by a simple computer search or look-up using the de-

scriptive cataloging information. The disadvantage of using the computer for verification

is that it requires processing the suspect duplicate through at least part of the cataloging

function and through translation to machine readable media via keyboard entry (either

on or off-line).

* Now known as the National Agricultural Library.
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I

8.1.3 Surrogation

f The functions of cataloging, abstracting, and indexing are generally considered

to be intellectual functions and do not directly involve any hardware. Much research is

j being donc, however, to mechanize these functions, e. g., automatic indexing and abstract-

ing, which is discussed in Paragrapi-s 3. 3, 9. 2, and 9.6.

I The major element of hardware required to perform automatic indexing and

abstracting is a general-purpose computer. A primary difficulty in automatic indexing

j and abstracting has been storing the full text into the computer. Consequently, if auto-

matic indexing and/or abstracting is to be economically feasible, it will be necessary to

I capture the text as a by-product of publication or by effective optical page readers. These

machines will have to be capable of handling a wide variety of type fonts, type sizes, and

page sizes in order to accept the wide variety of input forms received by most document

information centers. A number of companies are working on the development of such

machines.

In those cases where the full text is prepared for machine input on a tape type-

writer or received on tape as a by-product of the type-setting function, there may also be

a requirement for code converters and for high-speed, paper tape readers.

8.1.4 Announcement

The announcement function helps to serve current-awareness needs by announc-

ing newly obtained documents through the medium of announcement journals and book-form

indexes. These publications involve a number of special system requirements which

j significantly affect the choice of hardware. These requirements frequently include the

following:

(1) Short throughput time (two weeks).

(2) Unit records ranging from 175 to 1, 000 characters each.

(3) Sorting and merging.

(4) Updating.

(5) Repeated entry of Lext in multiple locations.
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(6) Cumulation (merging of weekly editions into monthly
cumulations, et".).

(7) Reasonable typographic quality.

The time limitations on the publication of an announcement journal gene-ally

necessitate that the keyboard data transcription function be done in parallel with the

surrogation function. This in turn necessitates the processing of unit records and the

arrangement of these records into publication format just prior to publication. There are

essentially three basic methods by which this can be done. The simplest method is to man-

ually ai range and paste-up camera ready copy. This, however, is generally unsatisfactory

where there is a requirement for cumulative indexes such as would necessitate either

recomposi!-g or tearing down and rearranging the unit records. The second method is

known as s aquential card composition. Briefly described, the method involves typing one.

two, or three lines of copj in a designated position on a tabulating card, which may be

punched fir automating sorting and merging operations. At the time of publication, the

cards are c )unted and separated into column subdecks; each column subdeck is then run

through a sequential card camera such as a Listornatic, Fotolist or Composoline camera

Figure 8-3 illustrates the cards with a single line of typing on each and the resulting

sequential card camera negative output. The breaking down of the text into single or

multiple lines on individual cards, which can be machine sorted, merged and photographed

greatly simplifies the updating and cumulation problem. An example of an announcement

journal prepared by this technique is Nuclear Science Abstracts, which is produced by

the Atomic Energy Commission-Technical information Division using IBM typewriters,

Varitypers, and a Listomatic sequential card camera.

The third technique involves computer assisted typesetting. The computer is

highly suitable for handling the problems -f sorting, merging, multiple entry, updating,

and cumulation. A major problem associated with computer typesetting, however, has

been the unavailability of suitable high-speed output printers of sufficient typographic

quality. Many applications have used mechan.cal computer printers of low typographic

quality. The first application to seriously attack: this problem was the National Library
of Medicine's MEDLARS system for producing Index Medicus.(14) This system which is

similar to the generalized system illustrated in Figure 8-1 involves (1) the input keyboaid
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data transcription of citations on a Fiexowriter, (2) the m "anipulal, and4 r--t

of text for multiple entry on a Honeywell 800 computer, and (3) a photocomposition pro-

cedure using a high-speed graphic arts quality composer known as GRACE. GRACE was

developed for the MEDLARS application by the Photon Corporation under a contract with

the General Electric Company information systems operation, prime contractor for the

MEDLARS system. GRACE can produce up to approximately 440 characters per second

with a character repertoire of 226 alphanumeric symbols.

Where the information system also involves computerized index storage and

retrieval, it is generally desirable to capture the input to this function as a by-product

of the announcement function. This can be accomplished within any of the tihree tech-

niques described above by using a paper tape producing keyboard, e.g., a Flexowriter,

Justowriter, Dura Mach 10, etc. Whether the composing for the announcement journal

should be done before or after input of this information to the computer depends upon the

specific requirements of the particular announcement journal. As described above, Index

Medicus is produced on the output side of the computer. This is desirable because of

the multiple el;try requirement (average of three entries per item), the large volume of

entries processed per year (150,000), and the small average size of each item (175

characters). The NASA Announcement Journal, Scientific and Technical Aerospace

Review (STAR), is produced partially on the input side of the computer and par-islly on

the output side. The abstract section involves unit records of approximately 1,000

characters each, which are entered once only and are not cumulated. Consequently, the

manipulation function is rather minor and the abstract tape goes directly from the

keyboard to the Photon. The indexes to STAR, however, involve multiple entry, up-

dating, cumuh-tion, and considerable surting and merging. Consequently, these are

processed by the computer, and pres-ntly printed on an IBM 1403 mechanical computer

printer. It is expected that NASA will eventually produce these indexes on a graphic

arts quality device, such as GRACE.

8.1.5 Index Operation

Index operation normally involves the functions of storing and searching index

data. As demonstrated by this report, this is only one of the many functions of typical

information systems. It is neither the most difficult nor the most expensive of the various
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functions. The intellectual ..funtionnsa a with surrogation r usually the most

expensive and troublesome. Index operation may utilize a wide variety of equipment and

techniques including card catalog files, edge-notched and interior-notched cards, special-

purpose aechanical and electronic searching devices, and general -purpose computers.

8.1.5.1 Card Catalog Files. Although catalog cards are typeset and printed by the

Library of Congress for wide dissemination, the average local library has, until recently,

generally utilized only a type"-riter for this function. Recently, however, there have been

a number of innovations applied to the problem of producing multiple copies of a catalog

card so that a card can be filed under each of various headings such as subject and cross

reference headings, author, title, source, report number, and the like. These innovations

include the use of such devices as Programmatic Flexowriters, computers and various

duplicating techniques for making multiple copies such as spirit hectography (Ditto),

offset duplication, and Xerography. A special-pu rpose device, known as KROSFILER,

was developed by itek Corporation for the Air lForce Cambridge Research Laboratories'

library. (40) (18I This device accepts a machine interpretable encoding of the descriptive

cataloging and produces an exploded tape with the information rearranged. This exploded

tape is fed to a Flexowriter which prepares a set of reformatted cards so that the ,racing f
will be in the appropriate place on each card of the set. This result can also be accom-

plished by a general-purpose computer. j
8.1.5.2 Edge-Notched and Interior-Notched Cards. A variety of edge-notched cards

and interior-notched cards is frequently used for retrospective searching (see

Paragraphs 4. 2. 2.1 and 4. 2. 2. 2). The hardware involved in these systems is usually

special-purpose punching and drilling equipment for placing the appropriate holes orf

notches in the cards such as required in the Termatrex system manufactured by Jonkers

Business Machines Company.

In addition to the punching and drilling devices, there are a variety of devices

to assist the search process including needles, light tables with cursors for reading J
coordinates, and random card filing equipment such as that produced by Acme Visible

Corp., Randomatic Systems Inc., and Mosler Safe Corporation.

8-10
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8.1.5.3 Miscellaneous Devices. A n-mber off electromechanical and electronic de-

vices, other than computers, have been developed for searching index files. Examples

of these are the IBM 101 Statistical Sorting Machine, the IBM 9900 Special Index

Analyzer (also known as COMAC), the General Electric Tape Comparator and the

Heatwole developed by Herner & Co., which utilizes audio tape. In addition, there are

a number of microfilm retrieval devices which have been developed for searching com-

bined index and document files, including the IBM Walnut system, Magnavue, File-

Search, Miracode, Minicard, Rapid Selector, and other.,(I (3) (See Table 8-2.) Thus

far none of these machines has proven to be a commercial success or particularly

effective in searching for documents by subject terms. The reasons for this lack of

success are primarily related to file structure considerations which are discussed in

some detail in Paragraph 8.3.

8.1.5.4 Computerized Indexes. There are a number of applications utilizing computers
for searching an index file. The equipment considerations will depend upon various

factors such as the size of the file, the depth of indexing, the response time requirement,

and the volume and complexit-y of questions. The various elements of equipment

utilized include a gener'al-purpose computer, input devices for reading in the question

j (e.g., paper tape reader, card reader or on-line console keyboard), memory devices

(e. g., magnetic tape, magnetic discs, magnetic cards), and output devices (e. g.,

high-speed printer, console typewriter, or display). A subject of considerable research

and development is the so-called associative or content-addressable memory. A con-

tent-addressable memory is one which is addressed by the name of the data stored there,

f (e. g., automobiles) rather than by a directory look-up which locates the place in

memory where information about automobiles iF stored. It is believed that such

memories may have particular application to the retrospective search problem. The

subject of computer search systems is discussed in more detail in Paragraphs 9.4,

J 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4.

C. 1.6 Document Management

The operations within the document management function are described in

Paragraph 5. 5. 5 and cost comparisons between the various techniques a:e included in

Paragraph 7.5. The operations within the document management function include

document dissemination, document storage and retrieval.
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full-size hard copy or in one of the various microforms. The equipment associated

with full-size document dissemination usually involves some form of plate-making

equipment, which frequently is photographic or Xerographic, and some form of

printing or duplicating equipment. V'here microform dissemination is made, the equip-

ment requirements include planetary microfilm cameras including a variety of special

cameras, such as a step and repeat camera, film processors and various types of

microfilm duplicating equipment (e.g., aperture card duplicators, roll-to-roll dupli-

cators, microfiche duplicators and ro!I-to-aperture card or microfiche duplicators'.

This type of equipment is manufactured by such companies as Recordak Corporation, I
Ozalid Corporation, Technifax Corporation, Minnesota Miring and Manufacturing

Company, Photo Devices Corporation, Kalvar Corporation, Bell and Howell Company,

and others. A guide to microreproduction equipment is published by the National

Microfilm Association. (4) II
8. 1. 6.2 Doc-um,'nt Storage and Retrieval. As mentioned above, there are devices

which are designed to store and retrieve micro images of documents by coded index j
turnis which a:e usually recorded on film in proximity to the document image. These

devices (see Table 8-2), which have not found significant application, are discussed in

sotmr tetail in a state-of-the-art report by the National Bureau of Standards entitled
"?kformation Selection Systems - Retrieving Replica Copies." (3) This particular re- I
port ale, discusses automatic devices for retrieving micro images by direct address

V

(see Table 8-3). |

When the document address is known, there is usually no better method for t

retrieving the document than sending a human being to extract the document from a file.

There is at least one application, the U. S. Patent Office patent copy sales function, in 4

which the number of requests for on-demand copies is significantly large that aucomatic

rcrieval by document address appears to be feasible. f

Where no automatic equipment is to be employed for retrieval, the question 0

of whether the document will be stored in full sizo or in microform will depend upon

two considerations: space and frequency of on-demand copying. Where space is not at
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a premium and a small volume of on-demand copying is expected, the documents will

usually be stored in hard copy form. Sometimes microfilming is done for security

reasons, or for dissemination, in which case a working full size copy may also be

desirable fer on-demand copying.

8.1.6.3 On-Demand Copying. Where the system is reriuired to supply copies of

documents upon request, there is a choice between filling these requests from stock or

making the copies on demand. The economics of these two approaches afe discussed in

Paragraph 7.5.2. The equipment utilized in providing on-demand copies typically in-

cludes the Xerox Copyflo, microfiche to hard copy printers, ordinary office copiers,

and a wide jariety of rcader-printers. Where microform copies are supplied in re-

sponse to a request, these also may be furnished either from stock or on demand. There

are a few machines which are designed primarily for makinT single microform copies on

demand, such as the microfiche-to-microfiche copiers by Kalvar Corporation, and

aperture-card to-aperture-card printers by 3M and IBM.

8.1.7 Correations

The function of producing correlations, SLth! as state-of-the-art reports from

a multiiude of source documents, is basically an intellectual process and does not involve

any particular equipment. The production of data correlations, as can be performed by

most fact retrieval systems, is a function which thus far has been within the domain of

the general-purpose computer because of the logical decision-making facilities which

would be too expensive to wire into a special-purpose device having an undefined market.

The precise configuration of the computer and its peripheral equipment will depend upon

the nature of the problem and on file structuring.

8.2 USER FUNCTIONS AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT

The following paragraphs discuss the equipment becoming available to

facilitate the users' functions. None of these devices can operate independently of the

system to which they are attached. Thus, these paragraphs also touch on the evolving

on-line system concept.
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TABLE 8-2. DOCUME UUMENT

Manufacturer Process Input Output

Reapid Selector NBS Machine scans Terms on "Hits" copi' copied
with photoelec- punched cards. on microfil ' rofilm.
tric cell and Put on 35 mm
prints on a film.

"bSearch criteria
on card input.

SFile Search FMA Up to 6 ques- Cards set up Viewing 2
tions scanned at index coding Hard copy copy
a time, like the Cardscoet u
Rapid Selector. Cards set up Microfilm A`ilm-- search logic

FLIP Benson- Simply a viewer 16 mm film Viewing oal only
Lehner which scans

with logic. keyboard logic

Minicard Eastman Scanning of 16 x 37 mm film Hard copy copy
Kodak partial inverted chips - index on only

file of 2nd paper tape.
generationj" positive

Filmorex Filmorex Photoelectric 3 x 5 cards An abstract tract:
scanning shingled for hard copy o py or

index code viewing -

Miracode Recordak An advanced Flat bed cam-- i Viewing or cr
L'xlestar era with 9 hardcopy y

selector slidc- 9

3 terms keyed
into machine

L '•



NT RETRIEVAL DEVICES WHICH SEARCH ON IMAGE INDEXES

I Searc'l Speed Index
PRO CON C.-pacity (frames per bIfo Reduction C1- -- minute)

ied Can copy with- No browsing. 40,000 frames 6,000 fpm 240 bir,-y bits 8:1 C
in. out stopping. per reel.

Provides a
trial search.

Faster, more Fairly 32,000 frames 6,400 fpm 56 alpha 25:1 $
flexible expensive per reel 84 decimal

ily Very fast No recorder on 72,000 frames 24,000 fpm 32 coded binary ? $

scamning market per reel bits

Large No hard copy I
capacity Minor logic I
Deep Very slow, 2,000 chips on 1000-1-200 fpm 252-2730 60:1 $
indexing publish only a skewer binary bits P,

1st psge. L2 frames per

chip

SCheap Search only 1600 2pm K56-digiL 10:1
or 3 terms numbers

Limit to depth
of inde'•ing

Cheap for Superficial Any no. of 10'/sec. 6-15 terms 123:1
limited depth' of cartridges
systems. indexing

9114
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UIEVAL DEVICES WHICH SEARCH ON IMAGE INDEXES

Search Speed Index 7-

o CON Capacity (frames per Ibfo Reduction Cost
minute',

n copy with- No browsing. 40,000 frames 6,000 fpm 240 binary bits 8:1 (Prototype)
Sstopping. per reel.

ovides a
ilsearch.

ster, more Fairly 32,000 frames 6,400 fpm 56 alpha 25:1 $150,000
-xible expensive per reel 84 decimal

2ry fast No recorder on 72,000 frames 24,000 fpm 32 coded binary ? $45,000
.anring market per reel bits.

.~rge No hard copy
pacity Minor logic

ýep Very slow, 2,000 chips on 100G-1200 fpm 252-2730 •60:1 $2 million
lexing publish only a skewer binary bits per system.

1st page. 12 frames per

chip

ieap " Search only ? 600 fpm 25 6-digit 10:1 $7-25,000
3 terms numbers

Limit to depth
of indexing

tieap for Superficial Any no. of 10'/sec. t-15 terms 23:1 $30,000
mit ed depth of cartridges
,rstems. indexing
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8.2.1 User Function

The user, when in contact wi'h an 1S&R system, performs three functions:

Query (LooKur) -- he formulates (and reformulates)
the search question(s).

Look at (or Browse) - he reviews selected material
in order to determine its relevance (for a specific
task, for current awareness or for both!.

Take away - he obtains a copy of the information
for use away from the IS&R system interface.

8.2.2 User Re uirements

The principal user requirements on the system while peiforming these

functions (as discussed in Section II) are:

11) Response time (between submis.ion of the
query and presentation of selected material).

(2) Completeness and currency (up-to-date material).

(3) Relevapce and specificity.

(4) Legibility and flexibility in format.

(5) Take away facility.

The equipment systems under discussion here are designed to (1) reduce

.he responje time (sometimes called "turn-around" time), without reducing legibility, and

(2) piovide take away copy. The other requirements are not affected by user interface

equipment, but only by central equipment and procedures.

The query function involves the entry of a search question into the system in

such form that it is intelligible to the system. This may be done either through the

auspices of an intermediary, e.g., a reference specialist, or by putting the user in

direct communication with the system. In either event, negotiaticn of the search

question is an iterative process inasmuch as the user can rarely state the exact

parameters of his question on tIe first try. In other words, it is necessary that the

user be able to maintain a dialogue with the system. The intermediary or reference
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TABLE 8-3. DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL DEVICES WHICH SEARCH ON ADDRESSES i

WALNUT VERAC MEDIA CRIS LODESTAR
(Experimental) (Experimental) (CommeLcial)(Experim.ntal) (Commercial)I

Mp.nufacturer IBM AVCO Magnavox Info. for Recordak
___....... _ _ Industry

Media strips of microphz.to- film chip microfilm 16 mm.
microfilm graphic plate (16 x 32 mmi) scroll Mylar microfilm I

and Kalfax I

Storage bins microphoto- 200/cartridge 400' long roll in a
Format graphic plates scroll: cartridge ,

17" wide

Searching Mechanical Mechanical Cartridge: Electronic Motor drives
selection of selection of manual. address on roll until
strip from image on Chip: elec- scroll ad - ss is
bin plate tronic at found

600/min.

Image I/P Image con- Cameia 100' rolls of Contact Regular roll I
verted from System microfiln printing microfilm -
35 mm at 240/min. from
_1500/hr. I microfilm

Search I/P Address on Keyboard Keyboard Keyboard Keyboard
punched cards

O/P Form Aperture CRT display Display on Display on Display on
cards 4 im- on micro- hard ccpy aperture card hard copy
ages film

Image 990,000 1,000,000 400-600/cap- 500,000/ cartridge
Capacity sule. Any scroll

no. of cap- I
sules

Reduction 35:1 70:1 30:1 ? 19:1 - 24:1

Response 5 s;ec. .3-2 sec. 10 sec. 20 sec. (avg) 10 sec. (max.)

Cost (proprietary) (prototype) $35,000 (prototype) $4,600

I
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to assist the user in properly stating his question. On the other hand, since the reference

specialist does not really know what the user is looking for, a bias may be introduced as a

result of the reference specialist's own background and experience, and perhaps, misunder -

standing of the problem.

Without equipment, the response ti. r, in the order of one day to several

weeks. This long response time not only delays p•ogress on the task for which the

information is needed, but also hampers the user's formulation of the search question.

8.2.3 Query-Response Equipment

8.2.3.1 Look-up and Look-at. The query response equipment is usually some form of a

console connected on-linc to a computer. The on-line system permits response -imes of

the order of a few seconds. Where several users' consoles are tied to the same computer

system, a time-shared mode of operation is needed. This requires a sophisticated execu-

tji. - program and interrupt facilities in the computer.

To be useful for look-at or browsing the computer files must contain an index,

with at least citations and possibly bri.f abstracts. Accession .umbers alone would not

permit browsing and therefore do not contribute to the look-at process.

The equipment which has been used or is contemplated in on-.line IS&R research

studies ranges from basic keyboard (Teletype) unrts to sophisticated cathode, ray vube

displays.

Teletype permits only alphanumeric information exc;iange (or very rudiment-i'y

graphs). This is sufficient, however, for many search procedures. The abstract or

document would be provided separately. Cathode ray devices or facsimile methods Permit

display of more extensive texts rapidly, and of graphics, if graphics ax e digitally repre.e,,r d

in the file.

8.2.3.2 Take-Awav. Once the user has lo.•ked at and evaluated the output of the searc!h

function and decided which documents he wou'd like to have, the next problem is thc delivery

of them to him, with dispatch at a reasonable ccst. The twvo methods which are most

commonly utilized today are to supply the copy from a Zentral document store, from stock
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or by on-demand copying or on a decentralized basis by having previously provided the 3
user with a reproducible set of microfilm for all documents in the store so that he may

make a copy on an ordinary reader-printer or microfilm-to-hard-copy printer such as

the Xerzx 1824. When communication and terminal equipment cosLs are lc;" enough, the

copies can be delivered from the central store to the user by means of facsimile devices.

This may be useful with on-line systems (regardless of whether the user has a micro-

film copy available to him within his own organization), because of the desirability of

seeing the document before a search is terminated. 5
8.3 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INDEX AND DOCUMENT FILES

8.3.1 Qeper&',

Thc following para,,kaphs describe the relationship between the two major j
storage oi file elements found in all Fearch systems. Also described is the relationship

between tbe pieces of hardwa-.-e which contain the two file elements:

(1) The document file is the heart of the search
system because it contains the ultimate goal
of each search. The file consists of either
full text documents or abst-'acts of the documents.

(2) The index file supplies the means by which
the search is effected. The file is made up of
index terms in the form of subject headings,
descriptorz, or key words. Each index term
is connected to its associated document either
by physical Juxtaposition or by an address.

4
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I
I
I
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There are two IlU1id, Uln-' . .erii wa•ys y .... 1! C.wh fli L " 111 L~:b t tll tic L I CeLtd .

(1) The files can be combined into a joint file. Each record
in the file contains the full text or abstract 'f thl- document
as well as represewtations of all the inde;x terms associated
with the document. With combined files, the entire P.le
must generally be searched to be certain that ali documents
relevant to the query have ',een scannee.. When a relevant
document has been found, it is iflnmediptelv available for
output. The only exception to searching the entire file
is when the file is classified into mutually exclusive
subfiles. Searches within a class -naý then be initiated
in the appropriate subfile.

(2) The files can be separated into two files T he document
file is arranged in a predetermined order, such as numerically
by accession number or alphaleticaliy by citation The index
file can be ar'aged in several ways (see Paragraph 8. 4 for a
detailed description; and is used exclusively for searching.
Each search may prod-ice a series of addresses which point
to specific documents in the document file. An oxtra step is
required to lccý,te the documt-, hyr means of che address.

8.3.2 Early Search Systems

In the early days of designing IS&R systems, cards w,-re used for retaining
the index information. The index and document files were separated by necessity for
the following reasons:

(1) Tabulating cards contained insufficient room for
anything more than the index data and, possibly, a
citation.

(2) Edge-notched calds had room for an abstract, but the
source d,'cument had ".o be filed elsewhere.

(3) Peek-a-boo cards contained only a hole which represented
ai, address code which, in turn, pointed to a document.

Search system designers during the early days dreamed of concocting an

integrated system which would combine the index with the document so that no extra

steps would be necessary once the proper combinations of irdex terms had been found

A number of experimental system,3 were developed during the 1950's which employed
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microfilm. to retain the document images, and which retained the indexes in inary.

?orm adjacent to the document. The Rapid Selector was one of the first search systems;

it evolved into the FMA FileSearch. The large and cornpiex Minicard system employed

film ch-i -'stead of roll microfilm. FLIP, Filmorex, andMiracode are later entrics

in the field. Although Miracode is too new to have been thoroughly evaluated, none of

the Eystems has been entirely successful. A number of inherent problems have plagued

them, stemming from the following:

(1) Since the entire file needed searching, extremely rapid
scanning speeds were required, creating difficult
engineering problems.

(2) It was cumbersome to carry thi whole document along
during every search.

(3) In a special-purpose machine, it was expensive to build
in the logic which would permit the batching of several
queries. The alternatives were increased equipment cost
or inefficiency due to repeated passes over the same data.

(4) The index file was rigidly structured in serial form and
could not be manipulated to ease the searching problem
under varied criteria.

(5) The system was so specialized around the searching
function that it offered no by-products fiom its large
store of information, such as accession lists and other
current-awareness products.

8.3.3 Computer Search Systems

As computer tape transports become more efficient, search system

designers began experimenting with combined files on a computer. The Western

Reserve experiment, described in Paragraph 9.4,9, is an example. There were

several advant9ges to such a system:

(1) The most important advantage was that the ba.sc
citation and related information was now in ma,..ine-
readable form and could be used to produce a number
of by-products sometimes more valuable than the search
itself. Examples of these by-proddcts are accession lists
of new acquisitions, permuted title and subject heading
indexes, statistical and accounting aids, as well as catalog
:tnd punched cards for external manipulation.
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(2) The computer perimtted a large input query batching
factor, making the serial search more efficient.

(3) The logic available in a general-purpose computer
permitted the utilization of much more complex
questions.

(4) The computer could use a compiler thereby accommodating
query languages rather than be~n.g limited to coded queries.

The disadvantages of a computer based sc irch system using combined files

were still numerous. A serial search was required, which was time consuming because

the index and the record had to be passed. Also, the index file retained its rigid structure.

A new problem appeared: the conversion of full text or abstracts into machine-readable

form, a long and expensive process. The output from the system also was slow and

inefficient.

Experiments were conducted which used full text input, but which separated the

index file from the document file in the computer for the purpose of creating a more flexible

index file. The University of Pittsburgh system, described in Paragraph 9.4. 11, is an

example. This system eliminated the serial search through the entire text, but input

and output problems persisted.

It appears that a lesson has been learned in the fluid of !S&R. The most efficient

search systems retain the index file in the computer with just enough data to facilitate all

the advantages and by-products that can be produced by electronic logic. These systems

retain the ducuments separately in graphic form where inexpensive storage, easy output,

and high resolution are attainable. A number of automatic devices (see Figure 8-2) have

been designed using this concept whereby the computer search produces ait address es a

search product, and the device uses the address to locate the document.

8.4 FILE STRUCTURE

8.4.1 Early File Structures

As noted above, the relationship bet .,een document and index files has progressed

throtigh several evolutionary stages. The methodology of organizing or structuring the

files themselves has also evolved as new knowledge and better equipment iave become
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I
available. In the early days of ISzR technology, punched cards were often used for the

index file. The organization of the file was inverted so that a deck of cards contained

all the document numbers associated with a single index term. The advantage of the

inverted file was that only those term decks which pertained to the search criteria had

to be processed in the search. Consequently, most of the large card installations used

either panched cards or peek-a-boo cards in inverted order. The edgn-notched McBee

card systems could be ordered at random but lacked sufficient seectivity and flexibility

in their coding schemes to accommodate a system using even a small number of index j
terms. The random, superimposed coding of the Zator edge-notched Zatocards increased

the flexibility and selectivity a good deal, but these systems never received wide

acceptance.

8.4.2 File Structures on Tape- Oriented Computers

When the first large scale IS&R computcr installations w,•re designed, the

designers separated the index file from the document file (see Paragraph 8. 3), arid

converted the index file to computer language in tile same inverted form that was used

for punched cards. {
The inverted structure has provwn to be an inefficient concept for tape-oriented

computer searching. Unlike the simple hand pulling of punched card term decks, the

entir.ý index file tape must be passed through the computer in order to di6aw off the in-

verted term record sets. Only then can the search itself begin. More recent designs

have incorporated a linear search into the initial pass of the index tape. The linear

search requires that codes of all index terms associated with a document be placed in

a single record which ccnaains the address or identifying number of the document. Each

document in the document file ;s represented by such a record in the index file. The

records can be arranged at random since each record must be scanned to see if its index

terms agree with the search criteria. Queries can be batched so as to render each pass

of the tape more efficient. A maximum number of queries can be handled efficiently in a

batch. The maximum number :s reached when the time to -ompare all the query

criteria against a single record equals the average time to read that record frorr. the 3
magnetic tape. Any further queries in the batch will tie up the computer for extra time

on each record while the tape drive stands momentarily idle. Greater efficiency would

be achieved by postponing the excess queries until the next batch.
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8.4.3 Random Access File Structure

The increasing use of random access devices portends a new era in IS&R

search system design because iL permits the use of two file structures for searching

which have heretofore been impractical for many applications. The new era is thought

to be so significant that a separate appendix (Appendix B) has been set aside to describe

in some detail these two new methods for structuring random access files, along with

several older methods.

One of the tvo methods is called the List Structure or Threaded File method.

This method is best suited Lo searching situations in which a large amount of file maintenance

is required and in which the time constraints on query responses are not too severe. A

record is retained in file for each document. The record contains the code for each index

term attributed to it. Next to the index term code is the address of another record which

coaLains the same term code. A search for all records with a certain term code may be

performed by "threading" through 'he file from one random access address to another.

Boolean questions may be asked as each record is perused. Thus, only those records which

contain at least one pertinent term are read from the random access device, saving time

when compared with a serial tape search.

The second method has the same purpose (i. e,, reducing the number of

accesses) as the List Structure method, but it uses a different approach. It is called

the Inverted List method, and has been developed at the AUERBACH Corporation. The

method is best suited to those search situations where file maintenance is not heavy and

where an unusually rapid response to the queries is essential. The addresses of records

which have been assigned (or contain) certain index terms are arranged in sequential lists

according to term. The lists are retained in random access storage. Directories are

maintained for the purpose of finding the proper lists at the proper time. The directories

contain the address in storage where each inverted term list may be found. A search may

be conducted taking steps similar to those of an inverted punched card system. The

directory is consulted to read from random access those term lists which are involved

in the query. The records in the lists are manipulated (as with punched cards) to determine

which addresses satisfy the query criteria. Then, those addresses are used to read from

random access memory only those records which answer the query, thereby reducing the

number of accesses required by the List Structure method.
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A further renuir-rivm-nt of the Inverted List method has been developed at the

AUERBACH Corporation. To reduce the amount of list manipulation, a technique is 5
employed which selects the lists most liable to be critical in the search. Only these 9

lists are manipulated, and the number of records ultimately retrieved from random 3
access is greatly reduced. Thus, the amount of recall is diminished and a high degree

of relevance remains. P
n
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SECTION IX. INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SO•FT'WAVRE %JZ

9.1 SCOPE

The previous section described the various functions performed by special -

purpose hardwa-e aevlces in the ficid of information retrieval and announcement. In

most cases, each device was restricted in its scope to a specific task within the frame-

work of a much larger system, so that an information system was composed of many

specialized devices. General-purpose computers, by means of theii stored logic, are

able to absorb many of the specialized functions into a single logical network contained
within the computer ir' the form of a collection of programs, often called software.

The general IS&R functions best suited for cor ,u ýr software are those of
announcement, inoex operation, and document management. Theoretically, general-

purpose programs could be written in a packaged form which could be used by several

information systems requiring essentially the same tasks to be nerformed. Pragmatically,

the packaged IS&R system program is impractical because the requirements of each system
have too many differences. However, a number of well-conceived programs have been
written to meet spenific conditions, and could well be modified to adjust to altered

conditions. *

Discussed in this sectLon are the many programs which have been written for

general-purpose computers. The scope of IS&R in this comtext is subject to many inter-

pretations. The following types of computer programs will be covered:

(1) Permuted Title Index Programs - whereby significant
words in document titles are arranged alphabetically
and are published in the form of an index.

(2) Search Programs - whereby the criteria of a user-
initiated question are cornpared with information contained
in a file in order to obtain information or references to
information relevant to the question from the file t s contents.

• This section is based on a study Derformed by AUERBACH CorporaLion for the
National Science Foundation.
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(3) Selective Dissemination Programs - whereby index
iniormation associated witih izcmmit, docU'-Uel-ltb iz
compared with a series of profri-s representing users'
interests, and a reference or abs'ract is sent tý) the
user automatically whenever a chose comparison occurs.

(41 Automatic Indexing and Abstracting Programs - whereby
th- words of the inp,'t document are analyzed by statistical,
syntactical or associative techniques in order to produce
a consolidated list, of meaningful words or sentences bearing
on the document.

(5) File iairnenance Programs - whereby additions, deletions, t
and changes are effected in files.

The five types of progr-ams listed above perform separate functions within the I
framework of IS&R and will be co.isidered and analyzed separately. Ho;we; E. r, most of

the types prccess common mnut data, and they often operate concurrently within the

same system. Table 9-1 outlines the many functions of the various IS&R programs

whicb may be integrated into a single syster., by means of an executive control program.

9.2 PERMUTED TITLE INDEX PROGRAMS

Permuted title programs for producing an automatic title index are the most

popular IS&R programs in general use today. Their popularity stems from their

simplicity and low operating cost. The concept was first advanced by IBM's Hans Peter

Luhn, who called it the KWIC (Key Word in Context) index. The program selects each

significant or key word in the title of a document and arranges the words alphabetically. 3
The rest of the words in the title are permuted around the key word so as to reflect the

general subject area of the document. 3
9.2.1 IBM 1620 KWIC Index Program

IBM has a variation of the original KWIC index program for almost every

computer it manufactures. The simplest but most inflexibic program package is for

the IBM 1620. Each document title a,,d its identifying !abel 9-re formatted and punched

into cards as input. The label is pre-asse.gned and is nut crea'.ed by the program. At

the users' optiort, a list of non-significant words may be pi'nehed nto subsequ;ent cards

to indicate, to the program thze words which should be deleted from the titles. Each
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TABLE 9-1. IS&R PROGRAM FUNCTIONS

-TI
INPUT PROCESSINRG OU PPUT

FILE DATA INDEXING AUTOMATIC

(1) Title, alithor, journal (1) Permutation of (1) Permuted tities or
(alone). titles or abstracts abstracts:

from input.

(2) Title, author, journal (a) Permuited index.
with. (2) Preparation of text (b) Index bibliography.

for rapid searching. (c) Author index.
(a) Abstract (indexed). (d) Other indexes (by
(b) Abstract (unindexed). (3) Statistical analysis chemical structure,
(C) Full text (indexed). of words for auto- formula, etc.).
(d) Full text (unindexed). matic index.

(2) Auto index or auto
(3) Document locator code I ABSTRACTING abstract.

with index terms.
(1.1 Statistical analysis (3) Selective dissemination:

(4) Other, of words fnr autfo-
rnatic abstract. (a) Fuli text.

(b) Abstract.

PROFILE SEARCHiNG ! (c) Citation.
(d) Locator code.

(2) Matching of indexed
input against (4) Citation index.
interes" profiles.

SEARCH DATA MAiN FILE SEARCHING INITIATED

.(1) User profile for (1) Matching uf query (1) Search product:
automatic selective stztements against
dissemination, teems in i1le. (a) Full text.

(2) Query statement for (b1) Abstract.

diss•at e mination (.
FILE MAINTENANCE (d) Locator code.

(1) Posting and deleting (eI Cuiat of "hits."

user prufile terms
to a dissemination
file.

S'-12) Posting and deleting
• ~document and i~erms

to a linear file.

(3) Posting and deleting
document n'imber to
each term of an in-
verted ""-e.



remaining significant word is Simply formatted Into a fixed field, surrounded by its

adjacent words in context, and punched into a card in unsorted order. Thro•e additional

tabu!atlng tasks must be performed after the program is completed: the cards must be

sorted, the sorted cards nmust be listed, and, in a separate operation, a bibliographic f
or interpretive list must be created to give meaning to the labels affixed to each index

entry.

9.2.2 IBM 1401-. 1410 KWIC Index Program

In contrast to the above, the IBM 1401-1410 KWIC system is flexible and com- I
plete (see Figure 9-1). The system not only produces a permuted title index but prints

a bibliography and author index as well, if the user a•sks for either or both. In addition,

a tape nontaining bibliographic references is written, which may be used a- t' ,: ,ource

for preparing other indexes according to specially written programs. Prin._',, ions

include a choice of three page formats for each of -,c three printcuts. As r:., ", ,pecific

words as desired may be excluded from the fina'. KWIC Index printout. Another option

provides for frequency counts to be marie on all words appearing in the KWIC Index, or

all words excluded from the index. I
9.2.3 GE-225 KWIC Index Program

Other computer manufacturers hE.ve developed permuted ttle index programs j
comparable to those of IBM. An example i.; the GE package which follows the same

pattern. Document titles are punched into zards and fed into the computer. Non-significant

words are purged. The remaining words ore sorted alphabetically (one entry for each

word) and are printed in the form of an index in suet -a way that each index word is high-

lighted iusually indented) by the print formE.t and are surrounded by the rest of •ii' title

words in context. The GE package does not provide a supplementary bibliography for

the index (nor an alphabetized author index). Therefore, the codes or labels identifying ;
each index entry must refer to addresses or to coded entries in a list prepared by a

process independent of the program package.

9.3 SEARCH PROGRAMS

9.3.1 General

Figure 9-2 is a graphic description of how various kinds of search programs re-

late to each other. The search programs placed above the dotted line are the main concern

of this section. However, the programs placed below the line which locate documents or

manipulate data will be discussed briefly if they are an integral part of the search process. j
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SECTION A SECTION B SECTION C SECTION D I
ELECTRONIC DATA I

PROCESSING INFORMATION STORAGE & RETRIEVAL

Fact Retrieval Fact Retrieval Document Retrieval

I Linear Files Inverted Files

I I
(Search (Search Document- (Search Index Terms

Data) Surrogates To Find To Find Document-
Index Terms) Surrogates) I

Q (D

(Manipulate (Locate
Data) Documents)

I I

KEY:

S IBM ASK II (or ® wRU-GE.-225
RCA RECOL) Text Searching System

S IBM IPS (NAVCOSSACT) FIl 1401 Inverted Card
File Searching (or IBM 650)

0 Documentation Inc. 6 University of Pittsburgh -Linear Search System IBM 7070 Legal SearchingSystem

Figure 9-2. Classification of IS&R Search Programs
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Figu:e 9-2 Is divided into four sections. Section A covers electronic data

processing programs which have some search aspects but aiýe t,,ot suffie,_,itny 0ie.....

to be considered IS&R programs. Sections B, C and D describe IS&R progranms both

for fact retrieval and document retrieval as defined in Section IT.

It is implied that, within each Section, programs tend to hecome more complex

as they go from left to right. Six sample IS&R ,,parcb programs are described in

Paragraphs 9.3.6 through 9.3.11. There are two programs for each of the three IS&R

4 ciassifications. An attempt has been made to choose a simple (left-most) and a complex

(right-most) example for each classification.

1 9.3.2 Electronic Data Processing Search Programs

The various search programs which deal with files containing data or facts

(as opposed to documents or references) may be represented by a spectrum as seen in

Figure 9-2 between Sections A and B. As is true of all spectra, differences are thos"

of degree, in this case, complexity and flexibility.

EDP search programs (in Section A) tend to be less flexible, with concentration

on the scanning of specific data fields for specific purposes. Searching is us;uaily an

integral part of a much larger function, such as file maiatenance. The product of the

search is usually absorbed by the cmerall program for use w.thin the system. The inte-

grated aspect of the system leads to the consequence ihat if the EDP search program

3 were removed, the system usually would collapse.

EDP search programs are typifled by birzary search techniqaes, list processing,

and other table look-up functiorns, always with well-defned formats and predetermined

search goais.

9.3.3 IS&R Programs Which Search Data

SAt the opposite and of the spectrum (in Section B of Figure 9-2) may be found

a much more flexible kiied of fact retrieval program. Whereas EDP programs may or

5 may -tot have Foolean relationships or range comparisons within their search criteria,

the IS&R search programs contain them almost by definition. Furthermore, the search

strategy of IS&R programs, expressed in Boolean. statements, tend to be more complex.

9
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Many qtatfme.ntn or questions may be batch-processed in one pass of the search file, each

question involving a number of logical demands.

Another noticeable difference of degree betw'een IS&R and EDP search programs

is that the IS&R programs tend to stress the man-machi.ne communication aspects of

information retrieval. EDP programs will retrievC data and produce reports for human

* perusal on a regular basis, but IS&R programs will usually accept a tremendous variety

*• of requests without reprogramming, and will deliver answers within a relatively short

period of time. They process revised search questions. Human monitoring of the search

is sometimes possible. With this feature, humans may observe the progress of a search

and change the search criteria, if desired. For example, many IS&R search programs

will produce a count of the number of documents retrieved, either at periodic times during

the search or at the end of the search. If the number retrieved is too large, the user may

increase the specificity of the search question to reduce its scope. If ihe number retrieved

is too small, a more generic question may be asked.

In summary, the IS&R search programs are more an adjunct to, rather than an

integral part of, other programs. The searches are performed to satisfy data requirements

which are periodic and vai'ied, rather than continuous and standard; but there is no absolute

distinction between EDP and IS&R search programs.

9.3.4 IS&R Programs Which Rearch Linear Reference Files

Although the line between Sections A and B in Figure 9-2 is ill-defined, the

line between Sections B and C can be defined quite clearly, since all programs to the

right of the line deal specifically with files which contain either documents or surrogates

to documents. Surrogate files fall in.to two categories:

(1) Linear Files - in which each record represents
a surrogate. The index terms for each surrogate
are contained within the surrogate record. Since
for any search all records must be read, the file I
may be arranged either in random order or in anydesired sequence.

(2) Inverted Files - in which the basic record represents
an index term. Representations of the surrogates
(usually documeat number) which are associated with

I
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each index term are arrayed "behin.d "'- term,
either in the terrn record or irt subordinate records.
The index records are arranged in a precise order,and the surrogates are ordered numericall" behitid
each term recoid.

This paragraph deals with IS&R programs wnich seatch linear files. In
additian to file content, there is another distinction between Section B and Section C

(in Figure 9-2). Search programs in Section B usually deal with search data which

are contained in well-defined fields. Thus, specific Boolean search criteria may be

compared with specific fielJ derfinitions. Section C search programs, however, may
find the index terms arranged in any order within the reference document. The program

must compare the search criteria with each of the fields designated for index terms to

cover all combinations of terms.

9.3.5 IS&R Programs Which Search Inverted Document Surrogate Files on Magnetic
Tape

SA typical search of an inverted tap file involves the scanning of the entire
file, the selection and copying of all term records associated with the question criteria
onto a separate tape, and the comparison of reference numbers behind each term record

to see which references satisfy all the search criteria. The unique characteristic of an

inverted search program is its file organization. Whereas linear searches require that

each record in the file be compared with each set of question criteria, the inverted searches
can waiz for such detailed processing until after the pertinent term records have been

extracted from the main file. Inverted file searches can be more efficiently carried out

on mass random access storage devices as d&,scribed ii,. Paxagraph 8.4.

9.3.6 RCA RECOL (REtrieval COmmald Language)

RECOL may be classified as a fact retrieval query language with many of the

aspects of an EDP search program (see Figure 9-2). Being a language, the program

imust be compiled each time a search is desired, but up to five questions may be asked

in a single pass through the file. The language is designed as a general interrogation

scheme for small- or medium-sized files requiring a minimum prcgrammirg effort.

I
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Specificfation of the data format of the file is accomplished by the insertion of

a table Gf record contents within the executive routine at the time of assembly. The table

contains the names of the record items or fields, their location within the record, whether

the item is numeric, and so on. The arrangement of fields within rcords must remain

Comstant throughout the file, but the record items may be variable length.

RECOL processing is activated by five basic order types:

(1) A SELECT Order - whereby a file may be searched
for records containing desired information by specifying
the logical connectives (AND, OR, and NOT) to be
associated with each record item desired. Values may
be expressed as a single value, a range of values, or a
list of several equally acceptable values.

(2) A NAME Order - whereby new records being entered
into a file may be classified according to criteria stated
in much the same manner as for the SELECT order above.
The NAME order states a series of logical conditions to
be met, and a list of corresponding values to be assigned
to the new items if the conditions are true.

(3) An ASSOC Order - whereby record fields in a file may
be compared to determine if the record contents are
sufficiently related to warrant regrouning of records.

(4) An EDIT Order - whereby records may be arranged
for appearance in printouts or displays.

(5) A SUM Order' - whereby various levels of record
counting (totals, subtotals, etc.) may be specified to
determine which should be grouped together for computing
average values.

The five basic orders listed above may be combined in various ways to form
an interrogation statement. For example, it is possible to specify the records to be

SELECTed from the file; using this subfile, the ASSOCiate order could be applied forming

another subfile which could be EDITed.

"The many combinations of the five search orders assure considerable flexibility

in the output format. Specifically, the use of the EDIT command allows re-arrangement
of fields within records, and the ASSOC command allows various groupings of output records.
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9.3.7 Information Processing System (IBM IPS)

I The IBiM Information Processing System (IPS) was designed for the Navy Comme•'nd

Systems Support Activity (NAVCOSSACT) to perform a multitude of data processing tasks.

IPS is a large and flexible system, with slow response speed, which is a normal charac-

teristic of a system that permits a wide variety of queries. The IBM IPS is an example

I of the more complex fact retrieval sys:ems classified to the right of Section B in Figure 9-2.

A File Maintenance Program and Information Retrieval Program are the two

I basic components of the system, and are used to update and query all files contained within

the system. An executive routine controls the processing functions being performed by the

system, which is entirely tape-oriented and which is designed for the CDC 1604A.

- Retrieval queries are stated in the language of IBM IPS, which is called the

Query Statement Language. The system permits many logical variations in the queries,

including: 
(1) The Boolean connectives of AND, OR and NOT in

any combination.

(2) Comparisons of greater or less than, as well as
ranges.

1 (3) North (N), Sowith (S), East (E) and West (W), for use
in comparing latitude and longitude.

5 (4) Summations and frequency counts.

(5) Arithmetic calculations, which may be performed on5 various fields before comparisons are made.

(6) A special capability for making such queries as "Name
all ships presently positioned within 100 miles of Guam,"
whereby from latitude and longitude the distance fanction
is calculated and compared.

I The queries are introduced to the system by means of punched cards which are

converted to magnetic tape records. Queries may be batched in groups of 100, but only

5 one file may be referred to in each batch, because each file has its own sub-program for

answering queries and only one query program may be run at one tiroe."-ds.

9-11
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The systemiiintains a iura-ry Of ••uLery progrfrs, -'e fo•r enh filp, an well

as a format table to describe the format of each file. A record format table is placed

at the head of each record in the file to describe the arrangement of fields within each

record. The query cards prompt the IPS executive routine to call in the proper libraryI subroutine (which runs in the interpretive mode) to translate the query. Further sub-

routines are called in to execute the various aspects of the search logic as each aspect

occurs. Consequently, the program is flexible but rather slow and quite large. Only one

file may be searched at a time, because separate query subroutines are maintained for

each file.

Consistent with the flexibility of the rest of the system, the output may be

formed in many ways. Several sort keys may be specified, such as the ordering of output

data according to the query which asked for it. The output is printed in the format which

is specified by the user.

9.3.8 Documentation Inc. Linear File Search System

The Documentation Inc. System is a relatively simple and straightforward search

of a linear file containing document surrogates (citations), her.'ie, it may be classified at

the left-hand side of Section C in Figure 9-2. The system employs several techniques to

reduce search time, and allows considerable flexibility to the user in the framing of

questions and the formatting of answers in the format of computer output.

Search questions are punched into cards in "raw" form and are converted from

cards to magnetic tape. A 1401 Input Format Program arranges the questions in a

validated format, assigns core memory for the processing run, internally sorts the

search terms into the order best suited for machine processing, and writes excess questions

;over and above core capacity) on a separate tape to be used for a second search pass.

The search questions are processed by the IBM 1410 at two levels:

(1) Limit Searching - The user may employ any or several
of fourteen fields in the record as search limitations. If
any of these limit fields are used in a search question,
they become required terms. If they are not present in
the form that the searcher has specified, no further
investigation of the document will be made for that question,
thereby speeding up the search considerably.

9-12
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(2) Depth Searching - Haviag passed thle lMit, ch
the search program will process a second level of

Sinterrogations with the following optional characteristirs:

(a) All Boolean expressions; this includes the binding5 oC one term to another.

(b) Weighting of terms, whereby the user may assign
relevant weights to any given term.

(c) Weighting of questions, whereby the user may
assign a relevant threshold weight to the wholeJ question, below which the answer is ignored.

An IBM 1410 sort program arranges acceptable answers by queries and

S relevance weights.

The product of the search query is in the form of citations to documents which

appear relevant to the query. The citations are sorted by query, or by any other sort key

Sspecified by the user. The final output is produced by an IBM 1401 pri.nt program which

prints the citations in the form of a bibliography.

3 9.3.9 GE-225 "Text Searching" System

Western Reserve University Center for Documentation and Communication

SResearch has collaborated with General Electric Company in the development of the
IL

GE-225 Text Searching System. The system involves manual coding of abstracts suchg that the meaning of the words may be understood by the computer. The computer then

converts the words into a format which allows rapid search of the text by computer at a

later time. TLd actual words within the abstract may be considered the index terms. The

file is linear because the abstracts are arranged in a serial fashion, and the system
classification falls on the right-hand side of Section C in Figure 9-2.

There are two types of input to the system:

S(1) The coded words of the abstracts are punched into
cards. The Text Conversion Program converts the
coded words of the text to a series of symbols which
follow a precise classification system and which
speed up machine searching.

I
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(2) Th, Search Compiler accepts 'Lor'.-, cxresson"s
indicatinr which symbols are pertinent and in what
way tne3, are pertinert. The logical expressions
which may be combined are enamerated below:

(a) Positive A I
(b) Negative Not A

(c) Conjunctive A and B

(d) Disjunctive A or B 5
(e) Sequential A before B
(f) Comblnationai mn oi (A1 , A2 , An)

(g) Multiple Occurrence a before A before ... before A

(h) Nesting B or (C and (D or (E and F)))

(i) Magnitude (for valuieE) A equa-s B

A not greater than B

A not less than B

The number of symbols mentioned in an expression is liroted to sixty. If core

storage is not exceeded, up to one hundred expressions may be searched at one timp..

The Search Compiler creates the program which is used to scan the prepared text.

Search programs are created each time a new batch of questions is to be asked.

Search time may be estimated by the following equation:

search time (minutes) = symbols in text x symbols in expressions150,000 x 60

For example, if texts contain an average of 150 symbols each, expressions

mention an average of 10 symbols each and b0 such expressions are to be searched for

at one time, then about 100 texts can be searched per minute.

One of two types of output may be requested: the texts that satisfy the expression

may be named and counted, or only counted. Provisions for presenting any part of the text

other than its name have not been made a part of the programs.
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9,3.10 IBM 1401 Inverted Card File Retrieval System

Inverted card files may be searched with the iBM 1401 allowing a maximum

of 9,999 documents, 10,000 terms (or keywords) with as many as 750 document numbers

per term. The program is a fairly elementary adaptation of the IBM 650 program, azid

is best classified to the left of Section D in Figure 9-2. Records are maintained on

tabulating cards.

The files represent library information or documentation collections which have

beer. encoded by ccoordinate indexing techniques where each term record contains a series

of document reference numbers.

There are two basic functions requiring input:

(1) Fiie Creation and Maintenance - A batch of indexed
documents is used to cre,,'-, th• original or additional
entries to the system. A document card is punched
for each document, with a four-digit document number
and four-digit term number punched in each card. The
dccument cards are sorted into document number
sequence within term naimber, and are placed behind
the appropriate term cards, which have been pulled
from the main term file. The program punches uvdated
term cards (containing 18 docktment numbers per card)
which are place,& back in the term file, replacing the
ones which had been pulled manually.

(2) Retrieval - The term file is the basis of retrieval
inquiries. Inquiries are programmed by inserting AND,
AND NOT, and OR program decks between term decks and
feeding the whole batch into the computer.

The document numbers are compared on the series of term cards looking for

matches signifying the fulfillment of the query logic. When all comparisons have been

made, the resulting matches form the search product. The system is not process bound;

it operates as fast as the reader, punch and pr.inter permit.

Two print programs are available: one will print a document number per line,

and the other will print selected information from a separate bibliography card file.
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9.-3.11. University of Pittsburgh Legal Retrieval System

The University of Pittsburgh Computation and Data Processing Center has

deveAoped a system for retrieving legal data pertaining to statutes (see Figure 9-3).*

"The complete statutes of the State of Pennsylvania have been converted to machine

language and fed into an IBM 7070 computer. A concordance has been compiled which

not only shows the frequency of each word used in the statutes, but also refers back to

each word's position in the text. The frequency concordance, in printed form, may be

used much like an authority list to help structure queries for the system. When recorded

on magnetic tape, the concordance, with its references, becomes an inverted file and may

be searched in basically the same manner as described in the previous paragraph. The

files are maintained on magnetic tape. A programming language designed by the University

A of Pittsburgh allows the user considerable flexibility in framing his search question.

Since the Pittsburgh system provides a complex search of a large inverteI

file, it is best classified to the right of Section D in Figure 9-2.
The search qaestion is prepared in terms of Boclean statements of AND, OR

and NOT. A major semantic burden is placed on the user because of the wide and uncontrolled

use of words in the system. Consequently, a large number of OR connectives are required

to pull the synonyms together.

Short sections of the statutes are defined as "documents." Desired AND

relationships of terms (or words) within documents may be stated in several ways:

(1) The words must simply exist within the document.

(2) The words must be contained within the same sentence.

(3) The words must be in the same sentence and be within
a specified range (number of words) of each other.

(4) The words must satisfy any one of the above conditions,
but also have one of the words prior to the other.

Search questions are punched on cards and given to the search program. The

magnetic tape concordance file is scanned and all word records matching the s--arch question

"' Kehl, William B., .-T-hn F. Horty, Charles R. T. Bacon, and David S. Mitchell, "An
Information Retrieval Language for Legal Studies," Communications of the ACM
Vol. 4, 1961, 380-389.
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are written on a separate tape. The selected word r.--ucords are t ., pro,- A .. ai...

A the logic of the search question to determine which words satisfy the search criteria.

exs: The, search product may be sorted in any desired order. Three output options
exist:

(1) The document numbers and line numbers of relevant
documents are printed, five to a print line.

(2) The title lines of relevant documents are pulled from
"the original full-text statute tape and printed.

(3) The relevant "documents" are printed in their entirety.

9.4 SELECTIVE DISSEMINATION PROGRAM3

9.4.1 General

A description of the objectives and methcdology of Sele. "tvc Dissemination

of Information (SDI) has been prese ted. IBM has devoted considerable effort to pre-

paring SDI program packages for almost all of its business oriented compalters. An

example of a package ior the IBM 1401 is presented below.

9.4.2 IBM 1401 Selective Dissemination of Information (SDI-3)

The EBM 1401 SDI System establishes and maintains a current list of people

who join the SDI system. Each person is repre,:ented on magnetic tape by a list of

keywords, originated by him, that describes his work interests. As new documents are

published, a list of keyworas from each docurnýiA is entered into the system. The comaputer

matches the keywords of each new document against the records of all users punching out

a no-ification card only for users selected by the sy•t-.m as potentially interested in a

particular document.

There are five types of input to the system:

(1) User Information - The user sJ)mits his interest

profile by compiling a list of keywords which reflect
his areas of interest. The vocabuiary may or may not
be controlled by a.i authority list of acceptable words.
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the keywords are punched into cards and given to the
computer to either create the user file or to effect cha-nges
i'.i the file. Keywords are retained in alphabetical order.

(2) Document Information - Incoming documents are abstracted
and are assigned keywords, which are punched into cards
with six keywords in each card. The abstracts are typed on
offset mats and held in anticipation of later dissemination.

(3) User Response Cards - After being notified by the system
of a potentially interesting document, the user may respond
by requesting the document or by stating that he is not
interested in it, by means of a PORT-A--PTJNCH produced
card.

(4) Document Rating Ca, - After receiving a doc;ument, che
-,ser may rate it as relevaw t or not and send his response
back to the SDI systr-m by means of a PORT-A-PUNCH cai'd,

0(5) User Profile File - The user profile file is maintained on

magnetic tape.

Several processing functions are performed by the SDI system:

(1) User Selections - The computer alphabetizes the document's
keywords and compares them sequentially with those in the
user profile file. if any user has a sufficient number of key-
words in his profile to meet or surpass the matching criterion
set for any particular document, the document is selected as
being of probable interest to the user, and a notification card
is punched.

(2) Notification Response Analysis - Punched card equipment
r is used to sort and segregate the various types of notification

responses after the document has been forwarded to the user.
Human analysis is performed to determine if interest profiles
have changed.

4 (3) Document Relevance Rating Amalysis - Punched card equip-
ment is used to sort and segregate the various types of docu-
ment relevance responses made by the user after he has read
the document. Human analysis is performed as in item (2).

The SDI system has the following two outputs:

(1) Notification Procedure - A notification card is punched and
sent to the user whenever the computer selects a document
of potential interest. Before being sent, the notification card
is associated xith, and stapled to, a card with an abstract of
the document.
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( ,2 rc ....... f.* a-rrdJn•g Procedure - Positive responses
from the notification card to the user init'ate the sending
of the actual document to the user.

9.5 AUTOMATIC INDEXING AND ABSTRACTING

The subject of automatic indeding and abstracting from full text is covered in

Paragraph 3.3. The methodology is discussed, and an evaluati)n of the products from

various techniques is presented.

From the viewpoint of computer software, the state of the art in automatic

indexing and abstracting has not advanced to the point where a significant number of

operational programs have been developed. A large number of theoretical and experimental

papers have been written on the subj6et of automatic indexing. Several programs have

been developed to provide empirical data in support of theories advanced. Other programs

hame been proposed in outline form as potential solutions requiring further refinement.

But no program has yet been devised to provide program directed automatic indexes or

abstracts to Em operating information system directly from full text documents.

9.6 FILE MAINTENANCE PRC'GRAMS

The programs used in the are-a of IS&R to update files avE much akin to the file

maintenance programs found in the commercial electronic data processing (EDP) appl:cation=

The principles of addition, deletion and alteration are the same in both areas. Designers

of IS&R systems have simply adopted the EDP file maintenance techniques to the specific

problems of maintaining a search file. The variety of maintenance techniques is quite

large, and the decision to use any particular technique depends largely on the structure

of the file being maintained. File structure in an IS&R system is predicated almost

entirely on the search strategy adopted for the system. A detailed discussion of file

structure, file maintenance and search strategy may be found in Paragraph 8.4.

9.7 EXECUTIVE PROGRAMS

As illustrated in Table 9-1, most of the program functions previously discussed

may be integrated into one large IS&R system. (At present the citatioi index program is

a separate system since it requires inputs - citations - not normally included in IS&R

systems.) The indexing and abstracting programs, the SDI program and the file maintenan(
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program would all use portions of the same input. The search programs and the ma~inte-

nance programs would refer to the same search f'le. Yn a 12rge TS&R system, the most

effective manner in which control may be achieved is through a centralized executive system.

Such a routine serves several purposes. An executive routiine is esaential both for the

on-line communications oroblem and fox the retrieval problem. For the latter, the speed

of retrieval can be enhanced if the executive batches questions for tape files and provides

features to enhance disc or drum retrieval.

The precise scope of the executive routine depends upon the problem parameters.

For example, on-line comimunication may or may not be a system requirement. If it is,

tal then provisions must be made in the executive routine to provide for such a feature.

Scme of the functions of an execucive routine are:
is

(1) To service hardware interrupts.

(2) To interpret inputs to determine their origin, the
destination of the output, and security requirements.

(3) To maintain a task list queue of processing requests
and on-line inputs that have been brcught into the
system.

ýtions (4) To initiate indexing, abstracting, storage, retrieval

s and dissemin•,.tion programs in their proper order.

(5) To maintain a queue of input-output calls; calls for
peripheral equipment and to provide centralized
input-output editing functions.

(6) To maintain directories for ll files, to permit trans-
lation of terms to access adz-resses and to execute
accessing the data in the files.

(7) To maintain a directory to descriptions of all records
in a file.

(8) To compile search programs from inquiries stated
ed in a query language.

There are likely to be many different machine inputs. Inputs may enter from

!nance punched cards, paper tape, and on-line interconnections. The format of the input will
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vary according to the nature of the data and the operations to be pCrfertforned. A scanning

routine can be developed to operate upon the input to determine the type of input and to

transf.-r to an appropriate routine which operates upon the data.

Within the system complex, there are likely to be many files. Each file i
can have a different record format. Indeed, record formats may change. Such changes

must be made in a manner such that havoc is not wreaked within the entire system. This j
problem can be solved if data requests are presented in terms of the data name rather

than the data location. The executive program using a directory which specifies the

data location provides proper access to the data location. Thus, changes to records in

one part of the system need not cause changes to other parts of the system.

A major portion of a retrieval program will be the process involved in input-

output requests for data. It is possible to develop input-output routines which will facilitate 5
the use of the peripheral equipment and thereby speed retrieval. If a disc file is part o.

the system, requests can be queued and sequenced by an executive routine in such a fashion

as to minimize disc positioning time.

An excellent example of an executive routine which controls the programs of a

large IS&R system is apart of the IBM Information Processing System (IPS) described in

Paragraph 9.3.7 above. This system involves mainly file maintenance and information *
retrieval but the system is sophisticated and the executive routine performn all of the eight

functions outlined above.

i
I
i
i

I
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SECTION X. EVALUATION OF THE STATE OF THE ART

AND PREDICTION OF TRENDS

i 10.1 SCOPE

This section presents a brief evaluation of the present state of the art and a

B prediction of trends for each IS&R system function.

j 10.2 ORIGINATION

The origination function, which involves the origination and initial publication of

Sinformation ene npasses the technologies of technical writing, typesetting, platemaking,

printing, and distribut. 3n (e. g., subscription fulfillment).

B 10.2.1 Evaluation

The present state of the art involved in the publication cf the serial (journal)
literature is considerably behind existing technology. Most journal publications are still

produced by Monotype or Linotype composition and letter-press printing. The costs of

journal production are increasing due to increases in the manual labor costs inherent in

these methods. Subscription incomes are remaining r -latively stable due to a trend toward

A subscriptiois by corporations and libraries rather than b:, individual subscribers. To meet

the problem of the recaying financial situation, many journals are relying upon government

I financial support, page charges, and other means of additional financing.

The technical report ".erature (separates) which is continuing to grow at an

j accelerating pace, has typically been characterized b3 a lesser emphasis on typographic

quaity. The usual method for producing a technical report is by typing on offset paper

Smasters and printing on offset duplicators The technical quality of the report literature

is not consistent since there is no formal refereeing process as in the journal literature

S published by professional sccieties. Firally, the. distribution process for reports is

woefully ineffective since it is in the hands of the originators rather than in the hands of the

I potential readers (e. g., the freedom to subscribe to a journal).

11
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The state Of I-e art intyerttn and printing ha A rym'A nnidrlprly beyo-nd

that which is presently being applied by either the puuiiwhersc of report literature or journal j
literature. This is illustrated by the advanced technology being employed by some of the

nation's newspapers, by developments within the Government Printing Office, and by the

MEDLARS system of the National Library of Medicine. (7) (14) (40)

10.2.2 Predicted Trends I
10. 2. 2. 1 Publication of Separates. The publication of separates (reports, reprints, j
conference proceedings, etc.) will grow faster than the serial literature. There will be

a gradual increase in both the intellectual and typographic quality of the separate li' .•rature,

particularly reports. Metho.s for refereeing of reports and for standardization of report

formats will be introduced. 't is also predicted that a number of Government agencies will

begin to re-originate technical reports received from their contractors in two new forms.

One of these will be in printed form utilizing graphic arts quality composition. This will

be accomplished by the utilization af --entral automatic typesetting facilities such as the

facility established for the MEDLARS system at the National Library of Medicine and the

facility being established by the Government Printing Office. Either by-•-rodlict paper tapes J
will be required from the contractor, or automatic page readers will be employed to trai s-

form the original text into machine language. The second form will be microforil. 00pies, ';iich

will be disseminated to P large nun,bci1 of information centers throughout the country.

These information centers will maintain larger collections in microform than would other-

wise be possible. In particular, it is predicted that if microform copies are available from

the Government Printirng Office, the so-called "Depository Libraries" designated by

Congressmen in each sta.to will elect to receive much greater quantities of free copio 0 oj

Government reports than at present because of space limitations. If this prediction

materializes, there will be a significant increase in the use of photocopy devices in 1

hundreds of depository libraries throughout the country.

10. 2. 2. 2 Cooperative Typesetting of Serials. The cost anu time lag in the production of

serial literature will gradually be reduced by the establishment of automatic typesetting

facilities for cooperative publhcation of serials. By combining the production load, and

thus the buying power of a number of journals, the resulting cooperative group will be able

to afford the high investment and fixed charges involved in the operation of automatic type- -
setting equipment. The result v.ill be considerably reduced unit costs and faster response

time in journals.
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I
10. 2. 2.3 Secondaa,.N Distribution of Separate Literature. Improved availability of the

I �-eport literabire is already being at.complished by hundreds of information centers, which

acquire and ania,,unce the existence and availability of the separate literature in abstract

r journals or the equivalent. These announcement media arc 'canned by technical per-

sonnel as a means of maintaining technological current awareness; items of interest are

then Qbtained by nrdering them from the information center. It is predicted that the

secondary distribution of separate literature in this fashion will grow rapidly.

S10.2.2.4 Information "Packages". It is predicted that there will be a trend toward the

standardization of information "packages." These packages will be of two types. The

first type will be data packages,which will be utilized in . -oh areas as engineering project

reports, wherein the information can be converted to a convenient "package," i e., to a
data sheet. Such compact "packages" are easy to index, store, retricve, and disseminate.

I (This is a trend from document to data storage.) It is predicted that a considerable amount

of this "packaging" operation ..,ill be forced upon the originator himself by providing him

Swith highly formatted datz, collection forms. The second type of information "package"

encompasses the abstracting, indexing, 4nd cataloging functions. It is predicted that

standard or "recommended" formats will be provided to authors and publishers who will

be required to provide an abstract, catalog cards, ar.d suggested index terms along with

the crticle itself.

10.3 ACQUISITiON

The acquisition function includes the acquiring of documents, evaluation, selec-

tion, duplicate checking, and accessioning.

10.3.1 Evaluation

The fact that the acquisition function is one of the most important in an IS&R

system is often overlooked by newcomers to the field It is primarily an intellectual

function and, consequently, does not generally involve any hardware. The acquisition

function is performed reasonably well by most well-established information center opera-

tions; however, the procedures are not adequately formalized. In inteliigence systems,

in particular, the acquisition function is extremely critical, and formal procedures for

acquiring documents and for evaluating their validity are essential. Improved methods
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are conceivable for checking, duplicates and for selectio~a or evaluation. Most of these
improved meth, .ds would not be economica3liy ju~stified, however, where only a smallj

percentage of duplicates is experienced or where t.e cost of processing non-relevant

material is less than the cost of preventing the selection of such nion--relevant material.

10.3.2 Predicted Trends

It is predicted that there will be a significant increase in formal efforts to deter--

mine individ-. al user requirements for information systems. As a result, these user

-RquiremenL... will directly affect acquisition policy. This will be particularly itrue in the

.ield of management information systems. In the area of scientific and technical infor-

mation systems, a clearer understanding of needs should result in a greater amount of

interaction between information center operations and a clarification of the center's
acquisition assignments, This, in tuirn, will result in a tendency to develop compatible

thesauri or compatible vocabularies, as well, as a tendency to develop comnpatibia forms

of information interchange, i.e. , microfiche, apertare cards, LAM cards, magnetic tapes,
and anr-ouxicement media.I

10.4 SURROGATIONj

The surrogation function, which includes cataloga-mg, abstracting, and indexing,

Olten accounts for as much as 50 -p.ercent of the total cost of an information .3ystem. This f
was not tha case, however, in the cost analysis of the two government information centers
referred to as Center A and Center B irt Fzgure '7-1 hecause these centers service the

entire nation. Consequiently, the !nitiai analys,.s and input costs were amortized over aI
considerable number of request5. Sach is nott the cast, ho-wever-, in a local o-~ an internal

company information systemn, either tuachni-'al or adminnstral~ve. The surrogat.on operationsJ

are inherently intellectual and, for the most part, have not bceen successfully mesharnized,

although considerable research and devetopment its underway in the field.s of autý,maticJ

indexing, automatic abstract-ing and0 mrechanical stran.,lation.

10.'i.1 EvaluationI

10.4.]. 1 Cata]l11jg. The descriptive catalloging of an i~temtr is a surprisingly expensivef

task as liltustrrited oy Figure 7-1, A lumber of approaches have been investigated for
ameliorating thi&s situation, One of these is cooperative cataigging which is currently
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heing investigated by the Library of Congress and by several of the university libraries

J in the Massachusetts area. One of the key problems is getting the cataloging information

into machine interpretable form. (18) This involves producing a machine-readable by-

product tape ou devices such as a Flexowriter as wyell as the standardization of code

representations for "tagging" the various information elements contained on a library

catalog card.

10.4. 1.2 Abstracting. Various types of abstracts can be prepared manually, e.g. ,

indicative abstracts, informative abstracts, extracts, author abstracts, and the like.

It is difficult to evaluate the advantages of each of these typs as there is considerable

J difference of opinion on the subject. Since the abstracting function is costly, it is

reasonable to assume that less costly methods of abstracting, e.g., author abstracts

and indicative abstracts.will be acceptable for most purposes and they are, in fact,

becoming more prevalent. The indicative abstract also has the advantage of not being

biased to a given field of interest and hence is mortc readily usable in the re-acquisition

5 mode by oilher information center operations.

To date, auto-abstracting still remains in the research stage. It is considered

that the problems associated with automatic abstracting will be more difficult to solve

than those associated with automati indexing because relationships as wvell as terms

must be manipulated. This is due in part to the syntax problem associated with creating

sentences.

10.4. 1.3 Indexing. Operating information systems almost exclusively employ manual

intellectual subject indexing as opposed to automatic indexing. The pure Uniterm or

"free indexing" technique has generally beer, abandoned in favor of some form of con-

trolled vocabulary. It has also been found that index terms may properly consist of

more than one word. This is, in part, due to the fact that a single word is frequently

insufficient to describe a concept. For example, in the field of law, the concept "last

clear chance" would not be well represented by the words last, clear, and chance. The

state of the art in the control of indexing vocabularies is sufficiently advanced to provide

adequate solutions to !he semantic problems. Thesauri, which provide cross references

among vocabulary terms to set forth explicit, synonymous, hierarchical, and various
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other relationships, are becoming common. Such thesauri, in effect, provide a sort of

"road map" to the vocabu'ary enabling the indexer or searcher to employ the most de-

sirable .,umber of terms of correct connotation.

c o In addition to such semantic control of indexing (and of retrieval), syntactical

controls are being utilized to minimize "false drops" - the retrospective retrieval of non-

relevant documents from large collections. In general, a small Eet of common term modi-

fiers is employed; these are known as role indicators. The well-established technique of

document subdivision has been rediscovered by the documentalists and is utilized in a new

form known as associative linking. Complex documents are indexed as though they are two

(or more) individual documents; each separate set of index terms which results is known as

a "link."

A great amount of effort has been expended during the last decade in attempting

to develop automatic indexing techniques. There are three basic types of automatic indexes;

the permuted title index, the citation index, and automatic subject indexing from full text.

The permuted title (or Key Word In Ccntext) method of indexing ha; proven to be

moderately useful both for current-awareness purpcses and for retrospective search. Its

utility is limited for retrospective purposes since words and titles are not necessarily the

best index entry, and in a•ny event, indexing is shallow. Attempts to correct deficiencies

of the permuted title i.idexes by augmenting "cerebrally" the titles with added index terms elimi-

nates completelky the only real advantage of such indexes- timeliness, and low cost.

Another type of automatic index which has been relatively successful is the cita-

tion index. A citation index is particularly useful far bringing a bibliography up to date.

This is accomplished by tracing the history of an article by observing what other articles

have cited it. The raw input to a citation index system is the citations contained in an

article. These are keypunched, organized by a computer, and printed out in book form.

In order to create a citation index for a narrow specialty, the entire liter:ature relevant

to that specialty must be processed. Therefore, citation indexes will probably only be

produced in bread fields such as medicine, law, science, chemisLry, etc., and these will

be produced centrally.

1
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The third type of automatic indexing involves the attempt to develop deep subject

indexes based on the analysis of full text input by a computer. This type of automatic index-

I ing is still in the research stage and is not considered to be within the present state of the

art. The techniques are based on a statistical analysis of the full text input, including freq-

uency counts of words and associations between words such as co-occurrence of %ord pairs.

These techniques are described more fully in Sections IV and VIII. The basic technical

problems tn be overcome are semantic and syntaCtic. These same problems exist with

I human in.allectual indexing; however, some practical manual solutions exist as described

above. The primary economic problem associated with automatic indexing is the necessityJ of putting the full text into machine-readable form before i1 can be computer processed.

This problem may be solved within the next five years by the use of by-product tapes from

I automatic typesetting and by automatic page reading devices.

10.4.2 Predicted Trends

S10.4.2.1 Cataloging

(1) Standards - It is predicted that standards will be adopted for de-
scriptive cataloging, covering format and coding for machine in-
terpretability.

(2) Coopera&,,e Cata:loging - It is predicted that cooperative catalog-
ing efforts, such ac those presently being experimented with by the
unversities in the Massachusetts area, will expand.

(3) Sub._.stitutes for Cataloging - It is likely that inexpensive substitutes
f&r the cataloging function will slowly be adopted by small informa-
tion center operations and as a temporary measure where catalog
cards are later obtained, from a central bibliographic processing
source. Such te:"hniques incinde utilizing a copy of the title page
and perhaps the first and lss- page of a document. This concept
is being utilized by the Ce-nral Intellgence Agency in its so-called
DARE system.

I 10. 4. 2. 2 Abstracting

(1) Indicative Abstract3 - It is predicted !.hat there will be a trend
toward indicative rather tha.n informative abstracts in the centers
covering broad fields since these are less expensive to produce.
There will nevertheless continue to be a consideraole amount of
informative abstracting, nrobably in the form of digest journals
for narrow fields.
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(2) A,,thnr Ahctr,•rtq -. Author ahstracts will be morc 'videlv utilized

than they are currently. I
(3) Cooperative Abstracting - It is anticipated that the major discipline-

oriented abstracting and indexing services, such as Chemical Abstract
Service and Biological Abstracts, will begin to provide indicative ab-
stracts which can le re-used by the specialized interdisciplinary
abstracting services. The 18 major discipline-oriented services
produce the bulk of the raw material which could be utilized by the
several hundred interdisciplinary abstracting services. Consequently,
it is hypothesized that some form of cooperative venture will result
wherein the present level of duplication of effort is reduced. The tech-
nique described under Paragraph 10.4.2. 1, item (3) may also grow as a I
sEubstitute for abstracting.

10.4.2.3 Indexing I
(1) Automatic Indexin-g - The permuted title index,which is relatively

simple and inexpensive to produce, wili be adopted slowly by under- I
financed information center operations for current-awareness pur-
poses. The citation index is also likely to grow; however, these
will be produced centrally by such organizations as the Institute
for Scientific Information and by Shephard's Citations. Automatic I
deep subject indexing from full text will not be utilized operationally
for the next five years.

(2) Manual Indexing - The use of thesauri will become more widespread
and it is predicted that standard thesauri will be developed for broad
fields. An example of this trend is tVe thesaurus of Engineering
Terminology produced by the Engineer-s' Joint Council. More specific
and more detailed thesauri will be produced by local organizations
for collections in narrower fields of interests. The use of syntactical
control devices, such as role indicators and associative links, will I
increase somewhat over the next five years; however, their use will
be limited to large collections.

10.5 ANNOUNCEMENT

The announcement function helps to serve current-awareness requirements by 3
announcing newly obtained documents through the medium of announcement journals, ab-

stract journals, and book-form indexes. Another form of announcement, which has gained 3
in popularity in the last few years, is selective dissemination of information, which is

based on a matching of user profiles against the index terms assigned to newly accessioned

documents.

1
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10.5.1 Evaluation

1 10.5.1.1 Announcern..t Journals. The state of the art has advanced rapidly in the last

few years in the area of mechanized techniques for producing announcement media. The

I NASA system dcscribed in Section VI and the MEDLARS system of the National Library

of Medicine, which is briefly described in Paragraph 8. 1.4, illustrate the advanr(ements

Swhich have been made. (7) (14) (40) It is expected that more and more announcement

journals will be prepared by mechanized systems involving tape typewriters, computer

I processing and high--speed tape-operated photocomposing machines.

10. 5.1. 2 Selective Dissemination of Information. SDI has some inherent technical

problems. The index terms assig:,ed to a newly accessioned document are matched against

an "interest profile" ior each user. When a match occurs, the user is usually rotified by

I sending him an abstract of the document which he can look at to decide whether he has any

real interest in seeing the actual document. Interest or no interest is recorded on the SDI

I card which, when returned, is used as feedback to modify the "interest profiles. " A

major difficulty is that such feedback seems to be unable to modify the logical structure

of the interest profiles. Accordingly, most SDI programs to date have degenerated into

using, as interest profiles, merely logical unions of all terms of interest tc a potential

user. The result is that users tend to be deluged with too much non-pertinent information.

I Another major difficult of SDI systems is the language problem. Until recently, most SDI

systems utilized automatic key-word-in-title indexing of documents for document profiles

I and the list of words supplied by the users for "interest profiles. " The chances of obtaining

an accurate match between these two profiL s are considerably reduced causing the SDI

- system to ignore documents of potential interest to the user. SDI can probably work in

situations in which feedback can be provided from the potential customer direct to a skilled

I• human intermediary and situations in which the system vocabulary can be controlled. It is

by no means certain that a broadbased, centralized, SDI system employing automatic feed-

back will ever be highly effective. A significant c,-nsideration is that SDI systems tend to

I be very expensive.

10.5.2 Predicted Trends

10.5.2. 1 Contents Journals. It is predicted that simple title listings, such as the publica-

tion Current Contents, will gain in popularity as an announcement medium because of their

ease of production and ease of use.
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10.- 5. 2. KWIC Indexes. Key-word-in-conrext (KVNTIC) indexes will also increase

somewu,.t in use as an announcement medium. I

10, 5.2.3 Selective Dissemination of Information. SDI systems will be employed more

widely primarily because of the attractiveness of the concept, in spite of the rather low

level of perfection which has been achieved thus far. M ny of the new SDI systems may

simply involve a slight upgrading of manual procedures which have been employed by 3
libraries for years. The result may be that S)I systems will become more dependent

upon the man in the system than upon the machine. I
10.05. 2.4 Automatic Composing. it is predicted that i..ore reliance vvil -e placed upon

computers, photocomposition equipment, and direct image platemaking materials in the

production of announcement journals.

10.6 INDEX OPERATION

Index operation involves the functions of storing and searching index data to I
retrieve the address or other surrogate of a record or document. The index operation

function is the one which has nmost often been mechanized, although mechanization is not

essential. In "fact retrieval" systems (see Paragraph 10.8), the index to the record as

well as the record itself may be stored on the same machine, although usually in separate

files. In "document retrieval" systems, the index and the record (document) are usually

stored and retrieved in completely separate operations.

10.6.1 Evaluation

10. 6. 1. 1 Separation of Tndex and Document Files. Search system designers have, for the 3
last 15 years, been deveijping hardware systems which combine the index with the docu-

ment so that no extra steps would be necessary once the proper combination of index terms 3
has been found. Many of these systems employ microfilm for the document images with

inJex coding in binary form adjacent to the image. None of these systems have been very 3
successful due to the following inherent problems:

(1) Generally, the entire file must be passed. The file is
expanded because the document is carried along during
each search. 1
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(2) None of these machines contain adequate logic to permit
the efficient bjtching of queries. As a result, the entire
file or section of a file is passed for each question.

(3) '"he index file is usually rigidly structured in serial form
and cannot be manipulated to ease the searching problem
under varying criteria.

(4) These systems are all specialized around the searching
function and offer no by-products from tne large store of
information maintained. Such by-products as accession
lists, book-form indexes, and other products are available
when index data is stored in a digital computer.

5 TIt is therefore believed that the index file should be separated from the document

file. The document file can be arranged in numeric order by accession number, in which

case it is usually rmore efficient to have a human retrieve a document from a manual file

(especially with unit records) than to attempt to perform this function automatically.

3 10.6.1.2 Large Index Files. General-purpose computers with special-purpose programs

have been found to be relatively successful for file maintenance and searching of large index

files. It is usually necessary, however, that the computer also be utilized for some other

application or system function so that the entire cost or rental of the computer may not be

directly chargeable to the index operation function. ComputEr systems for fact retrieval

are similar in many respects to computer index files which provide addresses of documents

or document surrogates. Fact retrieval systems which provide answers to specific

5 questions are discussed under the correlation function (Paragraph 10 8).

10. 6.1.3 Small index Files. For small files, manual indexes in book and card form have

been reasonably successful. Traditional card catalogs and book form indexes are widely

utilized. Of the more recent developments, the peek-a-boo concept embodied in the

Termatrex system and the tabulating card have been most widely applied. One of the

primary difficulties in the Termatrex system is file maintenance - the recording of new

5 entries into the file. With Termairex, you must pull the term card for each index entry

for a given document and drill a hole in the appropriate space dedicated in each card to

j the particular document number. This operation is quite time-consuming and prone to

error.

I

.I
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10.6. 1.4 The Intellectual Aspect of Searching. Searching -Is basically an intellectual

process. The user must properly fcrmulate the logic and terminology of his query, This

is a complex task which of ten requires either an expert human intermediar. (a reference

I,.A librarian) or a dialogue between the index and the searcher, thus permitting him to rrodify

his query (by choosing additional or different terms and/or iogic) prior to the actual

search. Today the intermediary approach is common; the "dialogue" approach may become

practical as real-time, remote, computer interrogation systems become eco..omical fez-

this purpose. I
10. 6. 1. 5 Performance Measurement. One of the pr(.blems associated with the operation

of an index has been the inability to adequately measure performance. The parameters of

performance which should be measured are not known. In the last few years, however, it

has been generally agreed that the principal performance parameters are timeliness, cost,

completeness, relevance, and specificity of the information retrieved. The first two

parameters are fairly easy to measure; the last three are difficult to measure. Further-

more, even if performance can be measured, user requirements must first be determined. .

Despite a lack of progress, attempts at measuring performance are certain to

(and must) continue. Unless performance can be measured, IS&R will progress slowly.

10.6.2 Predicted Trends

10. 6. 2. 1 Automatic Document Retrieval. Automatic document retrieval systems, which

combine the graphic and index information and search on index terms, will not gain ac-

ceptance. Relatively inexpensive document retrieval devices which search on document

number or address may meet with limited success.

10.6.2.2 Computer Index Searching Systems. The trend will be toward computer search

systems which provide at least a title if not a complete bibliographic citation. More

systems will begin to utilize random access files as their cost becomes more attractive.

Considerable research will be conducted in the area of file structuring and search strategies

for random access type searching. Natural language query languages will be developed

which will provide much greater flexibility to the user in formulating his query and will I
eliminate the necessity for reprogramming for special type questions. Manufacturers will

1
I
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provide search programs and programs developed by the major Government information

cente -s viil ak. io be madc availablu These will noi ix !U 6:ffeu1Lky ..e.iuIe,,0wve, ,

satisfy the reeds of most intt, nil intormation systems. Tailor-made designs will remain

I the general rule.

10.7 DOCUMENT' MANAIGEMENT

I The document nmanagement functiorn includes documer.t dissemination, document

storage:, retrieval, and document replication. Document disseminaL.on may be made either

I in full-size printed copies or in microform, such as microfiche and aperture cards.

The docuincnt storage function may serve several purposes: storage for the

purpose of automatic retrieval, storage of an inventory of copies fol supplying on-demand

requests. storage of a master copy for furnishing on-demand requests by photo6uplication,

and storage ol a copy for occasional reference.

I 10.7.1 Evaluation

10. 7. 1. 1 Document Dissemination. The processing of dccuments for dissemination in

hard copy printed form or in microform is a reasonably straightforward problem. For
'vird copy distribution, the techniques generally involve inexpensive photographic plate-

I miaking processes and offset duplication. For microform dissemination the aperture card

has become popular for single page documents, and the microfiche is also becoming popular

I for mlItiple page documents. Both of these have the advantage of being unit records which

are easy to file and retrieve manually directly from a file by number. In both cases, an

eye legible title is provided. The technique for duplicating aperture cards and microfiche

normally involves card-to-card contact printing, using silver, diazo or Kalvar film. More

equipmetnt is available for duplicating aperture cards because standards for aperture cards

3 were promulgated by the Department of Defense several years ago, whereas standards

dealing with format and size of microfiche are just now being promulgated by the National

I Microfilm Association.

10. 7. 1. 2 Docum-ent Retrieval. The mechanization of document retrieval by searching a

0zcombined index and document file was evaluated in Paragraph 10. 6. 1. 1. Mechanization of

the retrieval of a document by address or document number is competing with the simplest

1
!
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activity irn a file, there may be justification for an automatic 6ocument retrieval device. j
An example of a highly active file is the U. S. Patent Office Patent Copy Sales function
which retrieves and supplies 25,000 copies per day by patent number, from a file of
3, 000, 000 different items. While the Patent Office has been planning the mechanization
of this function for the past five years, it has thus far been unsuccessful in obtaining the I
itecessary funds from Congress.

The argument in favor of automatic devices for retrieving documents by address
is that the documents can Lie filed in random order, thereby preventing misfiling. Thus far,
such devices have not met with oomniercial success. An example of probably the most
active file in existcce is the Social Security Administration National Employee Index. It
is interesting to note thrt while this file is created and ipdated on 750 reels of magnetic I
tape, the search function is performed by humans on over 1,000 microfilm reader devices,
in particular the Recordak Lodestar. The computer output is automatically recorded on
microfilm by a magetic tape to microfilm printer. j

While it is generally desi .able to separate the document from the index file, it
may still be desi,'able to store the document digitally in some form of compute. memory
although separate irom the index. The criteria for deciding whether a record or document
should be stored digitally or graphically generally include the size of the document and the I
activity or number of accesses to it. As a gei .!ral rule, documents under 200 characters
will be stored digitally an( documents over 1 ,000 characters will be stored graphically,
expecially if the information is best expressed in pictures or drawings. The choice of
storage in the range between 200 and 1,000 characters will depend upon the particular re-
quirements of the system and on economics.

10. 7 1.3 Pre-Stock vs. On-Demand. The problem of deciding whether to pre-stock copies j
or produce replica copies on demand is common to all information centers which supply
document copies on request. The cost per copy printed is almost always cheaper as the
number of copies being printed increases. The cost per copy printed even with a small
print run of 25 or 50 copies is still considerably cheaper than the cost of making a single (
copy on demand. This ass,,nes, however, that all copies will eventually be requested or
sold. Therefore, it is necessary to take into consideration the expected demand for a
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particular item, the storage space required for the inventory, the .ength of time in

storage, and the cost of financing the inventory

10.7.2 Predicted Trends

10.7.2. 1 Microfiche. It is predicted that microfiche will rapidly gain in popularity as

users begin to realize that major information centers are disseminating microfiche in a

standard form and format. It is expected that microfiche will become competitive with

microfilm in acetate jackets even where there is little, if any, multiple copy requirement.

10.7.2.2 Pre-StockingZ. It is predicted that pre--stocking of copies by a central informa-

tion or document center will continue to be practicable except in high activiLy collections

in which case mezhanized on-demand copy systems may be feasible.

10. 7. 2. 3 Satellite Collections. It is predicted that there will be a trend toward decen-

tralization of physical access to document collections by the widespread dissemination of

microform copies. The bibliographic control function and the index searching function

will continue to become centralized. As a result, the use of facsimile devices in document

storage and retrieval will be limited to those areas in which immediate access to the docu-

ment is required and the communication link is readily available.

10. 7. 2. 4 On-Dema:;d Copying. The volume of on-demand copying will greatly increase

because of the decentralization of reproducible microform collections- Copy costs will

continue to decrease while quality will improve. Low cost reader-printers will be de-

veloped which will be simpler to operate anc, more convenient to use.

10. 7. 2. 5 Mi-,rofilm Standards. Standards for the various microforms will slowly be

adopted.

10. 7. 2.6 Microfilm Acceptance. Users will gradually begin to accept microfilm as a

substitute for hard-copy. For the next few years, however, microfilm will be utilized

I more for browsing than as a substitute for take-away copy. Consequently, "take-away"

facilities in the form of reader-printers or separate printers (e. g. , Xerox 914, 1824), will

be required at user's stations.
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Correlations provide users with the exact information required at the moment.

For current-awareness purposes, the usual example of a correlation is the state-of-the-

art report which synthesizes information a user may require at some future time. While II
such state-of-the-art reports can also be prepared retrospectively upon request.they are

generally time-consuming and expensive because of the extensive intellectual effort involved. I
They are justified if the decision to be made on the basis of the information is a big one.

This report is an example of a retrospective correlation of largely non-quantitative I
information.

Correlations of quantitative (or near quantitative) information fall into the area i
we hMve defined as fact retrieval, which has become an active field particularly since the

advent of computers. I

Fact retrieval is characterized by the finding of specific answers to specific

questions, e.g., to the question - "What was the dividend paid to stockholder,3 of the
ABC Corporation during the second qu'arter of 1964?" The response to this rjestion
would be a specific piece of data _ the dollar amount of the dividend per share. I
10.8.1 Evaluation I
10.8. 1. 1 Small Fact Retrieval Systems. For small facL retrieval systems, the data is

usually highly formatted. Punched card tabulating equipment is often utilized because of the j
ability to sort and perform simple operations such as addition or listing without too great

an expense. Manufacturers of computers are beginning to build general-purpose retrieval I
programs which may operate on many types of files. An enterprising data-processing

center may build such a routine to sell computer time, or an org,.nization such as a

professional or trade association serving many small organi7ations may sponsor s-:ch I
an effort. The file structure utilized is generally quite sWinple and the information !s

usually organized under one particular key or index term. This is practical only with I
small files and permits only simple type questior:,. I

I
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The state of the art in retrieval languages is at an earl'., sta- A' development.

An example of an elementary type of query language is RECOL, which is discussed in

Section VIII.

10. 8.1. 2 Large Fact Retrieval Systems. Where large files are involved, sequential

searching of magnetic tape becomes both time-consuming and expensive Random access

files which are on-line to a computer provide a practical solution when accompanied with

efficiently designed file structures. Until very recently, large-voiume, random access

'iles have been exceedingly expensive. Indications are that new developments in random

access devices are likely to overcome the cost problem. An example of such a development

is the magnetic card concept employed in the RCA Model 3488 system and the IBM Model 2321

Data Cell Drive.

The choice of file structure within a random ac-ess device is dependent upon the

problem. Multi-list file structures, chaining, address generation techniques, and dic-

tionaries have all been found valuable. A more complete discussion of random access

file structures and devices is contained in Appendix B.

For large files, the present trend is toward the development of a "free input"

form, rather than the restriction of the input to fixed fields on a card. This is due to the fact

that gaps in information exist and data sometimes exceeds the capacity of an 80-column

card. While formatted rather than unformatted records are apparently more prevalent

even in large data systems, it is believed that natural language inputs will begin to become

more prevalent. Character recognition devices will be useful to solve the conversion

problem. Editing programs will be utilized to generate the machine record, storage and

cross indexing of the record will be accomplished automatically. The use of natural

language input is still in a more or less research stage. Considerable attention is being

given to syntactic and transformational analysis of natural language text input prior to

further operations on the input.

For large systems, a more sophisticated query language is required which can

retrieve data based upon algebraic, logical, and hierarchical conditions. The query

language will generally utilize a natural, language-like form; however, because of the

ambiguities of English, many problems exist. The system, and to some extent the
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lariguage, will.. :u" --rsign-d f .ip.i* r..-tio,•nr- type of random access storage

medium utilized in order to minimize accesses to the device. I 1

10.8.2 Predicted Trends I ](1)

10. 8.2. 1 Fact Retrieval Systems. It is predicted that there will be a major emphasis on

fact retrieval systems over the next several years. This emphasis will include imple- (2)

mentation of both large and small-stale systems, as well as research and development on I

the technology and equipment involved in fact retrieval. As evidence of this, we may cite (3)

the Army Chemical ITnformation and Data System, the IBM Information Processing System

(IPS) beirig developed for the Navy Co-mmand System Support Activity (NAVCOSSACT), the (4)

Reliability Central data system being developed by the AUERBACH Corporation, the factI

retrieval systems in the planning stage by Interstate Con merce Commission and the Agency - (5)

for International Development, the inventory control systems which are in common use. 1
command and control systems, and management information systems. i(6)

10.8.2.2 Real-Time Systems. It is predicted that the trend will be toward on-line real- (7)

time computer systems for fact retrieval and, in limited cases, for document retrieval (or
at least the indexing functions). These systems will involve random access files, corn- (8)

munications links, and sophisticated computer software, including executive programs and (9)

query or retrieval languages.1 -

_J
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APPENDIX B. RANDOM ACCESS FILE STRUCTURES

B. 1 INTRODUCTION

The advent of relatively low-cost digital random access devices has increased

the economic feasibility of retaining large stores of information in machine-readable form,

ready for rapid use by the central processor Such cost advantages are causing increasing

attention to be paid to random access files, not only for data processing systems, but also

for information systems involving short factual records and even documents. The trend

toward random access for large files is fraught with difficulty because the larger the file

becomes, the more cumbersome it is to handle efficiently. More sophisticated programs

are required to maintain and address questions to it. More complex techniques are re-

quired to structure the file and establish the proper relationship between its index and its

content.

Appendix B describes some of the problems involved in handling random access

files, and outlines a number of methods available for structuring the files. The method

chosen for any particular system problem would depend entirely on the requirements and

characteristics of the system.

B. 2 THE PROBLEM

There are three data processing functions which are of interest when using a

large scale data storage/retrieval device: the loading of, the retrievam trom, and the

maintenance of a large data base. By "loading " the data base is meant the initial insertion

of the bulk of the data into the file. "Retrieval" refers to the locating and withdrawing of

a selected segment of the data from the loaded file. "Maintenanc-ý-" involves the addition

and deletion of data and the local reorganization of the data to enhance retrieval, if such
U-k a reorganization is required. When the storage/retrieval equipment is random access,

i e , has the capability that data can be stored anywhere and retrieved directly without

Vi search, these three functions are so strongly interdependent that it is impossible to

consider any one of them without taking into account the other two. For example, the
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easiest way to onad a file into a storage/retrieval device is to start at the "beginning" of

the memory and continue in a serial fashion until the loading is completed, without regard

to the specific allocation of storage. In the case of random access equipment, this tech-

nique has obvious defects with respect to retrieval on the file and, in particular, fails toIi
take advantage of the fact that the file can be "randomly" accessed. One could say, there-

fore, load the file in pieces and keep a record of which pieces contain what. Carried to

its limit, this indexing technique provides by far the most accurate retrieval capability,

but even ignoring the c.lfficulty of creoting and loading a complex index, maintenance of a

large indexed file even with a random access device can be far too difficult for practical

applications. With respect to the problems of maintenance, perhaps the simplest file to

maintain is one in which the file entries are stored serially and no entry appears more

than once, i.e., there is no cross referencing. However, we recognize tnat we once more

have the situation that retrieval on such a file is far too expensive involving serial, i.e.,

non-random search.

This then is the problem: one wants the same system to provide ease of loading,

efficient retrieval, and a workable maintenance capability. Once satisfied that these

criteria are being met, one can consider other dimensions of interest, such as taking

advantage of the usage statistics of the items in the file and so forth.

The following paragraphs are concerned with two problem areas important to

the topics previously discussei, namely, the pr3blems of address generation ("randomizing")

and file structuring.

B. 3 ADDRESS GENERATION

When using a random access auxiliary memory coupled to a data processing system,

the first technique which comes to mind for accessing the data stored in the auxiliary memory

is to construct some sort of index to that data during the memory loading phase. Indeed, if

it is not known at retrieval time exactly what data in the file is specifically required, some

sort of index or equivalent device might well be mandatory. A classic example of this kind

of retrieval system is the typical book library, where ae stacks are the random access

memory, the staff of the library constitute the data processing system, and the various card

catalogues, etc., are the indexes generated by the data processor. For the kind of operation
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of interest here, however, where something about a particular piece of data is specifically

known, there is little utility in buffering the data from the user of the data by so elaborate

a device as a highly structured index. Rather we would want what we already know about

the data to lead us by as direct a route as possible to the actual data itself. That is, we

prefer to give the librarian a specific request and have him provide to us the specific

J address in the stacks of the data we want. Although perhaps obvious to some, it is import-

ant to recognize the distinctions between these two types of retrieval, for the latter suggests

that the well-known idea of a direct data to address conversion and the problems associated

with this technique must be considered.

In a computer oriented system, the usual notion is that the data to be retrieved

I has been structured into highly formatted "records" to each of which has been assigned

a unique "tag" or ID number. In general, it is not possible to control the assignment of

these tags for the purposes of subsequent retrieval from a specific random access device.

Hence, conversion algorithms must be invented which generate addresses from the tags.

Since such generated addresses usually are intended to be qt:ite specific, a detailed analy-

sis of the source tags is required in order to determine the most effective conversion

algorithm for any set of tags. TyTically, such algorithms convert alphanumeric tags to

pure numeric and then operate on the numeric to reduce it to a string of digits acceptable

as an address by the storage/retrieval de',ice being used. Such operations as the reduction

of selected portions of the numeric by modulo arithmetic, perhaps after "randomizing"

them by various well-known procedures, are completely employed.

However, it can be stated that, in general, no universal method for generating

random addresses from any given set of source numbers is known. Furthermore, it can

be demonstrateO that, given a uniform distributien of source numbers, no algorithm

which produces rsndom addresses car. pioduce uniformly distributed addresses. All of

this is further complicated by the fact that any address generation algorithm will not pro-

duce unique addresses, a situation which worsens as the number of addresses to be corm-

puted increases.
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B. 4 FILE STRUCTURING

Because address computation produces neithe,ý unifoimly distributed nor unique

addresses, the manner in which a data file is assembled is of the. utmost importance with

regard to efficient utilization of available space, retrieval, and maintenance of the file.

Actually it is the extent to which the systems designer is able to mold the structure of a

file, given the storage/retrieval device and the means for inserting the data into it, which

ultimately determines the efficiency of the final system. Several techniques for organizing

the files have been disous,-ed in the literature for the special ease of storage and retrieval

using random access memories. A representative sample of those techniques is presented.

The mode of presentation will be algorithmic, that is, a step-hy-step procedure for loading,

retrieval, and maintenance for each technique will be given. A comment on each technique ii
precedes its algorithm.

B. 4. 1 The Directory Method

This technique is effective primarily when a sequentially ordered file is loaded

onto a random access device, and no further file maintenance is required (see Table B-i).

In these rare instances, a directory is extremely efficient because it requires almost no j
file maintenance of its own, and it can be made as general or as specific as des'"ed. If it

is general, its size is reduced and it refers to a range of addresses for access, thereby

increasing the response time. If the directory is specific, its storage requirement is

large, but it refers to a specific address in answer to a query, thereby reducing response

time.

(1) Loading

(a) Load the input file directly into the random access
device in sequential order.

(b) Create in the directory an address entry for each j
addressable segment of the random access device
(usually a track) which has been loaded.

(c) As the p.imary key of each entry in the directory, P
post the "tag" or sequence identifier which begins
that addressable segment. 3
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(a) Search the directory for whe ....... wh. is; q.al
to, or most closely less than, the "tag" in the
query.

(b) Read the addressable segment pointed to by the
directory address.

(c) Compare tags sequentially until the desired record
is found.

(d) Jf a higher tag is encountered, the record is not in
the file.

(3) Maiptz.uance

(not permitted)

B.4.2. The "Open" Method

This technique (see Table B-I), while perhaps the simplest and most straight-

forward, has obvious defects with regard to the retrieval function (and in this case, as a

consequence, the m-- it(nance junction as well). Conceivably, if a transaction specified

the tag of a record which was not in the file, almost the entire device might be serially

searched before the situation was recog-iized. However, because of its simplicity, it

could be reasonably employed in a low volume situation or perhaps with small subfiles

in conjun.tion with an index to the subfiles.

(1) Loading

(a) Clear device to "unoccupied" symbols.

(b) Generate ,-.1 unique addresses from record
"tags "

(c) Load one record at each computed address.

(d) For each remaining record:

(i) Compute its address.

(ii) Go to that address and bearchb erially, preferably
in a single direction for the next"uroccupied"
location.

(iii) Load the record into the location.
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(e) Repeat step (d) until all records are loaded.

(2) Retrieval

(a) Compute address from tag given in transactior
request.

(b) Read record contained at the address and com-
pare tags.

(c) If tags are not the same, search serially from
that address or until desired record is retrieved.

1 (3) Maintenance

* (a) To add a record:

(i) Execute step (d) of loading procedure.

I (b) To delete a record:

(1) Execute steps (a), (b), and (c) of retrieval
procedure.

(ii) Clear location where record found "un-
occupied" symbols.

(c) Undating for changing priorities:

S(i) File must be reloaded.

B. 4.3 Minimal Search Open Method

I This technique improves the retrieval efficiency of the simpler Open Method

in that it tends to minimize the serial searching inherent in that method (see Table B- 1).

A price is paid for this increase in efficiency in the more cumbersome loading and main-

tenance procedures where large segments of stored data have to be searched and shifted

S around. This technique, in geuieral, is applicable in the same situations as the Open

Method.

S(1) Loading

(a) Clear device to "unoccupied" symbols.

(b) Genee'ate all unique addresses from record "tags."

S(c) Load cae record at each ot the computed addresses.

I
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(d) For each remaining record:

(i) Compute its address. J
(ii) Go to the next higher address in sequence.

If this location is unoccupied, load the
record into it.

(iii) If this location is occupied, compare the
computed address of the record stored there I
with the computed address of the record to be
loaded. Tf the former is less than or equal to
the latter, repeat steps (ii) and (iii) upnder (d).

(iv) If the former is greater than the latter, shift
it and all records between it and the next empty
location up in the memory. Load the new record ,
into the location vacated by the old record.

(e) Repeat step (d)until all records are loaded. I
(2) Retrieval

(a) Retrieval procedure is the same as with the Open Method.

(3) Maintenance j
(a) To add a record:

(i) Execute step (d) of loading procedure. j
(b) To delete a record:

(i) Execute retrieval procedure.

(ii) Search serially up in the memory until the first
record with a higher computed address than the I
computed address of the record to be deleted is
found.

(iii) Shift all records between the former and the
latter down in the memory.

(c) Updating for chianging priorities: I
(i) File must be reloaded. J

I
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B 4.4 The Direct Chai ing Method

SIThe chaining technique is probably the most popular and widely used file struc-

turing method for random access devices (see Table B- 1). Part of the reason for this is

-I historical. Its chief disadvantage is its sensitivity to the address generation scheme with

regard to chain lengths and the consequently unpredictable access times which can cause

trouble in a critically timed program. The chaining technique, however, is vastly superior

II to the Open Method, in particular because only material of potential interest is retrieved

during operations on the file. Furthermc re, a certain amount of control over the construc-

Stion of chains is possible in some instances, allowing the programmer to minimize tc sorne

extent, delays due to equipment characteristics such as latency, select times, etc.1 (1) Loading

j (a) Clear device to "unoccupied" symbols.

(b) Reserve a field large enough to contain an address
in eacn record. Put a special symbol in this fieldI in every record. This field is called a "link field,
the special symbol is called a "terminator."

j(c) Generate all unique addresses from record "tags."

(d) Load one record at each of the computed addresses.

I (e) For each remaining record:

(i) Compute its address.

"- (ii) Assign the record to an unoccupied location.

(iii) Go te the computed address and check the link
field of the record stored there. If it contains
a terminator, put the address assigned to the
record .: be loaded in the link field of the reco;:d
at Lhe computed address.

(iv) If it contains an address, go to the address and
repeat the process until a terninator is found inI
tie link field of some record. Replace that
terminator with the address assigned to the record
to be loaded. (The list of connected records which
results from this procedure is a "chain.")

(f) Repeat step (e) until all records are loaded.
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(a) Compute address from tag given in transaction
request.

(b) Read record contained at that address and compare
tags.

(c) If tags are not the same, check link field for terminator.
If found, requested record is not in the file.

(d) !f terminator is not found, go to the address specified
in the link field and repeat the process until either the
desired record or a terminator is found.

(3) Maintenance

(a) To add a record.

(i) Same procedure as step (d) of loading.

(b) To delete a record:

(i) I ollow steps (a), (b), and (c) of the retrieval
r, ocedure.

(ii) When the record is found, put the data con- I
taimed in its link field into the link field of
the recnrd preceding it in the chain

(iii) Clear the lo,-ation where the record was
stored to unoccupied symbols.

(c) To update for changing priorities:

(i) Retrieve the entire chain of interest.

(ii) Rearrarge the links of the chain sk i.t the
high usage records are the closest i.i he
chain to the computed address of that chain.

(iii) Reload the records according to the revised
address list. ,
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B 4.5 The Tag-Address List Metihod

The file structuring technique to be described (see Table B-i) emphasizes con-

trol over the placement of records in the file. The particular discussion is directed speci-

fically toward facilitating file maintenance. A different distribution of records, it can be

readily seen, can be contrived which will facilitate retrieval (in the current context, this

means minimizing disc latency). The merits of this tag-address list technique have not

been fully determined as far as experience in using it is concerned. It would seem, however,

that the control afforded the programmer in the structuring of a file is an important feature.

I In particular, though data is stored in desired locations, retrieval of the data is still random

hi the sense used here. Furthermore, it would seem that the structuring of the file would

S not be as sensitive to the particular address calculation scheme used as in other techniques.

Finally. given only a reasonable distribution of addresses, retrieval is guaranteed in ex-

I actly two accesses, only one of which would involve the more costly track select operation.

The addressing of the device assumes a hierarchy of "sector" as the most generic, then

S "zone," and finally "track" as the most specific.

(1) Loading

S(a) Compute all unique sector-zone (not track) addresses.

(b) Beginning with the first track at a computer sector
zone address, load tags, and tags only, from the
records having that computed address, each together
with an addr,•ss assigned as follows:

(i) Start with the last track of the first "free"
zone on the relevant sector (where a "free"
zone is not a computed address) and assign
sector, zone, and track. Distribute these
addresses uniformly over Ce free zones,
leaving, say, the first track in each for possi-
ble future storage of tag addresses, if such
room is available.

(ii) If all free zones get assigned, start with the
last tracks of the zones containing tag-addresses
and distribute the assigned address among these
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zoneis -sota o e ^roo% io loft in anh Gir nflgcj-

ble future storage of tag-addresses, if such room
is available.

(iii) If a sector gets fully packed, set sector number
to an auxiliary sector (previously reserved for
this purpose).

(iv) it a tag-address zone gets filled entirely with
tag-addresses, the address computation is no
good.

(v) Terminate each tag-address list with a termi-
nating symbol followed by a count of the avail-
able characters left in the zone.

(vi) For each sector, store the next assignable address.
(Since the record addresses are assigned in this
method, the "next" assignable address should
always be known).

(vii) Load the records.

(2) Petrieval

(a) Compute sector number and select if necessary. Com-
pute zone.

(b) Initiate read of tag-addresses.

(c) Compare for terminating symbol; compare for specified
tag. If tap, read record. If terminating symbol, indicate
"record not in file."

In general, at most one sector select will retrieve any record,

unless an auxiliary sector has had to be employed.

(3) Maintenance

(a) To delete a record:

(i) Compute sector, select, compute zone.

(ii) Initiate read of tag-addresses.

(iii) Compare for tag. When found, clear tag to
":"unoccupied" symbols to indicate available
"empty" location. Leave address alone.
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I (iv) Compute the track number of the track which
contained the deleted tag (this can be computed
from the number of characters read Jin up to the
tag).

(v) Rewrite track.

(b) To add a record:

(i) Compute sector, select, compute zone.

(ii) Check "next available address" for the computed
sector (see loading, step (vi).

(iii) If room available on sector, initiate simultaneous
read of tag-address zone.

(iv) Comrere for terminating symbol. When found,
check for available characters in zone.

S(v) If room available in zone, add new tag-address,
re-insert terminating symbol and new count of
available characters.

(vi) (Same as last two steps under "delete.')

(vii) Write the record to the assigned locations.

(viii) Update the "next available address" for the sector.

I (ix) If no more room available on sector, initiate
simultaneous read of tag-address. Search iist( for address of "empty" location.

(x) If unoccupied locations found, update list and
write record to empty locations.

S(xi) If no unoccupied location found, set sector number
to au:aliary sector, update list. and write record.

J xii) If no more room available in zone because filled
with tag-addresscs, re-evaluate addressing functions.

S(xiii) If no more room available in zone because records
are stored in that zone, the first record in the zone
must be relocated. This is done by computing its
tag-address list. address, finding the tag in the list,
changing the associated address and loading the
record into the new address. The new record is
then loaded in the normal fashion.
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() Updati•ng -, prioritie:

(i) Store a bit in address to indicate priority.

(ii) Sort tag-address lists when required.

B. 4. 6 The Indirect Chaining Methoa

The technique of indirect chaining, sometimes called the List Structure Method,

alows the same file to be structured in as many ways as there are ret 3val keys of interest

in th. records of the file (see Table B-i). This adds new direr±-nocns to the retrieval con-

cept and can prove very powerful in less straightforward retrieval systems. where the same

file may have a different significance in different retrievaI situations. For example, a file

may be pre-sorted for efficient report writing and ,--t still be structured to allow a good

degree of random access to its contents. The main disadvantage, of coarse, is the room

taken up for the head and link fieids in the records. On the other hand, many multiple file

systems carry along a great deal of redundant data in the records of the respective files

in order to facilitate comple,ý retrieval demands. 'Iernce, the consolidation of records

from va.ious files and the secondary structuring of the consolidated file may actually save

space. As a final comnment, it i;3 to be noted that when a record is retrieved from a multi-

structured file, the addresses of other records of potential interest are immediately avail-

able in the secondary head and link fields of that record. This leads to the notion of so-

called "list st.ructures" which has proven very powerful in many applications.

(1) Loading_

(a) Load the file in any desired fashion after first re-
serving in each record two fields capable of storing
addresses. These fields are cailed the "head" field
and the 'link" field.

(b) Coratjuta a new set of addresses for the stored records,
using a secondary key different from that which was
used to load the file.

(c) Form lists of those records which have the same
computed secondary address. The first record in
each such :ist is called the "head" of the list. (A
hi can consist of a head only.)
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(d) In general, there will already be a record stored at a
coi-j- pute • e••nrd d In ..... thn head field of

that record, store the primary address of the record
which is the head of the list.

,e) If there is no record stored at the computed secondary
address, load a dummy rccord containing the primary
address of the record which is the head of the list.

(f) In the link field of the list head, store the actual
address ci the next record in the list. Continue

t this process with all the records in the :ist, thus
forming a chain. Put a terminator Ei the link field
of the lact record in the chaln.

(g) Perform these operations for all records in the file.

(2) Retrieval (on the secondary key)

S(a) Compute address from Ksecondary) key.

(b) Use the address stored in the nead field of the record
located at the computed address to 'find thp firt record
in the secondary chain.

(c) Proceed as in retrieval deczibed for ordinary chaining
Iusing t econdary links.usngthe ~cnaylns

(3) Maintenance (of the secondary structure)

(al When a record is added to the primary structure:

(i) Compute address from (secondary) key.

(ii) At the computed address is a record, which, in
general, contains in its head field the address of
the head of a secondary list. Replace that address
with the primary address of the added record.

(iii) Store the address which was formerly the list head
in the link field of the added record (thereby
making the new record the head of the secondary
list).

Note: If a record is to be asded 1.- the primary structure
and a dummy secondary record (see ,Lep (e) under lo1ding) is
already stored where the new r:•co.-d is to go, simply pur the
address contained ip the head fiLeld, of the dummy reco-rd in the
head field of the new recor. and load the record, ,verlaying

Sthe dummy record.
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(b) When a record is deleted from the primary structure:

(i) If the deleted record contains a secondary list
head address, retain this address in a dummy
record stored at the location of the deleted
record.

(ii) If the deleted record contains data. in the
secondary link field, update the secondary
chain according to the procedures given under
maintenance for the Chaining Method.

Note: A record can be deleted from a multi-structured
file only if it is no longer required in any of the structures,
primary and secondary.

(c) When the primary file is updated for changing priorities:

(i) In general, the procedure described under "loading"
wili have to be repeated.

B.4.7 Inverted Lists

The AUERBACH Corporation has developed a technique, under the guidance of

Dr. Jack Minker, which retrieves the appropriate records from random access with a

minimum number of accesses, regardless of the logical complexity of the retrieva7 re-

quest. The technique, called the Inverted List Method, is designed for a retrieval systemi

where response time is at a premium and where each query requests records which con-

tain a number of attributes, each with a specific value. The volume of queries in such a

system is normally high, and the price of increased file maintenance time must be an

acceptable constraint.

The ideal toward which most retrieval systems strive is to retrieve from auxili-

ary memory only those records which precisely match the search criteria, and to do thib,
in no more than one access per record. The Indirect Chaining (or List Structure) Method

described above cannot do this because it must choose a single search attribute and re-

trieve all records in the file containing the attribute, comparing the records against the

other vearch attributes. Even if the Indirect Chaining Method selects the attribute as-

sociated with the least number of records, a great many more records than are needed

I
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are drawn from storage. -he Inverted List Method attempts to reduce the number

j of accesses in the following manner:

S(1) Loading

(a) Load the file in any order and at any address desired.

(b) As each record is loaded, extract from it the values of
the attributes which will be used ff,, Eearches at a later
time.

j (c) Place the address of the record withij, IJ!e list for each
appropriate value by sequence according to address.

(d) Increase by 1 the counter at the head of each value list
every time an address is added.

(e) When the file has been loaded, arrange the value lists
in order within attribute.

(f) Store the value lists in random access memory, often
preparing a value index of where they can be found.

(g) Store the value indexes by attribute hi, random access
memory, after preparing an attribute directory of
where they can be found. include in the attribute
directory the total number of records addressed by
the value lists associated wu, that attribute.

(2) Retrieval

(a) Convert the Boolean expression of the query into
Polish Notation.

(b) Using the attribute directory and the value indexes,
read from storage one-by-one the value lists which
pertain to the query, reading the lists with the least
number of addresses first.

(c) If the Boolean relationship between two lists is a
union, merge the two lists.

(d) If the Boolean relationship between two lists is an
intersection, compare the addresses of the two lists
and retain only matched addresses.

(e) Continue the process for all pertinent lists and read
from storage only those records whose addresses are

j retained.

B
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(3) Maintenance

(a) To delete a record:

(i) Read the record from storage.

(ii) Using the attribute directory and the value index,
read each pertinent value list from storage.

(iii) Delete the record address from each pertinent
value list and diminish its counter by 1 befu,.e
replacing the list.

(iv) Diminish by 1 the attribute directory counter.

(b) To add a record:

(i) Write the record in any convenient address.

(ii) Add the address of the record to each value list 5
which is relevant to the values in the record.

(iii) Augment the attribute directory and the value -
indexes by 1.

|
I
|

I
I
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APPENDIX C. GLOSSARY

I Abstract, n., a brief summary of the contents of a document. See also extract.

Abstract, descriptive, n., see abstract, indicative.

Abstract, indicative, n., an abstract which merely states in general terms what
kind of inform4 ,tioo, is contained in the document for the purpose of con-
veying an idea of the scope only, See also abstract, informative.

Abstract, informative, n., an abstract -vhich comprehensively describes the
principal factual conclusions contained in the document in order to pro-
vide information directly significant for the users' purposes. See also
abstract, indicative.

I Access, v.t., to communicate with a stor.e in an information system for the purpose
of either using or storing information in it. n., act of accessing.

j Access, random, n, , direct access of locations in a store without regard to any
order, and not by way of any other loca' ions in the store.

Access, sequential, n., access of locations in a store through a prescribed sequence.
Pure sequential access wouid involve reading only one bit or code element
at a time. In some systems, the sequence is a sequence of codes within
which there is parallel access to individaal code elements,; e. g., bits on an
eight-channel tape.

Accession number, n., an identifying number, usually in ascending sequence, assigned
I to each document entering an information system as part of the surrogation

and cataloging function.

Address, n., a set of symbols which uniquely identifies a particular location in a
store, often used to idcntify the location of stored data.

Announcement journal, n., a secondary source journal, containing abstracts, titles,
indexes or a combination of all three, which is published as currently as
possible with the primary source in order to provide a cu-rent awarenessservice to its readers.

Authority list, n., a relatively simple alphabetic list of descriptions of ideas or view-
points that are likely to be found in literature being indexed together with

j acceptable index ter-as for each. See also thesaurus.

I
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Batten card, n., an interior-punched card which car be matched against similar cards
so that the locations of the cards which haie holes in common can be visuali:,
determined.

Bibliography, n., a published list of references or citations, each of which is relevant
to a predetermined topic.

Boolean statement, n., a symbolic statement in the algebra of George Boole which
expresses logical connections between classes (in the form of AND, OR and
NOT). The statement may be used to formulate an inquiry for the purpose
of searching a file. I

Cataloghý., v. t., the part of the surrogation function which involves the assignment
of permanent accession and/or class numbers; the recording of titles, authors,
and sources; the control of the source nmme vocabulary; and other initial I
processing of a document.

Categories, n., see indexing cf-iteria.

Character, n., see code character.

Citation, n., the description of a prior document which relates to the document being
written by the author; usually in the form of author, title, journal, volume,
number, date and pagination.

Citation index, n., a listing arranged by author giving the items which have cited the
author's work.

Class, n., the group of all things which can be described by an index term.

Classification, n., a system of interrelated classes, arranged in an apparently natural
or arbitrary order in a chain or lattice, so that each class includes or is I
included in another class, or both.

Code character, n., a configuration of code elements, which together represent a j
symbol such as a number or letter of the alphabet, used in a code.

Code element, n., a discriminable phenomenon, such as a hole or notch in a punched
card or a magnetic spot on tape, which may be used as 2 component of a code
character.

Coding, direct, n., a kind oi coding in which each code c'aracter is composcd of a
specified arrangement of code elements and in which the code elements are
not superimposed to repre lent simultaneously more than one code character;
or in which each code word is composed of a specified arrangement of code
characters and in which the code characters are not s:uperimposed to represent
simultaneously more than cne code word.
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"cding fiod," " n.., an. inral f time• or. space reserved for coding ,lmntf in 2h' ,I

their presence and order are distinguishable and can be kept constant. The
coding intervai can be temporal, such as Whe interval during Which bits a,'e
being transmitted over a wire, or spatial, such as the interval in which bits
are recorded on magnetic tape.

Coding, fixed field, n., a kind of coding in which parts of a coding field are dedicated
for particular classes of codes, which, if present, are recorded in the
dedicated position.

Coding, free field, n., a kind of coding in which codes may be entered in any part of the
coding field, although sometimes the order of recording the classes of codes
and how they are to be justified may be specified.

Coding, generic, n., a kind of coding in which code characters are used in dodicated
parts of a coding field to indicate hieraruhical order and the relation of
inclusion among classes.

Coding, superimposed, n., a kind of coding in which code elements are combined to
represent simultaneously more than one code character; or in which code
chaw:,-ters are combined to represent simultaneously more than one code word.

Collate, v. t., to rredte a file by interfiling the file elements, such as cards, or records;
based on specified relationships among the elements. For example, file
elements may be interfiled according to the numeric sequence of a particular
code.

Combination, n., any of the various groupings into which a specified number of
distinguishable objects may be arranged without regard to order. For example,
the dual combinations of A, B, and C are AB, AC, and BC. A combination is
contrasted witn a permutation in which the order of the objects is regarded.

Communication, n., a two-way exchange of information (as opposed to transmission
which is one-way).

Complement, n., see logical complement.

Completeness, n., the number of documents retrieved during a search which contain
even a slight amount of relevance to the originating query.

Constraint, n., any condition which limits the operation of a particular system.

Coordinate indexing, n., a method of analyzing and desc, ibing items of information so
5that retrieval is performed by the logical operations of the product, sum and
complement on the codes -n the store.

Correlation, n., instructive information which results from the compilation, analysis
and evaluation of other information for the purpose of answering specific
questions within a specific range of inquiry.
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:Critical revielW, n. ,a comprehensive report by an e%-pert in a f ield of learning which

Pelevanc i~o the Interc-st: emphasis -is en~ rapid ptiblication and on the use of
a sel~eteed, rather than an exhSaustive, list of do.nurents.

Data, n. , materi-ai which is easily qua.ntifiable, non-absttract, ar~d which can be
formatted.

Descriptor, n. I a word or group of words which characterize, defiin-- )r aeiermine
a gf.Aiirall set or class.

WC ~Descriptive abstract, n. , see abst~ract. indicative.

32ic~i~ary, n,, art alphabetic !is-, of words with ge'ie=afy accepted, explicit definitio
"dnc somiettimes with ettymologies and prcinunciations. In inf..rmation storage
and retrieval usagn., dictitinrzry is souictim-es a near syuoakym for authority
lAist. See also thesaurus, author~ity list.

Dissemiinati:ni, n., th-e d'stribution of documents or facts to ihe people who are interested
in suuh i-fermation.

Documerit reirie'val, n. , the fuimot:on performed b, Pxý IS&R eystem which provides as
aý. m~tput one or more docuimtms or document surrogates which may be relevant
to a request.

Edge - notched card, n. , a card having coding area around its perimeter into which holes
are punched or rictshcd to re~cord coded data. An edge-notched card is con.-
traste-d with an interior-coded punched card.

Extravt, n. , a br'ief statement of the contents of a document in the form of direct
quotations from the docurnent. See also abstract.

Fact retrievral, n., the function performed by an IS&R syptei-n which provides as szutput
specific ankw.-rs to inquiries, suzh as tine name of a person who has certain
chaxacturistics, rather than a d~ocument or a documz~nt surrogatze.

File, n. , see store.
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F~ile, irw'erted, n., a file in which `be stored iesare grope b each index word that
describes the item, and the groups are arranged in order by the inde~x terms.I In such a fie, the item.rs indexed by more than one index term are reiroduced
so that they can etich be in~cluded in several groups, each grovip of ir&Prr.s
represerntpd by one of the index terms used V; describe the icems in the group.

See also file, linear.

File, linear, n. , a file in which the index tc-rms are gro~tped by the itsm they describe,J and the groups are arranged in order by the items. See also file, inverted,

Fixed field codirg, n. , see c.oding, fixed field.

I Free field coding, n. , see coding, free fleld.

Free indexing, n.., the intellectual process )f indexing documnents whereby the. indexItermis are chosen from words in the document rather than. froma a controlled
list of authorized words.

Generic coding, n., see coding, lenei.

j Guide, n. , see. aCcess guide.

Hierarchy of clasees, n. , the relation of inclusion between classes, in which e'ach
higher class incltides lower classes and each. lower class is included in a
higher class.

Irrdex, v. t. , t,- select or. the basis of content analysis anid to record one or more terms
in ri~turai language or code to describe the data coatained in a document or
part of a document. ni., the reco~rd of docti-ments or parts of docu.-ieritz and
the terms selected to describe the data contained in each document or part
oil document. adj., p,2rtaining to an ind~ex.

1nde.-.-i:g, coordinatxe, ni.,, see coordiJnate indexing.

5Indexing criteria, n. , wori~s of a higher level z~f generality thian mos't of the words in
an access guide; as such, these words serve as names oi categories irnto
which the other words may be grouped.

Ind~integrated, n. , ar. index in which the index te;'ms are recorded on a storage
mnedium in physical proximity to Vhe des-ribed data or copy of the described
document.

Index, pe3rmuted, ni., see pekrmuted index.
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Index, separate, n. , an index in which the index terms are recorded on a storage
Tmedium, which is physically remote from the described data or copy of
the described document. The index terms are related to a surrogate.
sometimes only an accession number in the remote location.

Index term, n., a word in natural language or code which described a locument or
part of a document and which refers to something which is referred to in
the document or part of do,;ument.

Indicative abstract, n., see abstract, indicative

Information, n., material which is conceptual, descriptive, often judgmintal, usually
narrative and which is not easily quantifiable or formattable.

Information, digital, n., any coded representation which c: be processed by machines
without first requiring a transformation iro r.,,arChne language.

information, graphic, n., information which may be -tr red in visual -. -, •uch as in
books, on microfilm, etc.

Information storage & retrieval, n., a term generic b all vaziations c' . problems
of storitig, locating and selecting information of any kind, ww ,er it is in
graphic or digital form and whether the desired output is a document or a
specific fact.

informative abstract, see abst'zact, informative.

Input, n,, whatever is entered into a system; specifically, in an, information system,
data or documents to be stored, the index terms to describe them, or search
questions to retrieve them. v. t., to enter into a system.

Inrtegrated index, n., see index, integrated.

Interior punched cards, n., a card used for searching which has ceded data piunche,.
within its interior, as contrasted with an ed,•,•-.notched card.

Inverted file, n. . see fileinverted.

Item, n., *he unit of data, such as a document, abstract, bibliographir, citat-cn, or
accession number, which is stored in an information system for possible
future retrieval.

Key word, n., a word, chosen from a document text or title, which is used in free
indexing to describe the content of the document.

KWIC index, see permuted index.
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Linear file, n., see .•fle, 11aer..

Link, n., a number used to associate index terms which relate to the same tLpic
within a document, thereby avoiding err:oneous logical intersections of
indexes during searches.

Literature, separate, n. , individual items, such as books, reports and reference
volumes, which usually contain information of lasting value.

Literature, serial, n., collections of articles published in journals which are
generally of a partial, ephemeral or interim nature.

I Logic, n., 1. the intellectual order of a system as contrasted with the physical
form in which the intellectual system is applied. 2. a way of reasoning.

I Logical complement, n., the class which has as members all elements except those
that are members of a specified class. The logical complement of class A
is expressed as A.

I Logical product, n., the class which has as members all elements which are members
of all specified classes. The logical product of classes A, B, ... N is5expressed as A r)B n... r N.

Logical sum, n., the class which has as members all elements which are members of
any specified classes. The logical sum of classes, A, B, ... N is expressed
as AuB U... UN.

Meaning, n., is, in a narrow sense in information storage and retrieval, the relation
of formal equivalence between symbols, which relation implies substitutability
of equivalent symbols and nonsubstitutability of non-equivalent symbols. In5 a broad sense, see semantics.

Memory, n., a physical structure in which data can be recorded.

I Microfiche, n. , any transparent photographic film in flat form containing multiple
negative or positive replica microreproductions of graphic records
arranged in a grid pattern by rows. Microfiche may be any of the foilowing:
unit, chip, sheet, jacket, slide, or aperture.

Microfilm, n., any transparent photographic film in roll, strip or scroll form con-
taining negative or positive microreproductions of graphic records. Micro-film is usually in reel form as distinguished from mizrofiche, which is
usually in sheet form. v. t. , to make microphotographs.

i Microform, n., a generic term referring to any miniaturized form containing micro
images.
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Noise, n., from the viewpoint of an information system, retrieved data which is not
relevant to the purpose of the user of the system; from the viewpoint af
the user of the system, retrieved data which is not pertinent to the user's -
purpose; trash. See also redundancy.

Order, n., any fixed temporal or spatial seqaence, frequently conforming to a con-
ventionally accepted sequence of symbols such as numbers or alphabetic
letters.

Output, n., whatever is produ,.-d by a systzm; specifically in an information system,
data in any form provided by a system co a user in response to his question.
.See also selection.

Peek-a-boo cards, n., an inverted file of interior-punched cards, where each card
represents an index term, and where the document numbers are coded in
the form of punched holcs in the card, such that logical intersections may
be observed visually.

Permutation, n., any of the various ordered groupings into which a specified number
of distinguishable objects may be arranged. For example, the dual permu-
tations of A, B and C are: AB, BA, AC, CA, BC, and CB. A permutation
is contrasted with a combination in which the order of objects is disregarded.

Permuted index, n., an index in which key terms are selected from the title of a
document and are displayed in the index in exact context with other words
in the title. An index entry is made for each key word in the title. J

Pertinent, adj,, refers to retrieved information which is useful to the user for his

purposes. See also relevant.

Product, n., see logical product.

Punched card, interior-coded, n., a card, having a coding area within its body, into
which holes are punched to record data. An interior-coded punched card
is contrasted with an edge-notched card.

Query, see question.

- Question, n., a set of terms in natural language or code, related according to a
specified search strategy, which is compared with the index terms in the
store during a search.
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Random access, n., see access. random.

3 Recall, see completeness.

Redunlancy, n., the quantity of transmitted information in excess of the necessary
minimum, the purpose of which excess is to ensure against te loss of
necessary information; trash. See also noise. Redurndancy may be
introduced in one part of an informatior, system in order to reduce redun-
dancy ,n another part of the system. F,•r example, redundancy m4.ght be
introduced into a search question involving a logical product in order to
more precisely specify the intormation being sought so that the selected
information will he less redundant.

Reference, see citation.

Reference tools, n., compilations of raw data or information which have been
arranged in an ordcrly fashion, but have not been analyzed or evaluated.

Relevant, adi., refers to retrieved information which is related to the purpose of the
user. Although relevance is a necessary condition for pertinence, relevance
does not imply pertinence. For example, if a scientist were making a
literature search in a certain field and the information system responded
by giving him copies of some of his own writings in the field, these writings
wo-ald be relevant because they were related to the field of interest of the
user, but they would not be pertinent because the user already knew about
them. See also pertinent.

Retrospective search, n., the process of reviewing all present and past information
iu order to select those items which are relevant to the inquiry which
precipitated the search; emphasis is in the quality and completeness of the
reviewv and of the presentation of the searchi product.

Role indicator, n., a number or symbol designating the synW i,.tic role which is attributed
to an index term.

Search. v. t., to match successively the index terms of a store with a question in order
to find documents or data which are described by the set of index terms equi-
valent to the question.

Search question, n., see question.

Search strategy, n., a defiliition of a set whose members are specified terms related
according to a specified logical pattern, which set is to be used as a search
question.

Selection, n., the act in response to a search by which a system physically indicates
the documents or data described in index terms meeting the specifications of
a search questicn.
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Selective dissemination of iniormation (SDP', n., a diesei•,inat,,n scane,,•..ch screens
all input documents ind automatically sends to each information user all docu-
ments relevant to his work.

; Semantics, n., the study of the relation between symbols and the reality they denote;
for example, the relation between natural language words and the reality
they represent.

Separate index, n., see index, separate. j
Sort, v. t., to divide a file according to specifications against which the file elements

are matched; for example, file elements having '91 in the last position of a
particular code may be separated from all other file elements. I

Specificity, n., the degree of descriptive detail of the information retrieved.

Storage and retrieval device, information, n., a broad term which can include any
physical structure built to perform some function involved with the storing
or retrieving of infoi mation; for example, a typewriter or digital computer.
Context must be relied upon to give the scope of the term in each particular I
situation in which it is used.

Storage and retrieval system, information, n., a set of related objects and processes e
whose integrated purpose is to store information so that it can be retrieved
later and Lo retrieve information when desL.:ed.

Storage medium, n., see memory.

Store, n., the set of all data and index terms which have been physically recorded in
some memory, such as magnetic core, disks or tapes, or punched cards. I

Subject heading, n., a group of words describing a broad field of interest which is used
to index documents at a more generic level than by descriptors or key words.

Superimposed coding, n., see coding, superimposed.

Surrogate, n., a substitute for a document, such as an abstract, a bibliographic citation,
or an accession number.

Syntax, n., the study of the relation between the order of natural language words and
the reality they denote because of their order,

Term, index, n., see index term.

Thesaurus, n., a list of vocabulary terms which have been authurized for use in an
information retrieval system, together with a description of the hierarchical
and semantic relationships between the terms, and a definition of the terms
to the extent required.
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Threaded file, n., a tech•rique of structuring a search file by means of linking the

address of all records which contain the same index term.

Transmission, n., a one-way transfer of data or information (as opposed to communi-
cation which is a two-way exchange of information).

Uniterm index, n., a manual. searching rmethod using an inverted file of term cards
jposted with the document numbers associated with the term cards.

SWord, n., 1. a specific combination of one or more characters in a spr:cific order.

2. specifically in computers, a spaJe in computer memory capabl,.k of holding
a specified number of characters.
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